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Overview
This chapter contains a brief introduction to the Torion T-9 GC/MS® and Custodion® products.
This user’s manual provides step-by-step instructions for operating and trouble-shooting the Torion
T-9 GC/MS and the Custodion line of solid phase microextraction (SPME) syringes. Both basic
operations (such as running a sample and changing the batteries) and advanced operations (such as
re-analyzing data and changing the instrument operating parameters) are included.
The Torion T-9 GC/MS is used to separate and identify volatile and semi-volatile organic compounds
present in gas, liquid and solid samples. The Custodion SPME syringe is used to extract various
classes of compounds (depending on the sorbent coating of the fiber) and to concentrate the sample
for improved sensitivity at low concentrations. The Custodion is used to introduce the sample into
the Torion T-9 GC/MS.
After injecting a sample into the Torion T-9 GC/MS it is separated into its chemical components.
Resolved components are characterized by retention time from the gas chromatograph (GC) and
mass spectral fingerprint from the toroidal ion trap mass spectrometer (TMS). The mass spectral
fingerprints of the chemicals are compared to a database of known mass spectral fragmentation
patterns, and are identified by the on-board library.

Conventions Used in this M anual
Normal text is used to provide information and instructions.
Bold text refers to text that is displayed on the screen.
UPPERCASE text, for example ENTER or ALT, refers to keys on the PC keyboard. '+' is used to show
that you have to press two keys at the same time, for example, ALT+F.
All eight digit numbers are PerkinElmer part numbers unless stated otherwise.

About Notes, Cautions, and W arnings
Three terms, in the following standard formats, are also used to highlight special circumstances and
warnings.

NOTE: A note indicates additional, significant information that is provided with some procedures.

Overview . 9

CAUTION

D

W e use the term CAUTI ON to inform you about situations that
could result in serious damage to the instrument or other
equipm ent. Details about these circum stances are in a box like
this one.
Caution (Achtung)
Bedeutet, daß die genannte Anleitung genau befolgt w erden
m uß, um einen Geräteschaden zu verm eiden.

DK

E

F

I

NL

P

Caution (Bemærk)

Dette betyder, at den nævnte vejledning skal overholdes nøje
for at undgå en beskadigelse af apparatet.
Caution (Advertencia)

Utilizam os el térm ino CAUTION (ADVERTEN CI A) para advertir
sobre situaciones que pueden provocar averías graves en este
equipo o en otros. En recuadros éste se proporciona inform ación
sobre este tipo de circunstancias.
Caution (Attention)

Nous utilisons le term e CAUTION (ATTENTI ON) pour signaler les
situations susceptibles de provoquer de graves détériorations de
l'instrument ou d'autre m atériel. Les détails sur ces circonstances
figurent dans un encadré sem blable à celui-ci.
Caution (Attenzione)

Con il term ine CAUTION (ATTENZI ONE) vengono segnalate
situazioni che potrebbero arrecare gravi danni allo strumento o ad
altra apparecchiatura. Troverete inform azioni su tali circostanze
in un riquadro com e questo.
Caution (Opgelet)

Betekent dat de genoem de handleiding nauw k eurig m oet
w orden opgevolgd, om beschadiging van het instrument te
voork om en.
Caution (Atenção)

Significa que a instrução referida tem de ser respeitada para
evitar a danificação do aparelho.
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W e use the term W ARNI NG to inform you about situations
that could result in personal injury to yourself or other persons.
Details about these circum stances are in a box like this one.
WARNING
D

DK

E

F

I

NL

P

Warning (Warnung)

Bedeutet, daß es bei N ichtbeachten der genannten Anw eisung
zu einer Verletzung des B enutzers kom m en kann.
Warning (Advarsel)

Betyder, at brugeren kan blive kvæstet, hvis anvisningen ikk e
overholdes.
Warning (Peligro)

Utilizam os el térm ino WARNING (P ELI GRO) para inform arle
sobre situaciones que pueden provocar daños personales a
usted o a otras personas. En los recuadros com o éste se
proporciona inform ación sobre este tipo de circunstancias.
Warning (Danger)

Nous utilisons la form ule WARNING (DANGER) pour avertir des
situations pouvant occasionner des dommages corporels à
l'utilisateur ou à d'autres personnes. Les détails sur ces
circonstances sont données dans un encadré sem blable à
celui-ci.
Warning (Pericolo)

Con il term ine WARNING (P ERI COLO) vengono segnalate
situazioni che potrebbero provocare incidenti alle persone.
Troverete inform azioni su tali circostanze in un riquadro com e
questo.
Warning (Waarschuwing)

Betekent dat, w anneer de genoem de aanw ijzing niet in acht
w ordt genom en, dit kan leiden tot verwondingen van de
gebruik er.
Warning (Aviso)

Significa que a não observância da instrução referida poderá
causar um ferimento ao usuário.

2

Safety P ractices
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Overview
This chapter describes the general safety practices and precautions that must be observed when
operating the Torion T-9.
This advice is intended to supplement, not supersede, the normal safety codes in the user's country.
It is also a supplement to the PerkinElmer standard Safety and Health Policy. The information
provided does not cover every safety procedure that should be practiced. Ultimately, maintenance of
a safe laboratory environment is the responsibility of the analyst and the analyst's organization.
Please consult all manuals supplied with the T-9 and accessories before you start working with the
instrument. Carefully read the safety information in this chapter and in the other manuals supplied.
When setting up the instrument or performing analyses or maintenance procedures, strictly follow
the instructions provided.
This equipment requires no specified inspection or preventive maintenance to ensure the continuous
functioning of its safety features.

Precautions for the Instrument . 13

Precautions for the I nstrum ent
Be sure that all instrum ent operators read and understand
the precautions listed below . I t is advisable to post a copy of
the precautions near or on the instrum ent shelf.
WARNING
AVERTISSEMENT

Assurez-vous que tous les opérateurs d'instrum ents lisent et
com prennent les précautions indiquées ci-dessous. I l est
conseillé de poster une copie des précautions à prox im ité ou
à l'étagère de l'instrum ent.

Do not operate the instrum ent w ith any covers or parts
rem oved. Disconnect the pow er supply w henever cover is
rem oved.
WARNING
AVERTISSEMENT

Ne faites pas fonctionner l'instrum ent avec des couvercles
ou des pièces enlevés. Débranchez l'alim entation électrique
chaque fois que le couvercle est enlevé.

Do not attem pt to m ak e adjustm ents, replacem ents or
repairs to this instrum ent ex cept as described in the
accom panying user docum entation.
WARNING
AVERTISSEMENT

N'essayez pas de faire des ajustem ents, des rem placem ents
ou des réparations à cet instrum ent, sauf com m e décrit dans
la docum entation de l'utilisateur qui l'accom pagne.

Dispose of w aste in accordance w ith the regulations
applicable to your locality, state and/ or country.
WARNING
AVERTISSEMENT

Élim iner les déchets conform ém ent à la réglem entation
applicable à votre localité, votre état et / ou votre pays.

The protection provided by this equipm ent m ay be im paired
if the equipm ent is used in a m anner not specified by
P erkinElm er.
WARNING
AVERTISSEMENT

La protection fournie par cet équipem ent peut être altérée si
l'équipem ent est utilisé de m anière non spécifiée par
P erkinElm er.

The following precautions must be observed when using the instrument:
•

The instrument is field portable and can be placed on the ground therefore before starting the
instrument ensure that it is placed on a level stable surface.
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•

Do not block the side vents (if they are open) or rear vents and ports on the instrument to
prevent potential damage to the electronics or mechanical pumping systems.

•

If there is blowing dust or rain, make sure that the side and top covers are closed.

•

If the instrument is being used in an area where there is the potential for exposure to chemical
vapors make sure all of the covers are in place.

•

If the instrument has been exposed to hazardous chemicals thoroughly decontaminate the
system by wiping with a 5% bleach solution before returning to the lab.

•

This instrument is not intrinsically safe and should not be operated in explosive environments.

Precautions for Customers . 15

Precautions for Custom ers

WARNING
AVERTISSEMENT

WARNING
AVERTISSEMENT

•

The laboratory m anager is responsible for w arning operators
of this instrum ent about biohazardous m aterials that are
processed in this instrum ent and about w astes that result from
the operation of this instrum ent.
Le responsable du laboratoire est responsable de l'alerte des
opérateurs de cet instrum ent à propos des m atériaux à risque
biologique qui sont traités dans cet instrum ent et à propos des
déchets résultant du fonctionnem ent de cet instrum ent.
The laboratory m anager is responsible for disposing of any
biohazardous m aterials and m inim izing any biohazards before
the equipm ent is rem oved from use, transported or processed
for disposal.
Le responsable du laboratoire est responsable de l'élim ination
des m atières dangereuses et m inim ise les risques biologiques
avant que l'équipem ent ne soit utilisé, transporté ou
transform é pour être élim iné.

Appropriate venting, sample and waste collection needs to be provided.

Safe Handling of Gas Cylinders
Helium is the only gas required for use with the System. The major hazard associated with this gas
is suffocation. This can occur if the gas is allowed to escape in an enclosed area and displaces the
oxygen in the air. Helium is neither explosive nor combustible.
The Helium Gas comes in a 98 mL steel cylinder at 2500 psi that can be used for up to 150 analyses.
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General Operating Conditions
The Torion T-9 is field portable has been designed and tested in accordance with PerkinElmer
specifications and in accordance with industry safety requirements.
This equipment requires no specified inspection or preventive maintenance to ensure the continuous
functioning of its safety features.
The instrument can be used under the following conditions:
•

Temperature: +5°C to +45°C (+41°F to +113°F)

•

Relative humidity: 20% to 80%, without condensation

If possible, avoid any adjustment, maintenance and repair of the opened, operating instrument. If
any adjustment, maintenance and repair of the opened instrument is necessary, this must be done
by a skilled person who is aware of the hazard involved. Whenever it is likely that the instrument is
unsafe, make it inoperative. The instrument may be unsafe if it:
•

shows visible damage

•

fails to perform the intended measurement

•

has been subjected to prolonged storage in unfavorable conditions

•

has been subjected to severe transport stresses.

Environmental Conditions . 17

Environm ental Conditions
I f the instrum ent is used in a m anner not specified herein,
the protection provided by the instrum ent m ay be im paired.
WARNING
AVERTISSEMENT

Si l'instrum ent est utilisé d'une m anière non spécifiée ici, la
protection fournie par l'instrum ent peut être altérée.

The instrument has been designed to be safe under the following conditions:
•

Safe operating temperatures +5°C to +45°C (+41°F to + 113°F).

•

Relative humidity: 20% to 80%, without condensation

Storage conditions:
•

Ambient temperature: –20°C to +70°C (–4°F to +140 °F)

•

Relative humidity: 20% to 80%, without condensation
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Electrical Safety
The instrument has been designed to protect the operator from potential electrical hazards. This
section describes some recommended electrical safety practices.
The instrument must be correctly connected to a suitable electrical supply. The supply must have a
correctly installed protective conductor (earth ground) and must be installed or checked by a
qualified electrician before connecting the instrument.
The instrument can also run on a 30V, 6.8 Ah Lithium Ion rechargeable battery. Using a battery
powered run time of 5 minutes there can be ≤ 2.5 hours of continuous run time. This translates
into 15-25 runs per battery charge depending on whether the Torion T-9 GC/MS is turned off
between analyses.

Any interruption of the protective conductor (earth ground)
inside or outside the instrum ent or disconnection of the
protective conductor term inal is lik ely to m ak e the
instrum ent dangerous. I ntentional interruption is prohibited.
WARNING
AVERTISSEMENT

Toute interruption du conducteur de protection (terre à
terre) à l'intérieur ou à l'ex térieur de l'instrum ent ou la
déconnex ion de la borne du conducteur de protection risque
de rendre l'instrum ent dangereux . Une interruption
intentionnelle est interdite.

Grounding circuit continuity is vital for safe operation of the
instrum ent. N ever operate the equipm ent w ith the grounding
conductor disconnected.
WARNING
AVERTISSEMENT

La continuité du circuit de m ise à la terre est essentielle pour
un fonctionnem ent sûr de l'instrum ent. Ne jam ais utiliser
l'équipem ent avec le conducteur de m ise à la terre
déconnecté.

When working with the instrument:
•

Connect the instrument to a correctly installed line power outlet that has a protective conductor
connection (earth ground).

•

Do not operate the instrument with any covers or internal parts removed.

•

Do not attempt to make internal adjustments or replacements except as directed in the
manuals.

•

Disconnect the instrument from all voltage sources before opening it for any adjustment,
replacement, maintenance, or repair. If afterwards, the opened instrument must be operated
for further adjustment, maintenance, or repair, this must only be done by a PerkinElmer
Service engineer or other qualified service personnel

•

Whenever it is possible that the instrument is no longer electrically safe for use, make the
instrument inoperative and secure it against any unauthorized or unintentional operation. The
electrical safety of the instrument is likely to be impaired if, for example, the instrument shows
visible damage; has been subjected to prolonged storage under unfavorable conditions; or has
been subjected to severe stress during transportation.

Electrical Safety . 19

Electrical R equirem ents
Voltage

85 -264V AC

Frequency

47-63 Hz

Power Max

160 VA

The AC Line Cord

WARNING
AVERTISSEMENT

Do not disconnect or defeat safety ground on the power cord.
Ground is necessary for safe operation of the instrument and
proper functioning of the electronic circuitry.
The line cord should have the electrical rating and plug
appropriate for your location. See the figure below for the
correct cord.
Ne pas débrancher ou vaincre le sol de sécurité sur le cordon
d'alimentation. Le sol est nécessaire pour un fonctionnement
sûr de l'instrument et le bon fonctionnement des circuits
électroniques. Le cordon de ligne doit avoir la puissance
électrique et la fiche appropriée pour votre emplacement. Voir la
figure ci-dessous pour le cordon correct.

1. Make sure you have selected the proper line cord for your location. The following table shows
some typical AC line cords.
2. Ensure that the power switch is off and plug one end of the line cord into the power module on
the instrument and the other into the AC supply.
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ElectroMagnetic Compatibility (EMC) . 21

ElectroM agnetic Com patibility (EM C)
Europe
All information concerning EMC standards is in the Declaration of Conformity, and these standards
may change as the European Union adds new requirements.
PerkinElmer instruments have been designed and manufactured, having regard to the state of the
art, to ensure that:
•

the electromagnetic disturbance generated does not exceed the level above which radio and
telecommunications equipment or other equipment cannot operate as intended;

•

it has a level of immunity to the electromagnetic disturbance to be expected in its intended
use which allows it to operate without unacceptable degradation of its intended use.

South Korea

United States (FCC)
This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device,
pursuant to part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection
against harmful interference when the equipment is operated in a commercial environment. This
equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in
accordance with the instruction manual, may cause harmful interference to radio communications.
Operation of this equipment in a residential may cause harmful interference in which user will be
required to correct the interference at their own expense.

Note:

Changes or modifications not expressly approved by PerkinElmer could cause the instrument to

violate FCC (U.S. Federal Communications Commission) emission regulations, and because of this
violation could void the user’s authority to operate this equipment.

P ollution Degree
This product will operate safely in environments that contain nonconductive foreign matter up to
Pollution Degree 2 in EN/IEC 61010-1.

I nstallation Category
This product will operate safely in electrical power environments that are rated as Installation
Category II in EN/IEC 61010-1.
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W arning Labels
The following labels are on the instrument.

Caution: Hot Surface
Attention: Surface Chaude

Hot surface by injection port

Emergency power off, emergency reset, SD card slot, USB port and LAN port. Located
under the cover on top of the instrument.

Label on door cover located on top of instrument.
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Carrier gas vent, helium inlet, power connection and minim USB port located on back of
instrument

Product Label located on bottom of instrument
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W arning Signs on the I nstrum ent

Caution: Risk of electric shock.
ATTENTION: risque de choc électrique.

Indicates alternating current

Indicates the OFF position of the main power switch

Indicates the ON position of the main power switch

Indicates the protective conductor terminal
Caution: Risk of danger.
Documentation must be consulted to determine the nature
of the potential hazard and any actions which have to be
taken.
Attention: Risque de danger.
La documentation doit être consultée afin de déterminer la
nature du danger potentiel et les mesures à prendre.
Caution: Hot surface.
Attention: Surface chaude.
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W EEE I nstructions for Perk inElm er Products

or
A label with a crossed-out wheeled bin symbol and a rectangular bar indicates that the product is
covered by the Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Directive and is not to be disposed
of as unsorted municipal waste. Any products marked with this symbol must be collected separately,
according to the regulatory guidelines in your area.
The objectives of this program are to preserve, protect and improve the quality of the environment,
protect human health, and utilize natural resources prudently Requirements for waste collection,
reuse, recycling, and recovery programs vary by regulatory authority at your location. Contact your
local responsible body (for example, your laboratory manager) or authorized representative for
information regarding applicable disposal regulations. Contact PerkinElmer at the web site listed
below for information specific to PerkinElmer products.
Web address:
http://www.perkinelmer.com/WEEE
For Customer Care telephone numbers select “Contact us” on the web page.
Products from other manufacturers may also form a part of your PerkinElmer system. These other
producers are directly responsible for the collection and processing of their own waste products
under the terms of the WEEE Directive. Please contact these producers directly before discarding
any of their products.
Consult the PerkinElmer web site (above) for producer names and web addresses.
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Decontam ination
Before using any cleaning or decontamination methods except those specified by PerkinElmer, users
should check with PerkinElmer that the proposed method will not damage the equipment.
Customers wishing to return instrumentation and/or associated materials to
PerkinElmer for repair, maintenance, warranty or trade-in purposes are advised that all
returned goods must be certified as clean and free from contamination.
The customer's responsible body is required to follow the “Equipment Decontamination Procedure”
and complete the “Certificate of Decontamination”. These documents are available on the
PerkinElmer public website:
http://www.perkinelmer.com/Content/technicalinfo/dts_instrumentdeconprocedure.pdf
If you do not have access to the internet contact Customer Care:
Customer Care USA:

1-800-762-4000

(inside the USA)

(8:30 a.m. – 7 p.m. EST)

(+1) 203-925-4602

(outside the USA)

Customer Care Canada:

800-561-4646

Customer Care EU:

0800 40 858

(Brussels)

0800 90 66 42

(Monza)

If you are located outside of these regions, please call your local PerkinElmer sales office for more
information.

Cleaning the I nstrum ent
Exterior surfaces may be cleaned with a soft cloth, dampened with a mild detergent and water
solution. Do not use abrasive cleaners or solvents.

3

System Overview
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This chapter provides an overview of solid phase microextraction (SPME), low thermal mass (LTM)
gas chromatography (GC) and toroidal ion trap mass spectrometry (TMS)

W hat is solid phase m icroex traction (SPM E)?
Solid phase microextraction (SPME) is a sampling method for extracting target chemicals from a gas,
liquid or dissolved solid sample and concentrating them for subsequent analysis. Compared to
liquid-liquid extraction and cartridge-based solid phase extraction, SPME is faster and less prone to
user error. Following extraction, SPME allows immediate introduction of sample into the analytical
instrument.
SPME consists primarily of a fused silica or metal rod that is approximately one centimeter in length
and a tenth of a millimeter in diameter. The rod is typically coated with a polymeric material called
a sorbent. The rod and sorbent together are referred to as the SPME fiber. The chemical properties
of the sorbent determine the classes of compounds that selectively absorb or adsorb onto the fiber.
Solvents should not absorb preferentially over target chemicals, otherwise a different sorbent or
solvent may be necessary.
The SPME fiber is stored inside a protective needle called the SPME needle. The fiber is extended
out of the SPME needle during the extraction and desorption of a sample. The SPME needle is
connected to a spring loaded plunger that extends and retracts the fiber. The complete apparatus is
called the SPME syringe.
Each chemical is extracted into the SPME coating according to its equilibrium distribution between the
coating on the fiber and the liquid (or gas) phase around the fiber. This equilibrium depends on the
chemical nature of the polymeric phase, the solvent, the temperature, and the volume of both the
polymeric phase and the solvent. Extraction can take under a minute depending on sample volume
and concentration. Equilibration of the fiber with its surrounding matrix usually requires a longer
period of time (several minutes to several hours). After equilibrium has been achieved, the
concentrations of target chemicals on the fiber and in the solution remain constant. The amount of a
chemical extracted by the fiber is proportional to the concentration of the sample before and after
equilibrium.
Sensitivity to a target chemical extracted by SPME can be improved significantly in three ways:
increasing the sorbent thickness on the sampling fiber, employing a more selective sorbent, or
changing the extraction temperature. A thicker sorbent layer absorbs more target chemical, increasing
the sensitivity to all absorbed chemicals; however, thicker sorbent also increases the equilibration time
between the absorbed chemical and the chemical in solution. Rather than thicker sorbent, longer fibers
may be used to increase sensitivity; however, longer fibers may not be used on the Torion T-9 GC/MS,
the instrument is not designed to accept them and they may break inside the injection port. Sorbents
with greater selectivity to the target chemicals will improve sensitivity; however, they may also increase
the extraction of unwanted chemicals. Finally, changing the extraction temperature will affect the
sensitivity of a target chemical. The sensitivity for high mass and high boiling chemicals will generally
improve with increased temperature, particularly for headspace (gas) extractions. Increasing the
temperature will also decrease the equilibration time. High temperature extractions of volatile
chemicals in solution may decrease the sensitivity to those chemicals when sampling by immersion
because volatile chemicals are more likely to leave the solution as vapor at higher temperatures.
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W hat is the Torion T-9 GC/ M S?
The Torion T-9 GC/MS is an easy to use, hand-portable system. The primary purpose of the Torion
T-9 GC/MS is to allow rapid chemical analysis and detection on-site so that informed decisions based
on chemical analysis can be made as quickly as possible. The combination of low thermal mass GC
and TMS allows rapid separation of chemicals in the sample and generation of a mass spectral
fingerprint for each chemical. The on-board central processing unit (CPU) uses deconvolution to
extract the mass spectrum of each chemical and then compare the spectrum and retention time to a
library of retention times and mass spectra of known chemicals, and indicates whether or not any of
the target chemicals in the library are present in the sample. In addition to known chemical libraries
it also compares the information to libraries of unknown compounds to provide information about
unexpected compounds that are present in the sample.
The top panel of the Torion T-9 GC/MS contains the battery compartment, display screen, power
and operating buttons, SPME sample injection port, memory card slot, Ethernet port, carrier gas
cartridge connection, status lights, and manual shut-off access. The internal components are
precision mechanical and electronic parts, including heaters, vacuum pumps, pressure controller, gas
flow lines, circuit boards, CPU, SPME injector, low thermal mass GC, and TMS.
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About the P ow er Supply and Battery
The Torion T-9 GC/MS can operate from a power supply connected to line power or a battery. Under
typical operating conditions the battery will allow field operation for about 2 hours. The actual run
time may vary by up to ±15 minutes depending on the frequency of injections. The battery used is a
15 V 13.8 mAH rechargeable Li ion battery.
The battery can be charged either with an external charger or by plugging the instrument into line
power (see Running with External Power and Carrier Gas on page 47). When charging the
battery in the instrument, the instrument does not have to be on, just simply plugged into line
power.
The following image shows the battery indicator lights on the Torion T-9 GC/MS.

•

If the top indicator light is lit the Torion T-9 GC/MS is connected to line power and there is
not battery installed.

•

If the second indicator light is lit then the Torion T-9 GC/MS is operating from battery power
only.

•

If the bottom indicator light is lit the Torion T-9 GC/MS is connected to line power and the
battery is installed and charging.

The Torion T-9 GC/MS battery will charge when line power is connected and the instrument is not
running. When the instrument is running the battery will only charge during times when the overall
power draw is sufficiently low to allow extra power to be diverted to the charging operation. Power
will not be drawn from the battery as long as the external line power is connected.
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W hat is the Custodion SPM E syringe?
The SPME syringe designed for the Torion T-9 GC/MS is called the Custodion. The Custodion
triggers the injection and analysis to start on the Torion T-9 GC/MS without having to push a “start
analysis” button.
The SPME syringe consists primarily of a barrel, plunger, spring, protective needle, and retractable
fiber.
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W hat is low therm al m ass (LTM ) gas chrom atography?
In microcolumn gas chromatography (GC), volatile chemicals separate as they travel through a
capillary column. Separation is dependent upon the equilibrium distribution of each chemical
between a liquid coating on the capillary wall and the carrier gas flowing through the capillary. An
equilibrium constant called the partition coefficient, K, governs the separation of chemicals and is a
ratio of the concentration of the target chemical in the stationary phase coating versus the mobile
phase (carrier gas). The affinity of a chemical for the stationary phase is a function of temperature
and determines the chemical’s partitioning between the two phases.
K=

concentration in stationary phase mass in stationary phase
volume in mobile phase
=
×
concentration in mobile phase
mass in mobile phase
volume in stationary phase

The partition coefficient of a chemical is related to its retention time, tR. The retention time is the
time a chemical takes to travel through the column. The typical representation of a GC analysis is a
plot of detector response as a function of time, called a chromatogram (see below). The time at the
center of the near Gaussian peak of a resolved chemical is its retention time, and the area under the
peak is related to the amount of chemical extracted and may be corresponded to the amount of
chemical in the sample.
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A chemical that is volatile within the temperature range of the GC method parameters will eventually
exit the column (assuming the compound is not irreversibly adsorbed to the capillary coating). If the
same method parameters are always used, a specific chemical will have the same retention time.
Tentative identification of a chemical can be made by comparing its retention time with retention
times of known standards. Changing the temperature of the capillary column will change the
retention times of compounds being analyzed. Usually, the temperature of the column is increased
during an analysis to reduce the time of the analysis. This is typically done with the capillary column
installed in a convectively heated GC oven.
The degree of separation of two chemicals that exit the capillary column at the detector is called
resolution. Two chromatographic peaks are completely resolved when the baseline signal is present
between them; otherwise, they are only partially resolved.
In chromatographic systems with detectors like flame ionization that does not produce selective data
retention time and peak separation are critical to successful peak identification and quantitation.
Peaks with similar retention times may be resolved by reducing their peak widths or by changing
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their relative retention times. Peaks that are partially resolved or totally unresolved are referred to as
co-eluting peaks.
In some cases it is not possible to achieve complete resolution. It not uncommon to find cases
where two peaks will almost completely overlap. Using mass spectrometry adds the element of
mass spectral data to the analytical equation. Using sophisticated deconvolution algorithms (see the
software section of this manual for a detailed description of deconvolution) that rely on only a small
amount of resolution and mass spectral finger print recognition can provide a way of identifying and
quantifying analytes that co-elute.
Low thermal mass (LTM) GC refers to a miniaturized form of GC in which the convectively heated
column oven is replaced with direct electrical resistive heating of the capillary column. LTM GC uses
a conventional GC column that is intertwined with resistive heating and temperature-sensing wires
and wrapped with aluminum foil for greater heating efficiency. The low thermal mass of this column
heating arrangement allows for much smaller instrumentation and lower operating power as well as
faster heating and cooling of the column. The GC in the Torion T-9 GC/MS is an LTM GC.
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W hat is toroidal ion trap m ass spectrom etry (TM S)?
The purpose of mass spectrometry (MS) is to measure the presence and abundance of a chemical’s
characteristic ion fragments according to the values of their mass-to-charge ratios (m/z). MS
involves several steps to generate a mass spectrum of a chemical: ionization, mass analysis, and
detection.
Ionization is necessary for producing electrically charged fragments (i.e., ions). A plot of the
abundances of ions produced from a chemical as a function of m/z is called a mass spectrum. Each
chemical has a characteristic mass spectrum that can be used as a chemical fingerprint to identify
the chemical and differentiate it from other chemicals. Soft ionization methods primarily produce
molecular ions or ions related to the molecular ion (e.g., abstraction of hydrogen or addition of
hydrogen or other species). Hard ionization processes yield fragments of the chemicals. The
following is an example of a mass spectrum obtained by the Torion T-9 GC/MS showing the mass-tocharge (m/z) of ionized fragments of diethyl phthalate.

Electron ionization is a hard ionization method in which the sample intersects an energetic (for
example, 70 eV) beam of electrons that are drawn from a current-carrying filament. The interaction
of the chemicals in the sample and the electrons in the electron beam creates charged fragments.
The ionized chemical fragments are separated by a mass analyzer before they are registered by the
detector. Typical mass analyzers include quadrupole, time-of-flight, and ion traps. The Torion T-9
GC/MS uses a miniaturized toroidal ion trap (TMS) mass analyzer that possesses advantages of low
power consumption, and high sensitivity. Mass analysis is accomplished by first trapping ions in the
trap with an RF electric field and then applying a constant frequency tickle voltage as the RF
amplitude voltage is increased, causing ions to be ejected from the ion trap to the detector based on
m/z and their resonant frequency for ejection. Discrete ranges (windows) of the ejection RF voltage
are assigned to discrete m/z values of the detected ions. The following figure is a cut-away drawing
of the toroidal ion trap showing trapping of ions (red dots) in a toroidal geometry around the center
electrode.

Ion detection provides the abundances of the fragment ions in the mass spectrum. The detector in
the Torion T-9 GC/MS is a continuous dynode electron multiplier. Positive ions exiting the trap are
directed by a negative bias to strike a surface at the entrance of the detector. The surface emits
electrons when struck by ions with sufficient energy. The electrons are directed by a positive bias
striking further along the continuous dynode, emitting increasingly more electrons as they
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sequentially strike the dynode in areas of decreasing negative voltage. The positive bias ultimately
directs the electrons to a collector at the end of the continuous dynode, that produces a measurable
voltage that is proportional to the number of ions of each type (i.e., m/z value) isolated by the mass
analyzer.
A variety of mass analyzers are available for laboratories, however, few are available as portable
instruments due to overall size and power requirements. The latest advancement in miniaturization
of mass spectrometers is the miniaturized TMS. The miniaturized TMS requires less power, and
operates under higher pressures than quadrupole mass spectrometers. Furthermore, the
miniaturized TMS combines many advantages of larger non-toroidal ion traps, such as simplicity,
pressure tolerance, and comparable ion storage volume. The miniature TMS operates at less than
2.5 kV, compared to 15 kV for the larger alternative portable ion trap. The following figure is a top
view of the Torion T-9 GC/MS.
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4

Basic Custodion Operations
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Prepare the Custodion SPM E Syringe for Sam pling
Each Custodion SPME syringe is shipped with the syringe needle protected by a screw-tight cap.
Prior to use, remove the protective cap. Prior to initial use, the SPME fiber should be conditioned
by placing it in a heated GC injection port for at least 15 minutes. For multiple-use application, the
SPME fiber in the Custodion syringe should be cleaned before re-use as outlined in the following
steps:
1.

Insert the syringe needle (with the fiber retracted) of the Custodion syringe into the
injection port of the Torion T-9 GC/MS or other GC (heated to at least 250ºC).

2.

Depress the plunger to extend the SPME fiber and allow the fiber to desorb contaminants
for 30–60 seconds or longer if necessary.

3.

Depress the plunger to retract the SPME fiber.

4.

Remove the Custodion syringe needle from the injection port.

5.

Start the Torion T-9 GC/MS and conduct a System Blank Run to remove any compounds
that may have desorbed from the SPME fiber into the GC (for instructions on performing
a System Blank Run see System Blank on page 56 in Chapter 5 Basic Operation).

6.

If large amounts of sample are visible in the blank analysis repeat the SPME cleaning
process until no large peaks are visible in the System Blank Run.
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Using the Custodion
Detection of target chemicals by the Torion T-9 GC/MS depends on adsorption to (extraction) and
desorption from (injection) the SPME fiber. Adsorption depends on the partition coefficient of the
target chemical between the fiber coating and the sample matrix. Detection also depends on the
volatility and molecular mass of the target chemical (45–500 amu).

Sam ple Headspace Vapors from Liquid or Solid Sam ples
Place the liquid or solid sample into a vial. Leave sufficient volume (headspace) above the sample
for sampling vapors when the SPME fiber is fully extended from the Custodion syringe needle.
1.

Cap the vial with a septum cap.

2.

Insert the Custodion needle through the sample vial septum.

CAUTION
ATTENTION

CAUTION
ATTENTION

CAUTION
ATTENTION

3.

Be certain that the SP M E fiber is retracted inside the Custodion
needle (i.e., protective needle) before piercing it through the
sam ple vial septum .
Soyez certain que la fibre SP M E est rétractée à l'intérieur de
l'aiguille du Dépositaire (c.-à-d., Une aiguille protectrice) avant
de la percer à travers le septum du flacon d'échantillon.
Be careful not to bend the flex ible SP M E needle w hen piercing
the septum .
Veillez à ne pas plier l'aiguille SP ACE flex ible lors du perçage du
septum .
Try to k eep the Custodion syringe needle above the surface of
the sam ple to prevent uptak e of liquid onto the SP M E fiber by
capillary action.
Essayez de garder l'aiguille de la seringue du Dépositaire audessus de la surface de l'échantillon pour em pêcher l'absorption
de liquide dans la fibre SP M E par une action capillaire.

Depress the Custodion plunger to extend the fiber into the headspace sample.

NOTE: Depress the plunger until you hear or feel a click then release the plunger.
4.

After the desired extraction time, depress the Custodion plunger to retract the fiber into
the syringe needle

5.

Remove the Custodion syringe needle from the sample vial.

CAUTION
ATTENTION

Be certain that the SP M E fiber is com pletely retracted before
pulling the Custodion syringe needle out through the sam ple
septum .
Assurez-vous que la fibre SP M E est com plètem ent rétractée
avant de tirer l'aiguille de la seringue du Dépositaire à travers le
septum de l'échantillon.
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Sam ple Gases
Vapors in air or other gas samples can be sampled directly or from a gas sampling container
using the Custodion syringe. The steps for vapor headspace analysis (as discussed above) should
be followed when applicable.

Sam ple Liquids

CAUTION
ATTENTION

Sam ples that are too concentrated w ill overload the GC colum n
and TM S, possibly requiring cleaning of the system (Custodion
SP M E fiber, ion trap, etc.) before the nex t sam ple can be
analyzed. Of particular concern is the viscosity of the liquid
sam ple. Viscous sam ples should never be sam pled and analyzed
directly.
Les échantillons trop concentrés surchargeront la colonne GC et
TM S, nécessitant peut-être un nettoyage du systèm e (fibre
Custodion SP M E, piège ionique, etc.) avant que l'échantillon
suivant puisse être analysé. La viscosité de l'échantillon liquide
est particulièrem ent préoccupante. Les échantillons visqueux ne
doivent jam ais être échantillonnés et analysés directem ent.

1.

Place the liquid or dissolved solid sample into a sample vial. Add sufficient volume of
liquid to completely immerse the SPME fiber when it is fully extended from the Custodion
syringe needle.

2.

Cap the vial with a septum cap.

3.

Insert the Custodion syringe needle through the sample vial septum.

CAUTION
ATTENTION

CAUTION
ATTENTION

Be certain that the SP M E fiber is retracted inside the Custodion
syringe needle before piercing it through the sam ple vial
septum .
Assurez-vous que la fibre SP M E est rétractée à l'intérieur de
l'aiguille de la seringue du Dépositaire avant de la percer à
travers le septum du flacon d'échantillon.
Be careful not to bend the flex ible SP M E needle w hen piercing
the septum .
Veillez à ne pas plier l'aiguille SP ACE flex ible lors du perçage du
septum .

4.

Check for adequate space inside the vial to extend the Custodion fiber without touching
the sides or bottom of the vial.

5.

Depress the Custodion plunger to extend the fiber into the sample and start the timer.
Carefully swirl (agitate) the liquid sample in the vial around the SPME fiber to increase
contact of the fiber coating with as much of the total sample volume as possible, making
certain that the fiber coating is always covered with the liquid sample.
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CAUTION
ATTENTION

M ake certain that there is enough liquid in the sam ple vial to
com pletely cover the SP M E fiber coating w hen it is ex tended
into the sam ple and the sam ple is agitated.
Assurez-vous qu'il y a suffisam m ent de liquide dans le flacon
d'échantillon pour couvrir com plètem ent le revêtem ent de
fibres SP M E lorsqu'il est prolongé dans l'échantillon et que
l'échantillon est agité.

6.

After the desired extraction time, depress the Custodion plunger to retract the fiber into
the syringe needle.

7.

Remove the Custodion syringe needle from the sample vial.

CAUTION
ATTENTION

8.

Be certain that the SP M E fiber is com pletely retracted before
pulling the Custodion syringe needle out through the sam ple
septum .
Assurez-vous que la fibre SP M E est com plètem ent rétractée
avant de tirer l'aiguille de la seringue du Dépositaire à travers le
septum de l'échantillon.

Prior to injection on the Torion T-9 GC/MS, extend the SPME fiber out of the Custodion
syringe needle and shake off residual sample droplets that may have been taken up in
the syringe needle during sampling.

Sam ple Solids
Always perform vapor headspace analysis of a solid sample as described above before attempting
other sampling methods.


Dissolve (or suspend) a small amount of the solid sample in the appropriate solvent and
follow steps 2–8 as described above for sampling liquids.

Sam ple Unknow n Liquids and Solids
The following two pages provide sequential procedures for trouble-shooting liquid and solid
unknowns that are too dilute or too concentrated when initially sampled by headspace. The first
step with any unknown compound is to sample the headspace. If detection of target chemicals is
too low or too high, follow the flow chart on the next two pages to improve detection.

NOTE: Each box in the flow chart provides a new method for sample preparation to increase or decrease
the concentration of extracted chemicals. If the results are not improved by performing the
method in the first box, move on to the next box and perform the subsequent sample handling
procedure.
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L iquid Unknown S ample
T ake heads pace of s ample in environment

If s ample detection is too low

If s ample detection is too high

Increase expos ure time

T ake heads pace with s horter expos ure time

P lace s ample into a vial and take heads pace

R educe the time of expos ure in injector port.

Heat vial (warm with hand or other means
s uch as equipment in mobile lab) and take
heads pace

Allow s ample on S P ME to evaporate before
injection (do this by exposing the S P ME
fiber to the atmos phere)

Immers e S P ME directly into liquid

Us e a s yringe to take the headspace and
deliver it into another vial. T ake headspace
of the trans ferred headspace.

Dilute s ample in appropriate solvent.
Immers e S P ME directly in liquid of the
dilution. Do this in a mobile lab under
engineering control. B e careful of pos sible
reactions with solvent. Use the M-8 paper
tes t to determine whether an aqueous or an
organic s olvent s hould be us ed.
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S olid Unknown S ample
T ake heads pace of s ample in environment

If s ample detection is too low

If s ample detection is too high

Increase expos ure time

T ake heads pace with s horter expos ure time

P lace s ample into a vial and take heads pace

R educe the time of expos ure in injector port

H eat vial (warm with hand or other means
s uch as equipment in mobile lab) and take
heads pace

Allow s ample on S P ME to evaporate before
injection (do this by exposing the S P ME fiber
to the atmos phere)

D is solve s ample in appropriate solvent.
Immers e S P ME directly in liquid of the
dilution. D o this in a mobile lab under
engineering control. B e careful of pos sible
reactions with solvent. Use the M-8 paper
tes t to determine whether an aqueous or an
organic s olvent s hould be us ed.

Us e a s yringe to take the headspace and
deliver it into another vial. T ake headspace
of the trans ferred headspace.

D ilute s ample in appropriate solvent.
Immers e S P ME directly in liquid of the
dilution. D o this in a mobile lab under
engineering control. B e careful of pos sible
reactions with solvent. Use the M-8 paper
tes t to determine whether an aqueous or an
organic s olvent s hould be us ed.
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Perform ing an I njection w ith the Custodion Syringe
When performing an injection with the Custodion Syringe on the Torion T-9 GC/MS make sure the
gold rings on the Custodion Syringe touch the contact points on the GC injection port. When the
contact points connect with the Custodion Syringe the instrument automatically starts a run.
Conversely the instrument will NOT start an analysis if the Custodion Syringe does not come in
contact with the contact points.

Contact Points

1.

Follow the on screen instructions as to when to depress the plunger to expose the SPME
fiber.

2.

Depress the plunger until you hear or feel a click and then release the plunger. Similar to
using a ball-point pen.
The following image shows a cutaway diagram of the SPME inside the GC injector port.

SPME syringe
Interface between
Custodion syringe and
injector
Injector (hidden
under face plate)
Inlet of GC
3.

Follow the on screen instructions as to when to depress the plunger to retract the SPME
fiber inside the protective needle.

CAUTION
ATTENTION

Ensure the SP M E fiber is com pletely w ithdraw n inside the
syringe needle before rem oving the Custodion from the injector
port; otherw ise the SP M E fiber m ay be dam aged.
Assurez-vous que la fibre SP M E est com plètem ent retirée à
l'intérieur de l'aiguille de la seringue avant de retirer le gardien
du port de l'injecteur; Sinon la fibre SP M E pourrait être
endom m agée.

5

Basic Operation
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Overview
This chapter describes the functionality of the instrument control interface. This includes a description
of each screen and the functions available from the screen.
Your interface is run using Windows CE™ as the operating system.
1.

Upon initialization the instrument will boot into the Windows CE main screen.

2.

To launch the software double-click on the GC-MS icon.
The Torion T-9 GC/MS™ system is equipped with a touch screen interface. It also has a USB
port and a USB mouse can be connected directly to the instrument. The functionality of the
touch screen is the same as for a mouse.
Touching the screen will select a button and activate the commands associated with the
button.
Using a mouse to position a pointer over a button and then clicking on the button with the
mouse will also activate the command associated with the button.

3.

An alternative option is to run the instrument directly from a PC using a VNC viewer.
A free VNC viewer is available for the software. For instructions on how to install and use the
viewer refer to TightVNC Viewer in Chapter 6 Software.

4.

The instrument has a stylus attached to facilitate operation of the touch screen. The location
of the stylus is shown below.
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Startup
®

®

This chapter provides basic instructions on how to use the Custodion and Torion T-9 GC/MS .
If running in a portable mode, skip to Step 4 below.

R unning w ith External P ow er and Carrier Gas
External power should only be connected while the instrument is powered off. The indicator light will
change to indicate that the external power has been connected. If a battery is present then both the
line power and battery power lights will be lit. The battery power will not be used when line power is
connected.
Also, for stationary (non-portable) operation, an alternate external carrier gas supply line can be
connected to the back of the Torion T-9 GC/MS.
1.

Turn off the instrument prior to connecting the 24VDC adapter.

2.

Connect the 24VDC adapter to the external port.
With the correct adapters the power supply can be connected to external power from 100–250
volts 50-60 Hz AC. The following figure shows the power supply connected to the back of the
instrument.

3.

Connect the lab helium to the external helium port located at the rear of the Torion T-9
GC/MS. The fitting that connects to the Torion T-9 GC/MS is a quick connection type of fitting
that attaches to 1/16” PEEK tubing.
The quick connect is attached when it clicks into place and cannot be removed without sliding
the locking cylinder back.
To disconnect the external helium carrier slide the locking cylinder on the quick connect back
until the quick connect slides off of the instrument helium connection.

NOTE: If a helium cartridge is attached to the instrument, an external helium cartridge may also be attached
to the instrument at the same time. The internal pressure of the helium cartridge is regulated to 65 ±7
PSI. As long as the external helium cartridge has a pressure of 80 PSI or greater the helium in an
attached cartridge will be preserved, and can be used after disconnecting from the external helium
source.
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The following figure shows the Torion T-9 GC/MS rear connection ports: (1) 24VDC Adapter
connection and (2) Helium external port.

CAUTION
ATTENTION

4.

P rior to the nex t step, regulate the ex ternal gas pressure to a
m inim um of 80 psi.
Avant l'étape suivante, réglez la pression de gaz ex terne à un
m inim um de 80 psi.

Press and hold the power button for 3 seconds.

Wait for the initial screen to appear as shown below.
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Once the instrument is booted up, the Windows® CE screen will be displayed with the GC-MS
software icon.

5.

Use the stylus to double tap the GC-MS icon to start the Torion T-9 GC/MS operating system.
As soon as the software starts, the instrument will enter the pump down state automatically.
Once a vacuum is established then the instrument will initialize the heated zones to the
method set points.
The following screen shows the instrument screen that is displayed during establishment of the
vacuum and temperatures. The progress bars show the progress of the instrument initialization
process.

After the system has established vacuum and temperature the following Home screen will be
displayed.
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Hom e Screen
The Home screen is used to initialize all operations. In addition, this is the screen that the instrument
returns to whenever the Home button is selected from any other screen.
In the middle section of the status bar, the name of the activated method is displayed. In this example
the method name is Target rev7A.
The type of sample is displayed just below the method name in the status bar. In this example the
sample type is Sample.

1.

To view the status of the power, helium, and instrument touch any of the icons in the top
right corner of the screen once with the stylus and a “balloon” appears with the expanded
view of the instrument status.

2.

To make the expanded view balloon disappear, click again in the icon status area.

The icons in the upper-right corner of the screen are used to monitor status.
•

The battery icon shows the amount of power left in the battery or if it is connected to AC
power.

•

The second icon is the helium icon and shows the amount of helium left.
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NOTE: If the system is connected to an external helium source and a helium cartridge is not installed in the
Torion T-9 GC/MS system, the icon will indicate that the amount of helium left is zero (0).
•

The last icon shows the status of the instrument.

Using the Custodion Syringe
Refer to Chapter 4 Basic Custodion Operations for details about collecting samples with the
Custodion syringe.
To prepare the Torion T-9 GC/MS for analysis:
1.

Allow the Torion T-9 GC/MS to warm up before sampling.

2.

After collecting sample on the SPME fiber, press the Start Run button on the Home screen.
The following injection instructions screen will appear.

CAUTION
ATTENTION

CAUTION
ATTENTION

3.

M ake certain that the SP M E fiber is retracted into the Custodion
syringe needle, before inserting the needle into the injection port.
Assurez-vous que la fibre SP M E est rétractée dans l'aiguille de la
seringue du Dépositaire, avant d'insérer l'aiguille dans le port
d'injection.
Be sure the face of the Custodion syringe com pletely contacts the
contact points as soon as the syringe is inserted.
Assurez-vous que le visage de la seringue du Dépositaire contacte
com plètem ent les points de contact dès que la seringue est
insérée.

Insert the Custodion SPME syringe needle into the injection port.

CAUTION
ATTENTION

Be sure the SP M E fiber has been retracted into the syringe
needle, before rem oving the needle from the injection port.
Assurez-vous que la fibre SP M E a été rétractée dans l'aiguille de
la seringue, avant de retirer l'aiguille du port d'injection.
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a. The gold rings on the SPME syringe holder must contact the points indicated on the GC
injection port. The following figures show (1) SPME Syringe Gold Rings and (2) GC
Injection Port Contacts.

b. The instrument will NOT start an analysis if the SPME syringe does not come in contact
with the GC Injection Port Contacts.
4.

Follow the on-screen instructions. Immediately depress the plunger until you hear or feel a
click, then release the plunger. While the Please Wait… screen is displayed a sample
desorption from the SPME is being taken after the injection is made.

The following screen is displayed after the time for the wait screen is completed.

5.

After a few seconds you will be instructed to remove the syringe.
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You should follow the on-screen instructions to remove the SPME.
6.

Immediately depress the plunger on the SPME syringe to retract the fiber into the Custodion
needle and remove the syringe.

CAUTION
ATTENTION

Ensure the SP M E fiber is com pletely w ithdraw n inside the
syringe needle, before rem oving the Custodion from the injector
port. Failure to do so m ay result in the SP M E fiber being
dam aged and m ay also cause a helium leakage.
Assurez-vous que la fibre SP M E est com plètem ent retirée à
l'intérieur de l'aiguille de la seringue, avant de retirer la
Custodion du port de l'injecteur. Le non-respect de cette
consigne peut entraîner l'endom m agem ent de la fibre SP M E et
provoquer égalem ent une fuite d'hélium .

The following cutaway diagram shows the Custodion syringe inserted into the injector port
with fiber retracted.

(1) SMPE Syringe

(2) Interface between Custodion syringe and
injector

(3) Injector (hidden under face plate)

(4) Inlet of GC column

A screen similar to the following displays a chromatogram while running a sample.
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7.

When the GC-MS analysis of the sample is complete, the following screen will appear.

This screen displays the chromatogram and library hits.

Table 5-1 Screen Table Descriptions
Heading

Description

RT

The chromatographic Retention Time.

Identification

The name of the compound.

Alert

The compound type of hazard level which is created in Chromion.

Match

The statistical confidence of the assignment based on the parameters
in the compound agent library.

Conc

The concentration units defined in the method using the Chromion
software.

Alerts can be configured by you. Refer to Chapter 6 Software for instructions on setting up
custom alerts.
8.

Once you have finished reviewing or recording the results, select Home.
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The Waiting icon in the status bar will appear and the Start Run button will be gray while the
column temperature is returning to the initial temperature setting in preparation for the next
analysis.
9.

To run another sample press the Start Run button and follow the on-screen instructions.
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Perform ing a System Blank R un
Two types of blank runs can be performed to determine whether or not:
•

The Torion T-9 GC/MS components (i.e. column, injector, or ion trap) are clean and ready to
perform an analysis, and

•

The Custodion SPME fiber is clean and ready for use.

System Blank - Type 1: Does not require the use of the Custodion syringe. Refer to the “System
Blank” section below.
•

From the Analysis Type field, click on the drop-down menu and select System Blank.

•

Press the Start Run button. The instrument will initiate the normal run procedures, but will not
prompt you to insert the SPME syringe.

NOTE: Neither type of blank run is used for a background subtraction by the Torion T-9 GC/MS. However, the
chromatographic and mass spectrometric data from a blank run may help identify contamination in the
instrument or on the SPME fiber.
SPME Blank - Type 2: A blank run of the Custodion fiber is performed as if a sample has already
been placed onto the fiber. The purpose of this run is to verify the cleanliness of the SPME fiber.
Refer to:
•

The “SPME Blank” section of this chapter

•

The “Startup” section of this chapter

•

The “Analyzing a Sample” section of this chapter

System Blank
It is recommended that after initial startup a System Blank be performed to ensure that the instrument
is clean, i.e. column, injector, and ion trap, and ready for a Sample run. This run does not require the
use of the Custodion syringe.
To run a system blank:
1.

Select System Blank from the Analysis Type drop-down menu on the Home screen.
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The file name is in a date and time stamp format.
The default Data File Name will show System Blank plus the date and time. However, a
specific file name can be assigned to the run by selecting the current name in the field and
entering the specific name. A keyboard will pop up on the screen which can be used to replace
or append a custom name by entering text.
2.

Press the Start Run button.
The system will start to perform a blank run automatically. During the run a screen similar to
the following the will be displayed.

3.

After a run if there are any peaks present continue to perform blank runs until the baseline is
clean.
The following screen shows a chromatogram of a clean system blank where there are no
contaminant peaks.

While the results are being processed the following screen is displayed after the System Blank
run is finished and the system is processing the run data looking for any contamination peaks.
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A screen similar to the following is displayed after the system blank is performed and
analyzed.

NOTE: Blank runs should look like the following chromatogram (only a small single peak is present at
approximately 1.0 on the X-axis). If additional peaks are observed in the chromatogram and do not go
away after 7 system blanks, contact PerkinElmer.

Above is an image of a successful chromatogram of a System Blank run without contaminants
peaks.
•

If there were any contaminant peaks, the contaminants might be identified by the onboard instrument library.

•

If any positive identifications were made they would be listed in the identification table at
the bottom of the screen.
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The following screen is an example of a contaminated System Blank run. As shown in the text
at the top of the screen an actual System Blank was run, but there were contaminant peaks.

The peaks were either identified or listed as unknown compounds by the library.
4.

Tapping the stylus on the X-axis opens a pop-up options list, where you can select to
Enable Annotations of the peaks.

The names of the peaks will appear in the chromatogram as in the image below.
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When finished, press the Home button to return to the home screen.
5.

From the results screen choose Home to continue running the instrument.

6.

On completion, press the Home button to return to the Home screen.

SP M E Blank
The second type of blank run is called the ‘blank’ Sample run. A ‘blank’ Sample run is to ensure that
the SPME fiber is clean at the beginning of each new Sample run and also before taking a Sample of
an unknown substance.

NOTE: For cleaning new SPME fibers refer to P repare the Custodion SP M E Syringe for Sam pling on
page 38 in Chapter 4 Basic Custodion Operations.
To confirm that the SPME fiber is clean and ready for a Sample run, go the Home screen and select
Sample in the Analysis Type field.
For new SPME fibers, refer to P repare the Custodion SP M E Syringe for Sam pling on page 38 in

Chapter 4.

To run a SPME blank, follow this procedure:
1.

To confirm that the SPME fiber is clean and ready for a Sample run go the Home screen and
select Sample from the Analysis Type drop-down menu.
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2.

Without placing a sample on the SPME syringe select the Start Run button on the Home
screen.
The injection instructions will appear.

3.

The system will automatically start a run. Follow the instructions on the screen to complete
the injection process.

M ake certain that the SP M E fiber is retracted into the Custodion
syringe needle, before inserting the needle into the injection port.
Be sure the face of the Custodion syringe com pletely contacts the
contact points as soon as the syringe is inserted.
Be sure the SP M E fiber has been retracted into the syringe needle,
before rem oving the needle from the injection port.
CAUTION
ATTENTION

4.

Assurez-vous que la fibre SP M E est rétractée dans l'aiguille de la
seringue Custodion, avant d'insérer l'aiguille dans l'orifice
d'injection.
Assurez-vous que le visage de la seringue Custodion contacte
com plètem ent les points de contact dès que la seringue est insérée.
Assurez-vous que la fibre SP M E a été rétractée dans l'aiguille de la
seringue, avant de retirer l'aiguille du port d'injection.

When instructed, remove the Custodion syringe fiber from the injection port.

NOTE: This is called a ‘blank’ Sample run. It is used for the purpose of cleaning the SPME fiber.
If amounts of sample are visible in the results analysis window the SPME syringe is
contaminated. Repeat this operation until no peaks are visible in the ‘blank’ Sample run
results.
5.

If no peaks are identified in the summary table as shown below, select Home and then
continue to run the Performance Validation. Refer to the Performance Validation section of
this chapter.
If peaks are identified in the summary table, select Home and then repeat this procedure.
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NOTE: Blank runs should look like the chromatogram shown above (only a single small peak is present at
approximately 1.0 on the x-axis). Sometimes if a SPME fiber is contaminated, it will take a few
injections to clean. If after a few injections the runs are not cleaning up, replace the SPME fiber.
6.

The end run data should look the same as the system blank.
•

If there are peaks or if compounds are identified and displayed in the report a second
blank analysis should be performed.

•

If there are still peaks after several injections and the system blank was clean then try
using a new SPME fiber.

To thoroughly clean the old fiber:
a) Place it in the injection port while the system is not in analysis mode.
b) Expose the fiber by clicking the plunger on the SPME syringe and leaving the exposed
SPME fiber in the injection port for 1 to 2 minutes.
c) Press the plunger again to retract the fiber into the SPME syringe needle and withdrawal
the SPME from the injection port.
d) Perform a System Blank run and a ‘blank’ Sample run to ensure that the fiber is clean.
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Perform ance Validation
Refer also to the Performance Validation section located in the Chromion software chapter.
Purpose of a Performance Validation (PV):


To calibrate the instrument to display the correct masses.



To calibrate the retention times of the peaks for better unknown compound detection.

Verify instrument performance:
•

Sensitivity

•

Mass resolution

•

Chromatographic performance

•

Mass range

•

Compound identification

•

GC retention time

1.

Verify appropriate System and SPME blanks have been performed. See the “System Blank”
and “SPME Blank” sections of this chapter.

2.

On the home screen, open the drop-down box for Analysis Type and select Performance
Validation.

3.

Insert the Custodion syringe needle into the CALION Performance Validation vial.

CAUTION
ATTENTION

4.

Be careful not to bend the flex ible SP M E needle w hen inserting
into the vial.
Veillez à ne pas plier l'aiguille SP ACE flex ible lors de l'insertion
dans le flacon.

Depress the Custodion plunger to extend the fiber into the CALION PV vial and take a sample.
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Expose the fiber for 30 seconds in the
CALION vial.

5.

Depress the plunger to retract the fiber into the syringe needle and remove the syringe from
the CALION vial.

CAUTION
ATTENTION

6.

Check that the SP M E fiber is retracted into the Custodion
syringe needle, before inserting the needle into the injection
port on the instrum ent.
Vérifiez que la fibre SP M E est rétractée dans l'aiguille de la
seringue du Dépositaire avant d'insérer l'aiguille dans le port
d'injection de l'instrum ent.

Press the Start Run button, for the injection type displayed on the button. There are three
injection types that can be used on the instrument.


SPME



Liquid Inject



Needle Trap

The injection type on the Start Run button of the instrument can be changed using the
Chromion software in the Gas Chromatograph window of the method.
7.

When prompted by the software insert the Custodion SPME syringe needle into the injection
port.

NOTE: For PV runs, there is a delay of a few seconds between pressing Start Run and getting the insert
syringe message.

CAUTION
ATTENTION

Be sure the face of the Custodion syringe (the red disc w ith the
gold rings) m akes good contact w ith the contact points on the
instrum ent as soon as the syringe is inserted.
Assurez-vous que le visage de la seringue du Dépositaire (le
disque rouge avec les bagues en or) entre en contact avec les
points de contact de l'instrum ent dès que la seringue est
insérée.
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The gold rings on the Custodion SPME syringe must contact the points on the GC injection
port. The instrument will NOT start an analysis if the Custodion syringe does not come in
contact with these contact points.

(1) SPME syringe gold rings (2) GC injection port contacts

NOTE: It is important to be sure the plunger is not depressed until the SPME syringe is fully inserted.
However, the time between the insertion of the syringe and the depression of the plunger should be
minimal, so no vapors are lost during the sample introduction.
8.

The screen will display Please Wait… while the standard analytes are being desorbed from
the SPME.
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9.

When prompted retract the fiber and remove the syringe needle.

CAUTION

Be sure the SP M E fiber has been retracted into the syringe
needle, before rem oving the needle from the injection port.

NOTE: This process normally takes about 90 seconds for Performance Validation (PV) runs.
10.

If the result is a PASS the following screen displays. You can return to the home screen.

11.

If the result displays a FAIL as shown in the below screen, re-run the Performance
Validation by pressing the button Set Values and Re-Run.
The PV sample must be reinserted into the system within 60 second of pressing the Set
Values and Re-run button. Otherwise the system will time out and you will need to re-start
the Performance Validation process from the home screen.
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12.

Follow the instructions displayed below the PASS/FAIL indicators.
A yellow PASS result for any of the tests (in this case the Resolution test) indicates that while
the overall test results meet the minimum requirements for validating the performance of the
instrument, some routine maintenance may be required.

13.

To view and export the report, press View Details then View Report.

14.

If you have not achieved a PASS after 13 attempts, contact PerkinElmer.

15.

Press View Report to examine the details of the failures. Pressing the Up or Down and Left
or Right buttons shown in the following screen to navigate through the data.
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16.

To export the data to a USB drive press the Export button.

17.

Insert a USB drive into the slot under the Utility Cover. Press Export Files.
A window displays with the SD card file structure on the instrument.

18.

Select the USB Drive shown in the following screen.
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19.

Press OK to export the data files.
On completion a confirmation message displays a successful export.

20.

Press the Back button to return to the Performance Validation Results screen.

Sam ple Concentration
When the instrument is being run, the split flow settings in the GC method are used automatically.
Occasionally users may see samples with very low concentrations to very high concentrations where
the split flow should change, but the method does not need to be changed.
In this case choose an appropriate sample concentration setting, which will change the split flow
without having to change the method.
From the Home screen, a user would choose the following Sample Concentrations to have the
following effect on the Split Flow, refer to Table 5-2, Split Valve Flow Ratios.
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Table 5-2 Split Valve Flow Ratios
Split 50 to1

• High Concentration_Open = 0
• VOC-Low Concentration_Open = 10
• SVOC-Low Concentration_Open = 10
• High Concentration_Closed = 30
• VOC-Low Concentration_Closed = 30
• SVOC-Low Concentration_Closed = 30

Split 10 to 1

• High Concentration_Open = 0
• VOC-Low Concentration_Open = 2
• SVOC-Low Concentration_Open = 7
• High Concentration_Closed = 30
• VOC-Low Concentration_Closed = 10
• SVOC-Low Concentration_Closed = 10
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Sam ple Analysis
On the Home screen of the instrument the Sample file name can be changed to reflect the type of
run being performed, if desired.
To perform a Sample Analysis, follow this procedure:
1.

To edit the displayed file name, click in the Data File Name field to open the on-screen
keyboard and enter the changes.

NOTE: An external keyboard may also be plugged into Torion T-9 GC/MS’s USB port for entering sample
names.

2.

Choose Start Run to begin the run.
The current Injection Type displays on the Start Run button.
Once the Start Run process begins the screen will prompt for the injection as shown
previously.

3.

When prompted by the software insert the Custodion SPME syringe needle into the injection
port.
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CAUTION
ATTENTION

Be sure the face of the Custodion syringe (the red disc w ith the
gold rings) m akes good contact w ith the contact points on the
instrum ent as soon as the syringe is inserted.
Assurez-vous que le visage de la seringue du Dépositaire (le
disque rouge avec les bagues en or) entre en contact avec les
points de contact de l'instrum ent dès que la seringue est
insérée.

The gold rings on the Custodion SPME syringe must contact the points on the GC injection
port. The instrument will NOT start an analysis if the Custodion syringe does not come in
contact with these contact points. The following figure shows (1) SPME syringe gold rings (2)
GC injection port contacts.

The screen will display “Please Wait…” while the standard analytes are being desorbed from
the SPME.

After the specified time the screen will prompt the user to Depress and release plunger,
then remove syringe.

NOTE: It is important to be sure the plunger is not depressed until the SPME syringe is fully inserted.
However, the time between the insertion of the syringe and the depression of the plunger should be
minimal, so no vapors are lost during this sample introduction.
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The analysis may take several seconds to minutes depending on the injection type used to
complete.
4.

Retract the fiber when prompted and remove the Custodion SPME syringe.

CAUTION
ATTENTION

Be sure the SP M E fiber has been retracted into the syringe
needle, before rem oving the needle from the injection port.
Assurez-vous que la fibre SP M E a été rétractée dans l'aiguille de
la seringue, avant de retirer l'aiguille du port d'injection.

The following screen is displayed during a sample run.

5.

Select the Split View option from the above run screen.
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a. With the Split View option selected during a run, the total ion chromatogram (TIC) is
plotted at the top of the screen and the mass spectra are shown on the bottom plot.
b. The spectra plot shows the most recently collected spectra.
c.

Selecting the Plot View option will return the screen to displaying chromatographic
data only.

d. Extended Run allows you to extend the run past what is setup in the method to
ensure enough peaks are displayed.

e. The Stop Run button stops the analysis and the screen changes to an intermediate
screen. The intermediate screen is shown at the end of any run while the system is
processing the data collected by the system. The intermediate screen is described
later in the chapter.
f.
6.

The Diagnostics button opens diagnostics screens which display the status of various
parameters which will be discussed later in this chapter.

The Processing Results screen is displayed between the end of the data collection and
when the results are displayed.
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If the Cancel Run button is pressed during the data processing step, the software will stop
processing the data and no results will be saved for that sample.

NOTE: If VN C is being used to navigate the instrument and it becomes necessary to stop the processing of a
sample or performance validation run clicking the ESC key on the computer keyboard will abort the
run process if the buttons Stop R un and Cancel Run are not visible for use on the VNC window.
The following screen shows the library results screen displayed at the end of a run. The table
on the bottom of the screen shows the post run results table, or the library hits, depending on
levels that have been defined in the Chromion software. Red alerts indicate levels set above
50 and Yellow indicates levels below 50.
Refer to the Analyzing a Sample section in this chapter for a detailed description of the
table.

NOTE: The system automatically searches the target-ion-compound library. If a peak is detected, it will either
be named accordingly to library searching results, or it will be identified as an unknown if no library
match is found. In addition, the standard instrument method searches the unknown library for the
method of the unknown compound identification automatically on board (989 compounds). These
compounds, if detected, will be illustrated in the hit list with asterisks (*) in front of them. The entire
NIST database may also be searched by connection via cross-over cable to the system PC. Refer also
to the “Searching the External Unknown ID Library” section of this chapter.
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Using Alerts for Hazardous Com pounds
If an Alert has been programmed into the method for a specific compound or multiple compounds the
hazard level text will appear in the Alert column on the instrument results window at the end of a run.
A popup message will display as notification for the first threat level detected. Click OK to dismiss the
dialog.
If desired, alerts can be configured by the user using Hazard Levels in the Chromion software which
will then display on the instrument as an Alert on the results window at the end of a run.
Refer to Chapter 6 Softw are for instructions on how to create Hazard Levels and use them with
alerts on the instrument.

•

A red alert is identified with hazard levels 50 to 100. These user-defined levels could be
considered critical or life-threatening.

•

An orange alert is identified with hazard levels 49 and below. These levels could be
considered serious but not life-threatening.

The following table shows examples of Hazard Levels defined in the Chromion software.

Table 5-3 Alert Descriptions
Alert

Description

CWA-I

Incapacitating agent

CWA-N

Nerve agent

CWA-B

Blister agent

EXP

Explosive

TIC-X

Extreme hazard (according to ITF-40 list)

NARC

Narcotic

TIC-H

High hazard (according to ITF-40 list)

TIC-M

Toxic industrial chemical - medium hazard (according to ITF-40 list)

TIC-L

Toxic industrial chemical - low hazard (according to ITF-40 list)

View ing Spectra of a Specific Scan
The spectra of a specific scan can be viewed by placing the cursor at the desired scan in the TIC plot
at the top of the screen that has been zoomed.
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1.

Place the cursor at the location where the spectra are required.

The following image shows the spectra of the compound peak selected in the image.
2.

Clicking Split View displays the spectra of the selected scan in the lower pane.

3.

Click and drag the cursor to form a square around the peaks to zoom in on the
chromatograph.
The screen below shows the zoom functionality in the spectra or Split View.
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The spectra plot can now be viewed more clearly using the zoom functionality.

The following image shows the zoom functionality being used in the chromatogram section of
the run results.

4.

Clicking on the x-axis opens an options list.
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5.

Selecting Enable Annotations will place the compound name on the peaks.

When selecting Enable Annotations the compound name will appear on the peak in the TIC
graph.

6.

After zooming in on either the TIC plot or the spectra plot tap the bottom axis area of the plot
with the stylus.
A popup box displays with the option to Zoom Normal or Zoom Out.

•

Zoom Normal restores the full view of the TIC plot or the spectra plot depending on which plot
axis was selected.

•

Zoom Out returns to the view of the last zoom selection. If zoomed in twice the view returns to
the first zoomed in view.
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7.

Selecting the More Options button displays a popup with additional functions.

8.

Details When clicking Details for the selected compound in the results list information will be
retrieved from the NIOSH database which is located on the SD card.
The image below is the NIOSH information for the compound Bromoform which is selected in
the image above.
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Export to USB… - This option can be used to export .RES file to the USB drive. This file
contains the RAW data, method information, .CDF file and the report file. The .TXT includes
the summary of the analysis report.
Export Report (Wireless) - Used to export a report containing the analysis report using the
wireless modem to a remote PC that is equipped with a wireless modem.
View Report Displays the report in text view.
Switch View Mode - This option toggles the view between the Plot View and the results of a
Group status view. See Groups in Chapter 6 Software of this manual.
9.

Selecting the Home button returns the screen to the home screen for the next analysis.
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R eview the R esults of an Analysis
This section explains how to view the results of an analysis after the run has been completed. The
results may be viewed on the Torion T-9 GC/MS system or on a PC using the Chromion software.
The results of an analysis include:
•

a chromatogram,

•

the mass spectra of compounds detected, and

•

a list of identified chemicals.

On-site analysis will rely heavily on the library of target chemicals placed on the Torion T-9 GC/MS.
More extensive libraries can be accessed for comparison when using the PC application software. You
may also add chemicals into the Torion T-9 GC/MS library.

View ing the R esults on the Torion T-9 GC/ M S System
The results of an analysis appear after each run on the display screen of the Torion T-9 GC/MS
system. Previous run results may also be viewed post analysis by selecting the Previous Results
button from the Home screen.

Previous Results
This function allows previous run files to be viewed on the Torion T-9 GC/MS system.

1.

From the Previous Results screen touch the drop-down arrow on the Folder list to display a
list of folders on the SD card as shown below.
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2.

Highlight and double-touch the desired folder.
A list of all the data files within the chosen folder will be displayed.

3.

Touch the data file to be viewed from the list.
You can move through the Results list by either using the arrows and sliders on the edge of
the results window or by using the Up and Down buttons.
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4.

Touch the View button to view on the instrument the results of the data file.
The following screen is displayed while the instrument loads the data file.

After the data file has been loaded into the window the previous results of the run will be
displayed.
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Quantitative Analysis
To activate the Quantitative Analysis:
1.

From the Advanced menu, select Method.

2.

The Methods window displays. Select a method that has been set up for quantitative analysis
in the Chromion software.

3.

Press Activate.

4.

A screen prompt suggests you run a system blank, select Yes or No.
The Home screen displays the name of the quantitative analysis method in the status bar. The
Start Run button now displays the type of sample injection selected in the quantitative
analysis method.
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5.

Enter an appropriate Multiplier if the actual sampling conditions are different from what is
specified in the Method.
For example, if the Method specifies sample collection of 1.0 L of air, but you were only able
to collect 0.5 L, you would enter a multiplier of 2.00 (1.0 L / 0.5 L).

6.

Press the Start Run button and follow the on-screen prompts.
The next screen shows how the system displays the concentration results for a Quantitative
Method. The concentration units displayed in the CONC column are defined in the method
using the Chromion software.
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Ex porting Files
There are two ways to export files from the instrument SD card to a USB storage device.
1.

From the Home screen choose the Previous Results button, and then select a file for
exporting.

2.

Click the Export button.
A list from which to export the file now displays two additional files besides the .RES file. The
report or .TXT file and the .CDF file are now available. Select the files to be included in the
export by placing a checkmark next to the file.

Insert a USB drive into the USB port under the Utility Cover and press Export Files.
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The following screen will be displayed.

The Windows CE directory for the Torion T-9 GC/MS system is displayed on the left. The Hard
Disk is the storage device plugged into the USB port.
3.

You should navigate to and highlight the location where the data files are to be exported.

4.

Click OK to export the data files.
When the data files have successfully been exported the following screen will be displayed.

5.

Click OK to close the dialog and then the click the Home button to return to the home screen.
The Export Files function can also be accessed from the Results Data screen by clicking
More Options as shown in the image below.
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Details

Hazard database information is displayed for selected chemicals in the
results list.
Used to export .cdf .res and .txt files to the USB drive.

Export to USB

• .cdf contains the processed GCMS data analysis
• .res contains raw data, method information .cdf file and report file
• .txt includes the summary of the Analysis report

Export Report
(Wireless)
6.

Used to export a report containing the Analysis Report Summary using
the wireless modem to a remote PC base station that is equipped with a
wireless modem.

With a USB inserted into the instrument click on Export to USB.
Select the files and click Export Files.

7.

Choose the Hard Disk for the USB drive and click OK.
A message will appear indicating a successful export.
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Advanced M enu
The information available through the Advanced menu include items from system data to instructions
on shutting down the instrument.
Selecting the Advanced button displays the following menu screen.



P rocedure
Torion T-9 GC/MS software navigation is driven by a function called a Standard Operating
Procedure (SOP). A Procedure consists of a series of pre-programmed steps (like a macro language)
that are automatically executed to guide you in the operation of the Torion T-9 GC/MS system.
Contact PerkinElmer for more details on how to create Procedures.
There are two types of Procedures that can be created for the Torion T-9 GC/MS software:
Locked

A locked Procedure forces you to perform operations (such as running a System
Blank or Performance Validation) in the exact order programmed into the Procedure.

Unlocked

Unlocked Procedures can still be set up to guide you through a series of suggested
operations, but they also allow you to deviate from the pre-programmed operations.

Activating a Procedure
To select and activate a Procedure:
1.

From the Home screen select Advanced followed by Procedure.

2.

Select the desired Procedure.

3.

Select Activate.
When a Procedure is activated, it will begin executing the pre-programmed steps in the
Procedure. In most cases, it will begin by going back to the Home screen. In addition, the
prefix for the automatically generated Sample name on the Home page is the name of the
Procedure.
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NOTE: The Default Procedure is the simplest type of Procedure. It is an unlocked Procedure that allows you to
analyze samples using the currently active Method. This Procedure provides unrestricted access to all
operations of the Torion T-9 GC/MS software, excepting those that require a password.
4.

Pressing the View button allows you to view the contents of a Procedure.

If there is interest in creating proprietary custom Procedures based on the Standard Operating
Procedures developed locally for use on the Torion T-9 system, contact PerkinElmer for more
information.

Ending a Procedure
To end (stop running) an active Procedure:
1.

From the Home screen click Advanced followed by clicking Procedure.
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2.

Pressing End SOP (see the above screen) displays an intermediate screen that indicates the
current procedure has ended.

3.

Pressing Restart Procedure restarts the current (just ended) Procedure from the beginning.

4.

Pressing Activate Last Method allows you to continue running samples using the currently
activated Method. This operation creates a new temporary Procedure (named “activated”) that
is based on the current Default Procedure. Thus, the prefix for the automatically generated
Sample name changed to “activated” when this operation is used.

5.

Pressing Previous Results allows viewing of previously collected sample data. Refer to the
Previous Results section of this chapter.

6.

Pressing Advanced will return you to the advanced menu items.

Selecting a Different Procedure
There are two additional procedures that can be run, 20Sample and BlankPV rev3.
To select a different Procedure to run:
1.

From the Home screen select Advanced followed by Procedure.

2.

Select one of these other Procedures from the list.

3.

Select Activate and follow the prompts.
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Status/ Diagnostics
Selecting Status/Diagnostics displays the following screen, under which the following tabs are
available: Gas Chromatography, Mass Spectrometry, Versions, Status, Edit and Current Problems.

Gas Chrom atography Tab
This tab shows the actual temperatures and pressures of the various components of the GC. It also
shows the Split/Splitless Settings for the currently active method.

M ass Spectrom etry Tab
This screen shows actual values from the mass spectrometer. These values are used by service
personnel to diagnose potential problems with the instrument.
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Versions Tab
With the Versions tab selected all build numbers of software can be viewed. This information is helpful
when determining the correct control software has been activated on the instrument.

Status Tab
This screen shows the percent of Battery life remaining, as well as other data on instrument
temperatures and runs.
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Edit Tab
This screen has the settings for Filament Current, Detector Voltage, and the Ion Target. These
values can be manually set by touching the desired field with the stylus.

As soon as the field is touched with the stylus or with the mouse when using VNC a screen will
open in which to enter the password which is required to make a change.

4.

Enter the password and then click Continue.

Contact a PerkinElmer Service Representative for the T-9 password. The fields are now
editable.

5.

Place the cursor next to the value and erase the contents then enter the new value.
A floating keyboard will be displayed with which to make the desired changes by taping the
stylus on the numbers.
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As soon as the values have been changed click on the Home button. The changes will be
saved and the home screen will display.

CAUTION
ATTENTION

6.

These changes tak e effect im m ediately (even in the m iddle of a
run) and should only be adjusted by ex perienced users.
Ces changem ents entrent en vigueur im m édiatem ent (m êm e au
m ilieu d'une course) et ne devraient être ajustés que par des
utilisateurs ex périm entés.

Another function available on the Edit screen is to exit the instrument software. Click on the
button Exit Software.

The password screen appears.
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7.

Enter in the system password using the floating keyboard or the mouse and keyboard if VNC is
being used and click Continue.

8.

Click the button marked Exit Software again.
A confirmation dialog will display with three options.

•

Shutdown Normally - This option will shutdown the pumps and the heaters. After the
pumps have completely stopped and the heat has reached an acceptable level the
instrument will power off. This process could take 5 minutes or more.

•

Exit Now - This option will only exit the instrument’s software back to the desktop but
the pumps and heaters will continue to run.

•

Cancel - This option will cancel the Exit Software process returning the user to the Edit
window. Press Home to return to the home screen.
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Current Problem s Tab
This window displays any active (unresolved) problems with the system. You would use this screen if a
problem were reported by a Warning or Error message that was displayed during operation of the
instrument.

P erform ance Validation
Pressing this button will start a Performance Validation run on the instrument. Follow the steps
found in the Performance Validation section on page 63 in Chapter 5.


From the home screen press the Advanced button and then Performance Validation.
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M anage Files
The Manage Files tool is used to rename, delete or copy files from the SD Memory Card on the
instrument to a USB flash drive.
1.

From the home screen press the Advanced button and then Manage Files.

2.

Click the expand icon next to the Storage Card folder.
The Storage Card folder is the SD card on the instrument in which all the data files are stored.

3.

Click the expand icon next to the Data folder.
These folders are auto-created each day by the system and contain data file results from blank
and samples runs which have been performed on the instrument.

4.

Select one of the folders.
The contents of the folder appear to the right side of the window. When clicking on one of the
files the full filename will briefly appear showing the file extension as seen in the image below.
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5.

Select one of the files and click OK displays a different view in which to select the files to be
copied, deleted, or renamed.

6.

Selecting the Home button will return the display to the home screen.

M ethods
From the Methods screen users can select a method to activate, or simply view the method
parameters in a selected method.
To choose a method:
1.

From the home screen press the Advanced button and then Method.
When the screen first opens the method that is currently activated on the instrument will be
highlighted.
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2.

Move through the method list by either using the scroll bar or the Up and Down buttons.

3.

Select a method then press the Activate button.
This action loads the method on the instrument for all runs until changed to a different
method.

4.

Press the View button with a method selected to open a window that shows specific settings
in the method.
Injection Parameters - This screen displays the method settings for the Injector and the
Split/Splitless flow settings.

Column Parameters - This screen displays the parameter settings for the column of the
selected method.
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Data Analysis - This screen displays the name of the library that is part of the selected
method.

•

Click on the Activate button to load the selected method which will be used by the
instrument for future runs.

•

Click on the Back button to return the screen to the home screen.
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System Settings
The following screen shows the System Settings.
From the home screen press the Advanced button and then click System Settings.



Setting the Date and Tim e
1.

Press the Set Date/Time button to display the Date/Time Settings screen in which the
date, time, and time zone can be adjusted on the instrument.

Date / Time - To adjust any of the values in the Date / Time field select the value to be
changed and either use the left/right arrows at the end of the field using the stylus or if
connected by VNC use the keyboard to make the required changes.
Time Zone - To adjust the Time Zone, use the drop down arrow and select the correct time
zone.
Day Light Saving - If the area in which the instrument is located uses daylight savings time
place a checkmark in the box next to the option Automatically Adjust for Day Light
Saving.
2.

Click the Home button to return to the home screen.
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Passw ord
1.

Select the Password option from the System Settings screen to open the Change
Password screen.
This screen is used to change the system password.

2.

Enter the Old Password using the stylus on the floating keyboard.

3.

Then enter the New Password and then Confirm New Password by entering the new
password again.

4.

Press Change Password.
A confirmation dialog displays notifying the user that the password was changed.

Netw ork Connection
The network connection displays the IP Address and Subnet Mask currently assigned to the system.
1.

Select the Network Connection option on the System Settings screen.
A Change Network Settings window displays. This screen is used to change the network
settings
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An IP Address and Subnet Mask will have already been assigned to the instrument.
2.

Enter changes as needed and press the Change Network Settings button.

The system can also be set to get an IP address automatically from the network (DHCP). This is done
through the Network Connection Settings in the Windows CE operating system.

Netw ork Settings on the Instrum ent
The Torion T-9 GC/MS can connect to a computer either through a network or through a direct connection
to a PC.


If the Torion T-9 GC/MS is going to be connected through a network, the instrument can be set
to either get its IP address from the network using the DHCP protocol or it can be set to a
compatible static IP address.



If the Torion T-9 GC/MS is going to be connected directly to a computer, the IP address should
be set to a Static IP address.

Setup the IP address on the Torion T-9 GC/MS instrument using DHCP:
1.

From the WindowsCE desktop, select the Start Menu > Settings > Network and Dial-up
Connections.

2.

Next, double-click on the Network adapter icon to open the Properties dialog box.
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Or click and hold on the icon and select Properties from the context menu.

3.

Select Obtain an IP address via DHCP to have the system take its address from the DHCP
server on the network.

NOTE: Contact the network administrator to determine the compatible IP addresses for the Network.
4.

Ensure that the Chromion computer is using the same DHCP server and has a matching IP
address and Subnet mask before opening the software.

Setup the IP address on the Torion T-9 GC/MS instrument using a Static IP address:
1.

Follow the instructions above to access the Network adapter settings.

2.

Select Specify an IP address and type in the desired IP address and Subnet Mask.
Use an IP address and Subnet Mask assigned by the network administrator or us a private IP
address that matches the Chromion computer (192.168.x.x is a typical private IP address series
and x can be any number).

NOTE: Contact the network administrator to determine the compatible IP addresses for the Network.

Pow er M anagem ent
Power Management is used to indicate the number of hours for the instrument to remain idle
before it automatically shuts down.
1.

Select the Power Management option from the System Settings screen.
A Change Power Management Settings window displays. This screen is used to change
the amount of time that an instrument must remain idle before it is automatically shut down.
The default setting for power management is 5 hours. This means that after 5 hours of nonuse the instrument will shut down.
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2.

Enter an integer value between 0 and 24 hours if you need to change it. If it is set to any
value above 0, the instrument will shut down in that amount of hours after the last button
input was pressed.

CAUTION
ATTENTION

Setting the value to zero w ill disable the autom atic shutdow n
function of the T-9. This should only be used for troubleshooting
and service of the instrum ent.
Le réglage de la valeur à zéro désactive la fonction d'arrêt
autom atique du T-9. Cela ne doit être utilisé que pour le
dépannage et le service de l'instrum ent.
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Shutdow n
There are two different processes that can be used to shut down the system.

Turning off the System
To turn Off the system:
1.

Press and hold the power button on the instrument keypad for two to three seconds.
The progress of the shutdown process will be displayed on the screen as the instrument
begins to shut down the pumping system and the heaters.
After the pumps have completely stopped and the temperature has reached 0% the
instrument will shut down.

Two options will become available during this shutdown process.
2.

Vent Cartridge will empty the Helium cartridge at the end of the Shutdown cycle, if needed.

NOTE: The Vent Cartridge feature will empty most of the helium from the cartridge. Perform this operation
only if you need to remove the helium cartridge after the system is shutdown.
NOTE: The Helium Cartridge should be vented and removed before shipping the system or transporting the
Torion T-9 GC/MS system on a commercial aircraft. In most situations, the helium cartridge does not
need to be vented during the shutdown process.
3.

A confirmation message displays when using the Vent Cartridge option. Press Yes to
proceed or No to cancel the operation. Once venting has completed the cartridge can easily
be removed.

If responding Yes the venting process will begin. However, it can be stopped by pressing the
Cancel Venting button which will appear on the screen and remain activated for a short
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time. After the button is no longer active the venting process will continue and the shutdown
process cannot be aborted.
4.

Cancel Shutdown is the second button that becomes available on the shutdown screen.
Pressing it will stop the shutdown process and restore the pumping system and the heaters.
The home screen will display when the system is ready to run samples again.

Ex iting the Softw are
The second shutdown process is used to exit the current software that is being used in order to access
additional software on the instrument. The pumps and heaters will be left running so the system can
quickly be brought back up again.
1.

From the home screen click on the Advanced button.

2.

Then click the Status/Diagnostics button.

3.

Go to the Edit tab of the Status/Diagnostics window and click on the Exit Software button.
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4.

A window will display in which the system password must be entered. Contact a PerkinElmer
Service Representative for the T-9 password. Using the stylus tap in the letters/numbers in the
Enter Password field and press Continue.

5.

The window below will appear again. Click Exit Software again.
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6.

An Exit Software dialog will appear asking “Are you sure you want to exit the software?”
with three options.

•

Shutdown Normally - This option will shutdown the pumps and the heaters. It will be
the same process as the first procedures discussed in this section.

•

Exit Now - This option will exit the current GUI application and return the user to the
desktop. From here the user can access other software or perform changes to the
operating system.

•

Cancel - This option will cancel the Exit Software process returning the user to the Edit
window. Press Home to return to the home screen.
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6

Softw are
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Softw are Program s
The Torion T-9 GC/MS is supplied with several software programs. The following is a list of the
programs and a brief description of what they are used for. This chapter describes how to install and
use the various software programs that are included with the instrument.

Chrom ion ®
The Chromion software is used for instrument control, library management, library-known compound
identification interface, deconvolution/unknown identification, and creation of methods for use on the
instrument. The Chromion software is also used to view and work with chromatographic and mass
spectral data from the Torion T-9 GC/MS instrument.

TightVNC View er
This software is used to monitor and control the Torion T-9 GC/MS from a PC. The viewer functions
as a ‘Remote Desktop’ to view and interact with the touchscreen interface on the Torion T-9 GC/MS
from the PC.

NI ST
This is the NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) mass spectral library and software
used to interact with the library.
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Chrom ion I nstallation and Operation
1.

Locate the folder in which the Chromion setup.exe is located.

2.

Double-click setup.exe to begin the installation. Follow the instructions on the screen.
A shortcut icon for Chromion will automatically be installed on the desktop when the
installation program is completed.

3.

Double-click the Chromion icon to launch the software.
If the Windows firewall is running the following screen may appear the first time that
Chromion is opened.

4.

Select Allow access to allow the software to connect to the instrument. Selecting Cancel
will continue to block connection of the instrument to the computer.

CAUTION

ATTENTION

M ethods created w ith Chrom ion Version 1 RC4 and before are
not properly configured to run perform ance validation on the
Torion T-9 instrum ent. To m ak e them com patible open a
m ethod in Chrom ion and then open P erform ance Validation.
Unlock the form by entering the passw ord. Click the m ini
toolbar icon Reset P erform ance Validation to Default Values
then follow the prom pts on the screen to update the m ethod.
For m ore details refer to the P erform ance Validation section of
this chapter.
Les m éthodes créées avec les versions précédentes de Chrom ion
peuvent ne pas être correctem ent configurées pour ex écuter la
validation de perform ance sur l'instrum ent Torion T-9 GC / M S-9.
P our les rendre com patibles, ouvrez la m éthode, puis ouvrez l'écran
Validation de perform ance et ex écutez la Validation de perform ance
de réinitialisation aux param ètres par défaut en appuyant sur le
bouton Réinitialiser la validation des perform ances vers les
param ètres par défaut, puis suivez les instructions à l'écran pour
m ettre à jour la m éthode. P our plus de détails, reportez-vous à la
section Validation des perform ances de ce m anuel.
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Chrom ion M ain Screen
This image shows the initial screen that appears when opening the Chromion software.

There are many ways to navigate within Chromion. The main functionality is accessible from the
navigation pane on the left side of the window.
In addition to the navigation pane there are other functions available from the following:
•

The menu bar at the top of the screen.

•

The toolbar directly under the menu bar.

•

Various mini toolbars associated with each window.

•

Right-click popup menus.
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The navigation pane on the left side of the screen provides centralized navigation to easily access
the Chromion forms which are bundled in different categories such as; Method, Tools, and
Hardware.

When using a laptop it can be useful to hide the navigation pane in order to increase the viewable
area of the screen. The Navigation pane can be easily hidden and unhidden by clicking on the
horizontal expand/collapse arrows located in the orange bar at the top of the pane.

Many of the items in the Navigation pane will open windows that contain specific information used
to complete the tasks required to operate the GC-TMS.
When a specific window is opened additional menu items and toolbars are added to meet the
various conditions of the open window such as in the image below. The functions of the different
menus and toolbars will be described later in the chapter.
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Connecting Chrom ion to a Netw orked I nstrum ent
1.

A list of instruments on the same network as the computer will become available when
clicking on the vertical expand/collapse arrows located to the right of the Hardware
category.

All of the instruments on the network will be visible in the Hardware section of the main
window.
2.

To connect to one of the Instruments place the cursor over the name of the instrument
and right click. A popup menu will appear with various options related to the instrument.
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•

Connect Instrument opens a connection between the computer and the selected
instrument. If the instrument is already connected to a different computer an error message
will be displayed.

•

Disconnect Instrument disconnects the selected instrument from Chromion, if it is
connected.

•

Rename Instrument allows for renaming of an instrument. Only an instrument that is
connected to the computer can be renamed using Chromion. The names are not protected
and can be changed by anyone who can connect to the instrument using Chromion.
The instrument name is stored on the instrument and will stay associated with the particular
instrument until it is changed.

•

More Info… displays various information about the selected instrument as in the image
below:

a) Instrument name – the name of the instrument that will appear in Chromion.
b) IP address – the IP address of the instrument which is automatically assigned by the
Windows software.
c) MAC address – the MAC address is a unique identifier for the instrument. This
identifier is built in and unlike the IP address it cannot change or be changed.
d) Firmware version – the version of software that is running on the instrument.
e) Loaded method – the name of the method that is currently active on the instrument.
If the instrument is not connected to the computer the Loaded method will display
Not connected.
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Double-clicking on a selected instrument will also connect and disconnect the instrument from
Chromion.
The icon next to the instrument name will change to a blue connector when connected and to
an instrument icon when not connected. The following image shows the instrument named
Metallica connected to Chromion.

NOTE: New instruments will automatically be given the name Instrument in the I nstrum ents list. By first
connecting to the instrument and then right clicking to display the popup menu the instrument can
be renamed by selecting the option R enam e I nstrum ent.

The message below is displayed when an attempt is made to connect to an instrument that
is already connected to a different computer.

Chromion will only allow one connection to an instrument at one time. In addition, there are no
enterprise type features to prevent unwanted connections. To keep an instrument secure
connect it directly to the computer using a DHCP server unless using a crossover cable.
Instruments connected to a DHCP server are visible to all users on the server who are running
Chromion software.
The instrument can also be connected to a static IP address. By right clicking below the
instrument names in the Hardware section an option for Static Instruments will be
displayed.
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3.

Upon clicking Static Instruments… the Instrument Setup dialog will open. Click on the
green button with a white plus sign to add an instrument.

4.

By moving the cursor over the green icon a name will appear Add Instrument. By clicking
on the icon a dialog will be displayed in which the instrument name and IP address can be
entered.

5.

Click OK to enter the new instrument.
Several menu options will become enabled on the Instrument Setup screen after the first
static instrument has been entered.
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6.

By selecting the newly added static instrument and clicking on the Ping Instrument icon
which is the icon with an image of a clock the connectivity of the instrument can be checked

7.

When a static instrument is no longer required it can be deleted from the Instrument
Setup dialog. To open the dialog right click below the instrument names in the Hardware
section.

8.

Select the instrument to be deleted and click the Remove Static Instrument icon.

9.

Edit the instrument name or IP address by clicking the Edit icon.
The Edit Instrument dialog opens allowing for changes to the name or IP address.
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The icon for the instrument with the static IP address will be different than an instrument on the
network. The icon will appear as a user. After connecting to the instrument the icon will change
to the blue connector.

NOTE: A name change for a static instrument must be done by using the I nstrum ent Setup window for
Static I nstrum ents which is accessible from right clicking in the instruments blank space
underneath the instruments list in Hardw are. A name change to a static instrument cannot be
accomplished by right clicking after connecting which is the functionality for an instrument on the
network.
The instruments can be hidden and unhidden by clicking on the vertical expand/collapse arrows
located in the blue bar to the right of the Hardware label.
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Chrom ion M enu Bar
The following menu items (File, Edit, Method, and Help) are always present on the menu bar.
Some of the contents of these menus change as needed for a specific open form.

File M enu
•

The Exit option available from the File menu closes the Chromion software.

•

When Data Review is active, an option to open Open Data File is included in the File
menu.

•

Data file types currently supported are:
netCDF file: This is a standard mass spectra file type. The header information for this
type of file may contain or be missing information that will affect some
operations in the Data Review part of the software. Not all netCDF files will
open in Chromion.*.RAW data file: This is a Torion file that contains the
unfiltered data from the instrument. It can be useful for troubleshooting
instrument problems. It is not easy to interpret the data from this type of
file. Therefore it is only useful to individuals that have been properly trained.
*.RES file:

This is a compressed file that contains all of the data created by the
instrument during a run. The following information is stored in the .RES file:
a. net.CDF data file
b. .RAW data file
c.

Target list data

d. Calibration information
•

Mass

•

Retention time

e. Mass spectrometer instrument settings
f.

Text files that contain results of calibration or analysis

g. A read back file that contains detailed information about the instrument,
i.e. actual temperatures and voltages
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Edit M enu
Preferences
The Preferences… option is located in the Edit drop-down menu of the menu bar. This option
allows setting changes of functional preferences for different sections of Chromion. The functions
will be described throughout this section of the manual and will only make sense when placed in
context of the software section.

Decim al Display
The Decimal Display is used for Retention Time values in Target List Setup and Data Review
deconvolution results.

A user can indicate the number of decimal places to display by changing the numeric value
in the Decimal Display tab of Preferences. The default setting is 3 decimal places. A
retention time value for the compound Acetone would be displayed as 11.990. If the decimal
display option were changed to 5 then the retention time for the compound Acetone would
be displayed as 11.99000.
This setting controls the decimal places for retention times values in only in the Target List
Setup and Data Review deconvolution window.

Data Review Tab
The Data Review main tab has four separate tabs will that affect the Data Review form.
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The Y Axis Display tab contains options that can be used to modify the information appearing in
the Data Review graphs on the Y axis.
•

The Mode option is a toggle between Absolute and Percent for the Mass
Spectrometer graph in Data Review. When the Absolute option is selected the y axis of
the Mass Spectrometer graph will display the peak intensity in data counts. The graph
will automatically scale to the largest mass peak. When the Percent option is selected
the y axis of the Mass Spectrometer graph will display a scale from 0 to 100% with the
largest mass peak automatically set to 100% of the scale. The other mass peak will be
shown as a percent of the tallest mass peak.

•

The Selected Ions option is a toggle between Summed (default) and Average of
Summed for a selected range of scans in the TIC graph with the results appearing in
the Summed graph of Data Review. When using this feature the Mode option in
Preferences should be set to Absolute.

•

The RIC Y Axis Scaling can be set to Auto-scale or allows for manual Min and Max
limits to be set.

•

The TIC Y Axis Scaling can be set to Auto-scale or allows for manual Min and Max
limits to be set.

The X Axis Display tab for Data Review allows for display of units of measure on various graphs
within Data Review.
1.

To display a unit of measure on a specific graph place a checkmark in the box next to the
desired graph.

2.

Press Apply to continue to the next set of options or OK to close the window.
The graph when opened in Data Review will now display the requested unit of measure in
the X axis.
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The Settings tab of the Data Review preferences contains several options that can be
enabled/disabled.

•

Mass Fragments allows the user to set the display to filter out mass fragments that
have a relative percent response below the value set in the Exclude under box.

•

When Ion Select Mode is set to On the selected mass in the Mass Spectrometer graph
will display the peaks of the mass in the RIC graph. When this option is not selected the
RIC peaks will not be displayed for the selected mass in Mass Spectrometer.

•

When the Manual Peak Labeling option is enabled the retention time will appear
along with the manual label added to a peak in the TIC graph. With this option disabled
(default) a manual label can be created for a peak in the TIC but the retention time will
not display.
•

One of the TIC/RIC Sync functions ties the x axis and y axis values of the TIC and
RIC windows to each other. To keep the times synched place a check in the box
next to Sync both x and y axis (default). Or to see peaks at different retention
times in the RIC and TIC windows select the Do not sync charts option. To sync
just the x axis on the TIC and RIC windows select the option Sync x axis only.
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The Compound Peak Labeling tab offers several automatic labeling options for the TIC graph in
Data Review.

When running deconvolution on a RES file the results of the known and unknown
compounds can be labeled in one of two different viewing preferences, either Vertical or
Horizontal which can be selected using the toggle for both known or unknown compounds.
The colors of the text for the automatic labeling can be controlled by clicking the Change
button. A color palette is displayed with which to change the colors of the text for the known
and unknown compound to user preference. There are four display options available for the
known and unknown compounds.
•

Do Not Display – Peak labelling for the compounds in the TIC graph will not be
automatic but the manual labelling feature for individual compounds is available.

•

Use Peak Name – The compound name will appear in the TIC graph for both known
and unknown compounds in whichever orientation is selected after deconvolution has
been run.

•

Use Retention Time – The retention time of the compound will be displayed in the
TIC graph after a deconvolution run.

•

Use Table Index – The order number of the compound in the deconvolution list in
Data Review will display in the TIC chart.

After setting the desired settings for each of the compound type click Apply or OK to
implement the changes.
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R eal Tim e Plots Tab
The Real Time Plots tab has settings that control the way the plots are updated and displayed in the
Real Time Plots form in the Tools category of Chromion.

•

The Refresh Rate is used to control the update rate of the data. The default is one reading
every 3 seconds. The maximum number of data points that can be collected is 1 per second.

•

The Frequency allows you to collect data in one of two modes. Only when visible
(default) means that data will only be collected while the Real Time Plots is open as the
active window. Continuously means that once data collection in the Real Time Plots
window has been started it will continue to collect data until you stop the collection.

Collection of data from the instrument requires processing resources on the T-9. As a result
collecting data once a second and continuously might result in lost data on the T-9. These modes
are meant for troubleshooting only. It is preferable to leave the Refresh Rate at Every 3 seconds
and the Frequency at Only when visible (default).

File M anager Tab
There are two options in addition to the default view for File Manager. Selection of either will
change what data will be available to the user while in File Manager.
The default view of File Manager displays three main folders from the Storage Card (SD card) on
the instrument, Calibration, Data, and Results.
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The Results and Data folders located in the Calibration folder store autocal files
generated from Performance Validation runs on the instrument. These files can be used to
tune the instrument using Chromion.

The Data folders store the files generated from the blank and sample runs on the
instrument. These files can be opened by Chromion in order to view the data.
In the Preferences setting for File Manager, by selecting the option Show all folders
on instrument the number of folders that are displayed from the Storage Card (SD card)
increases.
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NOTE: It is recommended the P reference option for File Manager Show all folders on instrum ent
remain unselected to avoid inadvertent deletion of necessary files.

Notice in the image above the folder highlighted in blue. The contents of the folder are
displayed in the lower right quadrant. Within this folder there are different file types which
have been generated from runs on the instrument.
The second Preference option for File Manager is Display only results (.RES) files.
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NOTE: When a change to P references for File M anager is implemented a notification dialog will be
displayed indicating that File Manager must first be closed and then reopened for the changes to
take effect.

The second option in Preferences for File Manager is Display only results (.RES) files.

When this option is selected only RES files generated from runs on the instrument will be
listed. All other files will be filtered out.
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NIST Tab
The NIST tab in Preferences is used to enter the search path and spectra filename used when
attempting to search the NIST library also known as the National Institute of Science and
Technology reference materials library from within Data Review.

When clicking on the Find NIST… button the system will search for the latest version of
NIST on the computer and enter the path in Search Path.
When the system has located the latest NIST files an Update message will be displayed.

If by chance a NIST library cannot be located on the computer a different type of message
will be displayed indicating the library cannot be located.

NOTE: The N I ST library can be purchased as a plug-in to the Chromion software.
When clicking on the Launch NIST Search icon in Data Review if this error message is
received it means that either the NIST library is not available on the computer on which
Chromion has been installed or the search path and spectra filename have not been entered in
the Preferences window.
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Target Library
There is one Preference option for the Target Library to Perform internal standard check. It
is an option for a report to be generated based upon deconvolution findings of an Internal Standard
and the reference compounds listed in the target library and whether or not they are located in a
netCDF file.

When enabling this report the generated results will show the Internal Standard in the
target list that was not found in the netCDF of the RES file when running deconvolution as
well as the reference compounds which are found in the netCDF file.

Hazard Levels
The following option appearing in Edit of the menu bar is Hazard Levels… which is used to
configure safety information that will be displayed on the Torion T-9 when target compounds have
been identified. The following image shows the Hazard Level List dialog box.
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Any numerical value can be entered into the Hazard Level column. Compounds assigned to
numeric values 50 and above will appear highlighted in red on the Torion T-9 results screen.
Compounds assigned to numeric values 49 or less will appear highlighted in orange.

The Hazard Level Text column can be used to customize the hazard level information for a
specific application. This allows each user to customize the hazard level information for their
specific application.
The information that will be displayed on the Target List is the information contained in the
Hazard Level Text column.

NOTE: Any modification made to the Hazard Level List will result in the removal of the Hazard Level
from the compound in Target List Setup. The changed Hazard Level must then be reassigned to
the specific compound from which it was deleted due to the modification.
3.

When Target Library Editor is active various menu items will appear in Edit of the menu
bar that allows management of methods in Chromion:
•

Add Compound… This option is used to add compounds to the target list.

•

Delete Compound… This option is used to delete compounds from the target list.

•

Copy Compound… This option is used to copy a compound listed in the target list.
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•

Paste Compound… This option is used to paste a compound to another list from the
target list.

However, if Target Library Editor is closed and when the Data Review window is active
the available options will change relative to functionality used in Data Review:
•

Overlay Files…

•

RIC Ions…

•

Concentration Multiplier

These options will be covered in details later in this chapter.
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M ethod M enu

CAUTION

ATTENTION

The instrum ents operational param eters for the Gas Chrom atograph
and M ass Spectrom eter can be altered by creating a m ethod in
Chrom ion or using an ex isting m ethod and sending it to the
instrum ent. M any of the param eters interact directly w ith im portant
instrum ent functions. B e sure to use caution w hen changing these
operational param eters as m aking inappropriate adjustm ents w ill
result in poor instrum ent perform ance and could cause dam age to
the instrum ent.

Les param ètres opérationnels des instrum ents pour le
chrom atographe à gaz et le spectrom ètre de m asse peuvent être
m odifiés en créant une m éthode à Chrom ion ou en utilisant une
m éthode ex istante et en l'envoyant à l'instrum ent. Beaucoup de
param ètres interagissent directem ent avec d'im portantes fonctions
d'instrum ent. Veillez à faire preuve de prudence lors de la
m odification de ces param ètres opérationnels car des ajustem ents
inappropriés entraîneront une m auvaise perform ance de
l'instrum ent et pourraient endom m ager l'instrum ent.

There are various options pertaining to the functionality of methods which become enabled and
disabled according to availability under the Method drop down menu in the menu bar.
When a Method has not been loaded into Chromion there are two options available on the Method
menu.

•

New… This option opens a dialog box for a new method. By entering a name and
clicking OK the new method is created in the Chromion database.

•

Import… This option allows importing a previously exported method. This is a
convenient way to move information like target compound lists and GC parameters
from one Torion T-9 to another Torion T-9 system.

When a Method is loaded into Chromion there are eight options available on the Method menu.
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New… This option opens a dialog box for a new method. By entering a name and clicking OK the
new method is created in the Chromion database.
Load/Delete … This option opens a dialog box that allows you to load a method from the database
into the Chromion software or to delete a method from the database.
Import … This option allows importing of a previously exported method. This is a convenient way
to move information like target compounds lists and GC parameters from one Torion T-9 to another
Torion T-9 system.
Save

This action saves changes which may have been made to the current method.

Save As… This option opens a dialog box that allows a new name to be given to the currently
loaded method.
Rename … This option opens a dialog box that allows you to change the name of the currently loaded
method.
Export … This option allows the method file to be export to a location on the computer or
network.
Send Method to Instrument This action allows the currently loaded method in Chromion to be
sent to the connected instrument.

Creating a New M ethod
1.

A new method can be created by clicking on Method in the menu bar and selecting New….
or by clicking the New Method icon in the Method toolbar which is located beneath the
menu bar.

2.

When clicking New… or New Method the following dialog box opens asking for entry of a
new method name.
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3.

Type a Method name and then click OK.
By clicking the OK button a new method is created in the database.
After entering a method name and clicking OK two verification dialogs display. The first
message that displays is: “The Performance Validation (calibration) data in this method is
not valid. Do you want to load default settings?”

4.

If the response is Yes a second information dialog will display with the message: “The
default values have been loaded. For Performance Validation to work correctly it may be
necessary to adjust the mass and/or the retention time calibration windows.” Click OK to
dismiss the window.

5.

If the response is No a different dialog box will display with the message: “It will be
necessary to manually configure the Performance Validation settings before using this
method to calibrate the instrument.” Click OK to dismiss the window.

After creating the new method the Method settings forms in the navigation pane will
become enabled. Three specific forms, Gas Chromatograph, Target Library Editor, and
Performance Validation, are used to adjust settings to the method.
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A Method contains a lot of information. In most cases it is easier to open an existing method
and under the Method menu select Save As… and give the open method a new name.
Then edit the method contents to the desired changes.

Load and Delete M ethods
Selecting the Load/Delete… option opens the method list. The following image shows the method
list. These methods are in the database which means they have been previously loaded into the
Chromion software and are available for quick access.
1.

Selecting the Load/Delete option opens the method list.

2.

Highlight a method by clicking on the method name.

3.

Select OK to load the method.
Select Delete to delete the method from the Chromion database. The method will not be
deleted from the folder on the computer.
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4.

The method that is currently loaded into Chromion will display two asterisks next to the
name indicating the method is currently loaded and in the editing mode.

I m porting a M ethod
If a connection is made to a Torion T-9 instrument when clicking the Import… option which is
available from the Method drop down menu or by clicking on the Import Method icon in the
method toolbar the Import Method dialog will open.
The Import Method option opens the following dialog box. This dialog box allows you to import a
method into Chromion from three different locations.
In this image the default option selection is Method currently loaded on instrument. That is
because there is a connection to an instrument.
If an instrument is not connected to Chromion the default option will be From local file. This will
be the only option enabled and available when not connected to an instrument.
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•

Method Currently Loaded On Instrument loads the active method on the instrument
into the Chromion software. If there is no instrument connected this option will not be
available.

•

From Local File allows you to navigate to a file location on the computer where an
exported method file has been saved.

•

From Remote File On Instrument activates the list of files shown in the Remote Files
portion of the window located at the bottom of the dialog box. These files can be found on
the instrument but there is only one that is considered active. Import one of the files by
selecting it from the list then clicking OK. If an instrument is not connected then no files will
be visible in the Remote Files window.

Saving a M ethod
The Save option allows for changes made to any of the three forms specific to a method, Gas
Chromatograph, Target List Editor, and Performance Validation using the original method
name.
Select Save to save the currently loaded method.



The following dialog box will open confirming that the method was saved.

Save M ethod As
The option Save Method As can be accessed by clicking the icon or by selecting Save As from the
Method drop down menu.
1.

Select Save As… to create a copy of the currently loaded method with a new name.
The following dialog box will open allowing you to input the method name.

2.

Type in the name of the new method and select OK.

3.

Selecting Cancel will abort the operation without saving the new method.

R enam e M ethod
The method name can be changed by selecting Rename Method from Methods drop-down list on
the menu bar. The following dialog box opens.
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The original method name will appear in the field. The name can be revised or replaced by entering
another name. After entry of the name click the OK button to close the dialog.

Ex port M ethod
When selecting Export… from the Method drop-down menu or by clicking the Export Method
icon on the method toolbar a browse window opens titled Export Method to File.

Select the location where the method will be saved. The current method name will appear in
the browser’s File name field. The method name can be changed or exported with the
current method name. Upon selection of the location click Save which will close the browser
window and save the method.
The following dialog will open showing that the exported file was successfully saved.

Send M ethod to I nstrum ent
1.

Before sending a method to an instrument it is necessary to save any changes that have
been made to the method or any of the forms Gas Chromatograph, Target Library Editor, or
Performance Validation.

2.

After saving click the icon Send Method to Instrument or using the Method drop-down
menu select Send Method to Instrument.
The following dialog opens.
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You have two options:
•

Send and activate sends the method to the connected instrument and loads or
activates it so that the method will be used on subsequent sample runs.

•

Send is used to send the method to the instrument but it will not be activated or loaded
but rather available when required for a sample run.
The Send Method dialog contains an addition option Send unknown libraries. If
checked the unknown libraries selected in the Deconvolution Parameters tab will be
sent to the instrument. If the unknown library has not changed there is no need to
select the option. When selecting to send the unknown libraries additional time may be
required.

The following dialog box opens to confirm that the method was successfully sent and
activated.

If the send request fails because an instrument is not connected to Chromion a dialog box
will open to indicate such.

3.

Connect to an instrument and then send the method again.
If an error message is received when attempting to send a method that indicates the
method could not be sent even though there is a connected instrument disconnect and
reconnect to the instrument and attempt to send the method again.
If the attempt to send the method continues to fail restart the instrument and re-establish
communication. If the file cannot be sent, contact PerkinElmer for assistance.
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Help M enu
When clicking Diagnostics… on the Help menu a window opens that allows entry of a command
that will return various information helpful when troubleshooting issues in Chromion and on the
instrument. Should the need arise a PerkinElmer support representative will instruct the user of
commands to enter.

Clicking on About from the Help menu displays the dialog CHROMION About with version
numbers of software that is being run on Chromion and on the instrument.

•

Software version - This is the version number of Chromion software that is running
on the computer.

•

Firmware version - This is the version number of firmware running on the
instrument. If an instrument is not connected to the PC on which Chromion is running
it will say N/A.

•

Database version - This is the version number of the database.
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Gas Chrom atograph
Gas Chromatograph is the first form that appears in the Method section of the navigation pane.
The instrument’s operational parameters for Gas Chromatograph can be altered in Chromion. Many
of the parameters interact directly with important instrument functions.

NOTE: Caution should be used when changing these operational parameters as making inappropriate
adjustments will result in poor instrument performance and could cause damage to the instrument.
Gas Chromatograph includes two tabs, GC Settings and Retention Time
Calibrations, as well as a mini toolbar for easy access to necessary functionality.
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Gas Chrom atograph M ini Toolbar
Besides the Method toolbar which resides directly above the Method group title in the
navigation pane, Gas Chromatograph has a mini toolbar with icons which activate according
to the selected tab and required functionality. The mini toolbar displays to the right of the
method toolbar.

Below are descriptions of the icons appearing in the mini toolbar.
•

Import GC Settings from File
- This option allows for importing of GC
parameters that have been exported from another method into the current method.
This option is available for both tabs.

•

Export GC Settings to File
- This option allows for exporting of current GC
parameters to a file so they can be imported into a different method. This option is
available for both tabs.

•

Refresh Auto Calibration Data
- Clicking on this icon will enable the system to
read the auto calibration information for the retention times from a connected
instrument. It is used when it is suspected that the retention time information has
changed on an instrument after a method was last used and the method in Chromion
needs to reflect those changes. This option is only available for the Retention Time
Calibrations tab.

•

Copy Auto Calibration Data to Manual Calibration Data
- This option allows
for an auto calibration run and then the data is copied to the manual calibration table
where changes can be made to the values. This option is only available for the
Retention Time Calibrations tab.
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GC Settings Tab
When an instrument is connected to Chromion the settings for Gas Chromatograph are displayed
in the GC Settings tab.

Heaters
The Heaters section displays the set points for the gas chromatograph. When an instrument is
connected to Chromion the real-time temperatures of each will be displayed. If no instrument is
connected, the box will be empty.
•

Injector: The temperature is normally set to 270°C. The maximum temperature is
300°C.

•

Transfer Line: The temperature is normally set to 250°C. The maximum temperature
is 270°C.

Colum n
The Column section is used to set the column temperature and pressure settings.
•

Ramp rate sets the interval for temperature programming. The minimum value is 0.2°C
per second and the maximum value is 2.5°C per second

•

Begin temperature set the starting temperature of the GC column. The minimum
starting temperature is 5°C. In addition to the control limit the temperature is also
limited by ambient conditions. In order for the instrument to work well the starting
temperature should be at least 5°C above ambient if the side vents on the Torion T-9
GC/MS-9 are open and at least 10°C above ambient if they are closed. The instrument
has been tested and can run reliable at ambient temperatures as high as 40°C with a
starting column temperature of 50°C. The closer the starting temperature is to ambient
the longer the instrument will take to initialize between runs. The maximum Begin
temperature is 300°C.

•

Begin hold time is the time that the column temperature remains at the Begin
temperature before the GC column temperature starts to ramp. Typically this time is
set to 10 seconds.

•

End temperature is the temperature of the column at the end of the ramp. The End
temperature must be the same as or higher than the Begin temperature. The
maximum end temperature is 300°C.
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•

End hold time is the time that the column temperature remains at the End
temperature until the end of the run. Typically this time is set to 10 seconds.

•

Pre injection pressure offset controls the pressure differential from the default
pressure that is programmed into the Torion T-9 GC/MS. All of the Torion T-9 GC/MS
instruments are pre-calibrated so that the retention times of the compounds are
consistent. The starting pressure is slightly different on each Torion T-9 GC/MS. During
some types of injection the operator may want the pressure to be different prior to
sample introduction and then to revert to the default starting pressure during sample
analysis. This allows the pressure to be set to a plus or minus offset during pre-injection
conditions.

NOTE: Pre-injection conditions are set and held during the time after the start button on the Torion T-9
GC/MS has been pressed and before an injection is made. These conditions are maintained for 1
minute. If a sample has not been injected before 1 minute then the system resets to the conditions
outside of the injection routine. The split valves are held in the off position to conserve helium
carrier. If the pre-injection boxes are checked then the valves will open during the pre-injection
state.

Split Injection
The Split Injection section is used for controlling the GC inlet’s split injection controls.
Normal operation is to run with the split values open.

NOTE: To introduce more sample into the GC column the valves should both be closed for 1 to 2 seconds.
To do this you would set the Split On time to 2 seconds, telling the instrument to turn the split on at
2 seconds, this will keep the valve closed after the sample is injected for 2 seconds then it will open
to sweep the injector. Turning the split on for longer times will have a detrimental effect on the peak
shape of early eluting peaks. Later eluting peaks will refocus at the head of the column so they will
not be as adversely affected.
•

The 10:1 Split On opens the lower flow split valve at the defined time. Normal setting
is to turn on the split at time 0.

•

The 10:1 Split Off closes the lower flow split valve at the defined time. Normal setting
is to turn off the split at 10 seconds.

•

The 50:1 Split On opens the higher flow split valve at the defined time. Normal setting
is to turn off the split at 10 seconds.

•

The 50:1 Split Off closes the higher flow split valve at the defined time. Normal is to
turnoff the split at 30 seconds.

•

Pre injection 10:1 and Pre injection 50:1 are used during the pre-injection state.

NOTE: Pre-injection conditions are set and held during the time after the start button on the Torion T-9
GC/MS has been pressed and before an injection is made. These conditions are maintained for 1
minute. If a sample has not been injected before 1 minute then the system resets to the conditions
outside of the injection routine. The split valves are held in the off position to conserve helium
carrier. If the pre-injection boxes are checked then the valves will open during the pre-injection
state.
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Sam ple Introduction
The Sample Introduction section contains settings that are used to control the way the Torion T9 GC/MS responds during sample injection.
The Desorption time is the time that either a SPME or Needle Trap is left injection port. Longer
times maybe needed for less volatile compounds. The normal time is 10 seconds.
The Injection Type box is used to select the type if sample injection method that is being used.
There are three types.

The different types affect the way the T-9 interacts with the operator.
•

SPME injection process prompts the user to inject the SPME and then depress the
plunger to expose the fiber. The desorption process will occur and then prompts the
user to retract the fiber and finally to remove the SPME from the injector port.

•

Liquid Injection has a countdown timer assists you so they can make injections at the
right time during the process. This is helpful in keeping the retention times more
consistent. The countdown time is activated when the start run button on the T-9 is
pressed. The timer counts down for 10 seconds and then the T-9 starts to run that
analytical run.

•

Needle Trap Injection prompts you to insert the Needle Trap, to keep it in the
injector during the desorption process. Then a prompt will display requesting removal of
the needle trap from the injection port

Run Time is calculated from the column begin and end temperatures, hold times and ramp rate.

R eadbacks
Readbacks show you some of the actual values from a connected instrument. When no instrument
is connected they are all blank.
•

Trap heater shows the actual temperature of the mass spectrometer trap.

•

Turbo pump shows the actual speed of the turbo pump.

•

Column shows the actual temperature of the column.

Solvent Delay
The Solvent Delay section controls the timing of when solvent is introduced into the system.
•

Data is the number of seconds to wait until data collection begins.

•

Filament is the number of seconds to wait until the filament starts.

•

Data End is the number of seconds when the data collection will suspend.
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R etention Tim e Calibrations Tab
The Retention Time Calibration tab is used to set up the instrument to determine retention index
values.

Using retention index times makes it easier to transfer methods between instruments. In addition,
using retention indexes allows you to modify the GC method without losing peak identification
information.
The target list uses retention times to narrow the library search. If the gas chromatographic method
is changed then the retention times will also change. The change in retention times will invalidate
the target list since the compounds will have retention times that are different than that setup in the
target list.
Retention indexes were developed to make it possible to compare data from a variety of instruments
using similar columns but different oven programs. One of the most common indexes is the Kovats
index. All straight chain hydrocarbon molecules are assigned an index value of 100 per carbon. So a
molecule like heptane with 7 carbons would have a Kovats value of 700. And a molecule like
tetradecane with 14 carbons would have an index value of 1400. The retention time calibration uses
the following compounds that are included in the CALION standard vial.
Compound

Retention Index

Methylene Chloride

531

Toluene-d8

759

Bromoform

853

Methyl Salicylate

1281

Tetradecane

1400

If retention indexes are used in the target list then simply calibrating the retention time allows the
same target list to work on another instrument or with different gas chromatography ramp rates or
hold times.
Adjustments must be made to the retention time windows used in the performance validation to
reflect the new times that result from differences between instruments or the changed GC
parameters.
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This section includes the following functions:
•

Manual Calibration Data allows manual entry of values in the calibration table. This
allows entry of a retention index value for a specified retention time.

•

Auto Calibration Data (Read Only) uses the auto-calibration function to automatically
create retention index values from the performance validation data. How to enter data into
and verify the correctness of the performance validation table will be discussed in the next
section.

•

Use calibration sets the method to either use the retention index or not.

•

Approximate curve option allows a user to select to use a single linear calibration for the
retention index curse. If the Approximate curve option is unchecked then the system uses
a point to point piecewise linear fit.

•

Use manual calibration data or Use auto calibration data selects which table of data
to use to create retention index values for the peaks in a sample run.
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Target Library Editor
Target Library Editor is the second form appearing in the Method section of the navigation pane
used for modification of methods used on the instrument.
Target Library Editor includes seven tabs:
Target List Setup, Deconvolution Parameters, Quant Overrides, Quant
Concentration, Quant Files, Quant Review, and Groups.

The Target Library Editor is a subset library used to target compounds of particular interest to a
user. It is different from the unknown library because it contains specific information that is
influenced by some of the instrument settings.
In addition to mass information the target list also contains retention time information. The same list
of compounds will be used for configuring quantitative information.

Target Library Editor M ini Toolbar
The Method toolbar resides directly above the Method group title in the navigation pane. Target
Library Editor has a mini toolbar with icons which activate according to the selected tab and
required functionality. The mini toolbar is to the right of the method toolbar.

Below are descriptions of the icons appearing in the mini toolbar.
•

Add Compound to Target List
- Clicking this icon inserts a new line at the end of the
compounds list in which to enter a new compound. Details about how to enter a new
compound are described below. This icon is only available in the Target List Setup tab.

•

Delete Compound from Target List
- Clicking this button will remove a selected
compound from the target list. Details about how to remove a compound from the target list
is described below. This icon is only available in the Target List Setup tab.

•

Export Target List to File
- This icon opens the normal Windows Save As dialog box
and allows the user to save the complete Target Library Editor as a file for use in other
methods. This icon is available from all Target Library Editor tabs.
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•

Import Target List from File
- This icon opens the normal Windows Open dialog
box and allows importing of a previously exported Target Library Editor for the current
method. This icon is available from all Target Library Editor tabs.

NOTE: Importing and exporting target lists can result in poor compound identification since the retention
times for a different method or different instrument may not be consistent with the times used in the
loaded or current target list.
•

Convert Method to Retention Index
- Selecting this icon the process of converting
the retention times in the Target Library Editor to retention index values will begin. A
Confirmation message will be display on which a user must select Yes or No to continue.
This icon is available from all Target Library Editor tabs.

Selecting Yes opens a dialog box with the option to Use MANUAL calibration data or
Use AUTO calibration data. The manual option is only available if Manual Calibration
Data has been added to the Retention Time Calibrations tab in Gas Chromatograph.

The Use AUTO calibration data option is only available if the computer is connected to an
instrument. The Use MANUAL calibration data option is only available if the Auto
Calibration Data has been previously copied to the Manual Calibration Data before
beginning the conversion process.
This conversion process is not reversible so it is prudent to save a copy of the method
before converting retention time to retention index values.
If an instrument is not connected to Chromion when an attempt to convert the target list
from retention time to retention index an informational message will be displayed indicating
that an instrument must first be connected.

•

Copy Current Value to All Compounds
- When clicking this icon a dialog box opens
that changes context depending on which tab is open. It is only available in the Target List
Setup tab and the Quant Concentrations tab of Target Library Editor.
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Using this functionality in the Target List Setup tab the option to propagate the same
value to all compounds in the target list for the Compound Type, Hazard Levels, or
Reference Compounds columns can occur.

Using this same feature to propagate values can also be used in the Quant
Concentrations tab.

•

Copy down from highlighted cell

•

Copy down <nnn> times from highlighted cell

•

Copy first row to all rows

NOTE: When working with the Target Library Editor it is important to know that none of the changes are
permanent until the library has been saved. If a change has been made to a Target Library and later
decided not to keep the change there are two options. Either, close the Target Library Editor and
when prompted do not save the changes or use the Save As… function in the methods menu and
save the current method under a different name.
•

Regenerate Calibration Curves
- This option will run deconvolution against the files
listed in Quant Files tab. This icon is available from all Target Library Editor tabs.

•

Set Concentration Units
- This dialog box is used to create the label found in the
quantitation report. This icon is available from all Target Library Editor tabs.
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The concentration units can be any label typically consistent with the standard used.
Examples might be mg/M3, ppm, ppb, % or v/v. This label will be display on the instrument
and in the text reports used in Chromion.
•

Select Data Files to Process
- This icon becomes enabled when the Quant Files
tab is activated. When clicking the icon a Windows Find Data Files browser opens with
which to locate the Quant Files used in building calibration curves. This icon is only available
in the Quant Files tab.

•

Reprocess Quant Files
- This action processes all of the Quant Files that are used to
build a calibration curve. The process opens the files one at a time then uses the
deconvolution routine to extract the peaks and calculate the area of the peaks. This icon is
available from all Target Library Editor tabs.

•

Send Unknown Libraries to Instrument
- This icon is used to send unknown
libraries listed on the Deconvolution Parameters tab to the instrument. The libraries are
loaded into the UnknownLibraries folder located on the Storage Card (SD card). This icon is
only available on the Deconvolution Parameters tab.

•

Reset Deconvolution Parameters to Default Values
- If the parameters on the
Deconvolution Parameters tab have been changed for any reason clicking this icon will
begin the process to reset all deconvolution values to default. This icon is only available
from the Deconvolution Parameters tab.

•

Find Next Compound/CAS or Find Previous Compound/CAS
- This
functionality is used to search for compounds by compound name or CAS number in a target
list. This functionality is only available from the Target List Setup tab.

In addition to functionality found in the Method toolbar and the Target Library Editor mini
toolbar Edit of the menu bar contains enabled functions specifically for the Target List Setup tab,
Add Compound…, Delete Compound…, Copy Compound, and Paste Compound.

Also added to the menu bar is the item Quantitation that contains the option Regenerate
Calibration Curves which can be accessed from any tab within Target Library Editor.
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Target List Setup Tab
The Target List Setup is a subset library used to target compounds of particular interest to you. It
is different from the unknown library because it contains specific information that is influenced by
some of the instrument settings.

M ass List
The Mass List table shows the specific ions that are associated with each compound in the target
list. The following image shows the masses for Acetone.

Normally the tallest mass peak is designated as the Main ion and has an Intensity of 100. Each of
the other masses has an Intensity that is some percentage of the parent peak. For example the
second mass of Acetone 58 has an expected intensity that is 32% of the parent peak. The
Confidence is an absolute value. So the Confidence level for the 58 mass is 50. This allows the 58
mass to vary from 25% of the parent peak to 125% of the parent peak and still be acceptable.
There are three options for the Type column. They are Main, Necessary, and Unnecessary.
•

As described above there is only one Main mass peak and it is usually the largest peak in the
spectrum. It is always assigned the value of 100% and a Confidence of 0. The Confidence
value is obtained by taking the ratio of a mass peak to the Main mass. As a result the Main
mass peak does not need a Confidence level.

•

Necessary masses must be present in a spectrum or the search algorithm will not identify
the peak.

•

Unnecessary masses are in the spectrum but are not used by the search algorithm to
identify a compound.
Unnecessary masses are usually masses that are less than 20% of the main mass. The
search algorithm uses all of the masses to determine a goodness of fit and a peak area
during the library search process. That is why even though a mass may be considered
unnecessary for identification it is still important to leave these masses in the table.
The values in the masses table can be edited by highlighting the entry with the mouse and
typing in the new value.
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1.

Clicking the right mouse button on a mass displays the Delete Mass option to use to delete
a specific mass.

2.

If a mass is deleted by accident exit the Target Library Editor without saving the method,
when prompted to save the method select No.

3.

Then reopen the editor and the method will be the same as before the mass was
accidentally deleted.
Once a method has been saved there is no way to undo any previous actions. It is always
wise to keep a backup of important methods for easy return to an earlier unchanged version
of the method.

4.

The Quant Select column in the Mass List allows the user to determine which masses to
use for quantitation calculations.
This only sets which ions will be used if the compound has the Response Type set to
Selected Area or Selected Height. To view the Response Type of the compounds in
the target list right click on a compound and select More Quant Info…. All of the
compounds in the target list will be set to the same quant settings.

Quant information for the compounds can be controlled using the Quant Overrides tab.
Quant parameters can be set for Quant type, Response type, Curve type, and
Response handling.

5.

The Spectra window below displays graphically the information that is available in the
Masses table.
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The main table displayed is the actual Target List.

The Target List contains the following columns:
a) The Compound Name column is where the name of a target compound is entered.
This column can accept any typed in name.
b) A CAS number can manually be entered into the CAS column.
c) The Retention Time column shows the retention time for a compound. If a method is
using Retention Index then the column label will change to Retention Index and
the retention index value is displayed instead of the retention time.
The Retention Minimum and Retention Maximum set the window for the
compound identification. Like the retention time these labels and values will refer to
retention index when a method is setup to use retention index.
d) The Compound Type is used to define the compound for quantitation. There are three
options that can be selected from the dropdown menu.
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•

None indicates that the method will not attempt to calculate a quantitation value
for the compound.

•

Target Compound indicates that the method is meant to calculate a concentration
for the compound.

•

Internal Standard indicates that the compound is an internal standard to be used
to calculate the concentration of the target compounds.

e) Reference Compound is used to select an internal standard compound as the
designated standard for the target compound. This allows for selection from any of the
designated internal standard compounds. When a compound has its type set to
Internal Standard it is automatically added to the reference compound list. There is
no limit to the number of compounds that can be designated as internal standards.
To select a Reference Compound click on the arrow on the Reference Compound
box in the row of the compound that is to be the target compound and then click on the
name of the internal standard peak. The following screen shows a drop down where
Methyl Salicylate and Toluene-d8 have been setup as internal standards. By clicking on
one of the compound names that compound will be designated as the internal standard
peak for the Chlorobenzene. They both appear in the dropdown menu under reference
compound.

f)

The Hazard Level is a self-configured value. The information displayed in the Hazard
Level column can be configured by selecting the Edit menu from the menu bar at the
top of the screen and selecting the Hazard Level option. Information about entering
information into a Hazard Level table is given in the menu section of this chapter
under Edit/Hazard Level.
To select a Hazard Level Click the drop-down arrow and select the desired Hazard
Level from the list.
Since this data is custom created it can be setup to display any information desired. For
example it can be used simply as a “present” or “not present” option for applications
where the chemicals being analyzed are not considered hazardous.
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•

Placing the cursor in the area of the Target List and right clicking will display a popup menu
with options specific to the Target List.

a) Add Compound allows for the addition of a compound to the Target List which will
appear at the bottom of the listing.
b) Delete Compound allows for the deletion of a highlighted compound from the Target
List.
c) Copy Compound allows for the copying of a specific compound which can then be
pasted into a different Target List.
d) Paste Compound allows for pasting of a copied compound from one Target List to
another Target List in a different method.
e) Edit Compound Name… allows for renaming of a compound.

f)

NIOSH Lookup (By Compound Name) is used to lookup information on compounds.
If the NIOSH library is installed into the Chromion database clicking on the option
NIOSH Lookup the Internet will be accessed.

g) NIOSH Lookup (By CAS) is used to lookup additional information on a highlighted
compound if the CAS number is associated with the compound in Chromion.
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h) More Quant Info… will display quant information for the compounds. All compounds
are set to the same quant parameters. See additional information on quant settings in
Quant Overrides of this chapter.

Deconvolution Param eters Tab (Target Library Editor)
Within the Chromion software there are two Deconvolution Parameters tabs, one in Target
Library Editor and one in Performance Validation. They have similar functions but are used for
different purposes.
The Deconvolution Parameters tab in Target Library Editor is used for deconvolution of
samples while the Deconvolution Parameters tab in Performance Validation is used to test
the performance of the instrument when a specific standard is being analyzed. Because the settings
for both of these are independent of one another they are stored in separate locations.
The following image shows the available icons for Deconvolution Parameters in the mini toolbar
for Target Library Editor as well as three main areas of functionality.

Deconvolution Param eters M ini Toolbar
There are two icons in the mini toolbar that are specifically associated with the Deconvolution
Parameters tab. The other enabled icons are for use with the Target Library Editor in general
and their functions will be detailed later in the Target Library Editor section.

•

The Send Unknown Libraries to Instrument icon is used to send the selected
unknown libraries to the instrument. This allows manual updating of the unknown
libraries. There is also an option to send the libraries each time an updated method is
sent to the instrument.

•

The Reset Deconvolution Parameters to Default Values icon is used to reset the
individual values on the Deconvolution Parameters tab, if necessary.

There are three main areas of functionality in the Deconvolution Parameters tab.
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Target List Search
There only a few items in the Target List Search section that should be adjusted. All other

settings should remain unchanged as any modifications will affect the deconvolution
process.

The Search for known compounds checkbox enables the deconvolution algorithm to
extract the spectra of target compounds and compare the extracted spectra to the Target
List. The default is to have this option checked. Unchecking will result in the search
algorithms not returning matches for compounds in the Target List.
The Search for unknown compounds checkbox enables the deconvolution algorithm to
extract and save the spectra of target compounds that are not found in the Target List. It
does not search the unknown library it only allows for the extraction of the spectra.
The Minimum known compound area and Minimum unknown compound area are
filters to reduce the chance of picking up noise as a peak. If the known peaks of interest are
going to be very small these settings can be set to lower values.
The Minimum known compound correlation is used to reduce the chance of
misidentification for target compounds. The correlation value combines the retention time
and mass spectral information into a value that indicates how closely a compound matches
the library. In some cases acceptance of less stringent matching values (lower correlation)
or tightening the matching requirement (higher correlation) may be preferred. The default
setting of 70 is a good general value to use for avoiding misidentification of peaks while not
being so tight as to miss a peak that is actually in the sample.

NOTE: All of the remaining settings in Deconvolution Parameters are used to adjust the deconvolution and
baseline extraction routine. The current settings are set to provide optimum performance for
deconvolution and should not be changed. Changing these settings will affect the deconvolution
process. They should only be changed by personnel that have been properly trained in the
functionality. Contact PerkinElmer for more information.
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Unknow n Identification

The Match unknown compounds checkbox turns on and off the library search for
unknown compounds that are not part of the Target List.
The Maximum top spectral hits to show allows a specific number of unknown
compounds to display in either the Chromion software or on the instrument. However, if a
chromatogram has a large number of small peaks by allowing deconvolution to display all of
them will result in slowing down the instrument post run data processing. The default of 3 is
a good compromise that allows for significant peaks to be identified while limiting the
burden on the instrument processor.
The Minimum unknown compound correlation is used to reduce the chance of
misidentification for unknown compounds. The correlation value combines the retention
index and mass spectral information into a value that indicates how closely a compound
matches the unknown library. In some cases acceptance of less stringent matching values
(lower correlation) or tightening the matching requirement (higher correlation) may be
preferred. The default setting of 65 is a good general value to use for avoiding
misidentification of peaks while not being so tight as to miss a peak that is actually in the
sample.
All of the remaining settings are used to adjust the unknown search routine. The current
settings are optimized to provide optimum performance for identifying unknown peaks.

NOTE: Changing these setting will affect the identification process. They should only be changed by
personnel that have been trained in the functionality. Contact PerkinElmer for more information.
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Unknow n Libraries

The Search Library 1, Search Library 2, Search Library 3, and Search Library 4
allow specific unknown libraries to be search. The search will be conducted by looking in the
first library then in each successive library until the best match is found. These libraries will
be stored on the Storage Card (SD card) on the instrument.
The Window refers to the retention index window to be used. Part of the search algorithm
uses retention index. The window is normally set to 50.
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Quant Overrides Tab
Quant information for the compounds can be controlled using Quant Overrides. Quant
parameters can be set for Quant type, Response type, Curve type, and Response
handling.

Definitions of the quant parameters are listed below. After changing a specific parameter click
the Apply button or all of the parameters can be changed and then click Apply All. A prompt
will display requiring a confirmation before the change(s) will be made.
•

Quant type has two options, Internal Standard or External Standard.

•

Response type has four selections.
1. Area uses the area of all of the masses extracted during the deconvolution process.
2. Height uses the height of the tallest scan of all the mass fragments in a deconvolved
peak.
3. Selected Area only uses the area of the selected masses. To define if a mass is a
selected mass go to the Target List Setup tab and click on the Compound Name.
Then in the Mass List set Quant Select to Yes for the desired masses.
4. Selected Height is the tallest scan in a deconvolved peak after the non-selected
masses have been removed. To define if a mass is a selected mass go to the Target
List Setup tab and click on the Compound Name. Then in the Mass List set Quant
Select to Yes for the desired masses.

•

Curve type defines the type of curve that will be fitted to the data points in a calibration.


Average is from the EPA Method 8000C Rev 3 document. It takes the mean of the CF
(calibration factor) for external calibration or the mean of the RF (response factor) for
the internal standard data to calculate the equation of a linear fit line. An alternative
way to describe the Average curve type is to consider that the CF and RF are the
slopes to each of the individually plotted data points and the equation is derived from
the mean of the slopes. The goodness of fit is the RSD of the slopes. A target RSD of
20% or less is acceptable.
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•



Linear non-weighted derives the equation of the line by use of linear regression.
The goodness of fit is the R value for the line.



Linear force through zero derives the equation of the line by linear regression
through both the positive and negated coefficients of the data points. For example, if a
data point is 10, 12 the data point -10, -12 are also included in the plot to force the
intercept through zero. The goodness of fit is the R2 value for the line.



Linear X derives the equation of the line by use of a modified linear regression that
places more emphasis on the lower value data points. The goodness of fit is the R2
value for the line.



Linear X force through zero derives the equation of the line by use of a modified
linear regression through both the positive and negated coefficients of the data points
that places more emphasis on the lower value data points. The goodness of fit is the R2
value for the line.



Linear X2 derives the equation of the line by use of a modified linear regression that
places even more emphasis on the lower value data points than the Linear X curve
type. The goodness of fit is the R2 value for the line.



Linear X2 force through zero derives the equation of the line by use of a modified
linear regression through both the positive and negated coefficients of the data points
that places even more emphasis on the lower value data points than the Linear X force
through zero curve type. The goodness of fit is the R2 value for the line.



Quadratic non-weighted derives the line through a quadratic fit. The goodness of fit
is the R2 value for the line.



Quadratic X derives the line through a modified quadratic fit that places more
emphasis on the lower value data points. The goodness of fit is the R2 value for the
line.



Quadratic X2 derives the line through a modified quadratic fit that places even more
emphasis on the lower value data points than the Linear X curve type.

Response handling has two options.
1. Average which uses all of the data files in the Quant Files tab to build the calibration
curve.
2. Replace which uses the last data file in the Quant Files tab to build the calibration
curve.

Quant Concentrations Tab
The table below is the Quant Concentrations tab and shows where the concentrations entered
are used to create a calibration curve. In the table Toluene-d8 and Methyl Salicylate are set as
Internal Standard compound types in the Target List Setup tab. The other compounds are set
as Target Compound.
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The first column shows the Compound names. These names are automatically populated from the
Target List Setup tab.
The software allows the use of up to ten concentration Levels to build a curve. The concentration of
a compound is entered at each level. The exception to this are the compounds set to Internal
Standard. The concentration entered in Level 1 is then populated through all the other levels for
that compound and the cells are not editable.
It is not necessary to add the concentration value in any particular order. If a calibration curve has
been created and determined to run a concentration to fill in a gap in the curve the new
concentration can be added in the next empty level. In the example table above Level 5 is a
concentration that fits into the middle of the curve.
To populate the table with data entered for the first compound in the list click the icon Copy
Current Value to All Compounds in the mini toolbar as shown in the image above.
This dialog box will open to help facilitate entry of the concentration values.

•

Copy Down From Highlighted Cell allows selection of a cell in the table and then
copying the value from that cell to all of the cells below. The internal standard
concentrations are not affected by this action.

•

Copy Down <nnnn> Times From Highlighted Cell allows for selection of a cell and
then by entering a number copy the value to the specified number of cells below the
highlighted cell. Again, the internal standard concentrations are not affected by this action.

•

Copy First Row To All Rows copies the first row of the table to all of the rows in the table
with the exception of the internal standard concentrations, which are not affected by this
action.
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Quant Files Tab
When clicking on the icon Select Data Files to Process in the mini toolbar a Windows file dialog
box will open with which to locate the files to be used for developing a calibration curve by adding
them to the Quant Files tab.

1.

In addition to the icon in the mini toolbar right-clicking in the Quant Files tab background
will display a context menu in which the following menu items are available.

•

Find files… when selected a Windows file dialog box will open in which to search for
files used for calibration curves.

•

Delete file… used to remove a selected file from the quant files list. This option will not
display a confirmation dialog but will just delete the selected file.

•

Delete all files… used to remove all files from the quant files list. This option will
display a confirmation dialog before removal of all files.

This following image shows the Quant Files tab populated with files used to develop calibration curves.
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The Quant Files tab has four columns:
•

Concentration Level is used to specify which concentration profile is associated with the
file. This value can be entered by selecting a value from the drop down menu or by typing in
a value. The values available are the ten levels from the Quant Concentrations tab.
For example in the table shown above the files 00000190S.res, 00000191S.res, and
00000192S.res have a Concentration Level of 1. Looking at the Quant Concentration
table in the previous section of this manual shows that the concentration of the peaks in
level 1 or 25. The units in this case are ppb (part per billion). When the files are processed
the areas of the peaks from these files will be correlated with the concentration of 25 ppb.

•

File Location shows the directory and file name of the files selected for quantitation.

•

Multiplier allows the entry of a correction factor. If a calibration point was collected with a
known error like too much sample was collected or too little sample was collected a
correction factor can be entered to adjust the calculated response. It is always preferable to
remedy the problem and recollect the sample and analyze the new sample. This option is for
situations where it is not possible to correct the error.

•

Process allows the enabling or disabling of files for use in a calibration curve without having
to remove them from the table.

Quant R eview Tab
The following image shows the Quant Review Tab.

The Quant Review tab allows the review of calibration data. Each compound’s data can be
observed by clicking on the peak name in the Compound Name list. The equation of the curve, the
Curve type, the goodness of fit coefficient and Quant type are all displayed.
The data in the table are either the raw peak response for External quant type or ratios for Internal
quant type. The values are calculated using the analytical data and cannot be edited. If there is a
problem with a data point open the file using Data Review, run deconvolution and look at the
results. Adjustments can then be made to the Target List or deconvolution parameters to change the
way the peak is being detected. Save the method and rerun the calibration files. Quant Review
can then be used to see the results of the changes.
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The graph shows the data points and the curve. Different types of curve fits can be selected from
the Curve drop-down menu to see how the curve fits the data graphically.
A point in the curve can be turned on or off by clicking on the point with the mouse pointer. The
change to the equation of the line and goodness of fit are displayed. If the method is saved with a
data point turned off the equation that is displayed will be used for quantitative calculations.
Once the desired curve has been selected and the method saved the new curves can be sent to the
instrument as part of the method. The curve types that are available are:


Average



Linear non-weighted



Linear force through zero



Linear X



Linear X force through zero



Linear X2



Linear X2 force through xero



Quadratic non-weighted



Quadratic X



Quadratic X2

For a detailed description on the available Curve Types refer to the Quant Overrides section of
this chapter.

Groups Tab
The last tab in Target Library Editor is Groups. This tab is used to create groups of compounds
that may appear in specific samples.

1.

Clicking on the New button opens a window in which the compounds listed are from the
Target List Setup tab that may be found in specific substances.
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A New Group window opens.

2.

Enter a Group Name that could be the name of the target substance.

3.

Click in the Include check box to include the known compounds that could be found in the
substance.
For example, Gasoline will contain certain compounds, i.e. Butylated methyl, Ethanol, etc.

4.

•

Yes is the minimum number of compounds that will need to be found in order to
confirm the target chemical.

•

Maybe is the number of compounds that may be found in the substance.

Click OK to save the dialog.
At the top of the Groups screen is an option that when selected will determine how the
results will be displayed on the instrument. If Normal is selected then the sample result will
appear as a regular run.

NOTE: Be sure to save the method and then send and activate it on the instrument before running the
sample in order for the group to be detected on the instrument.
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5.

By clicking More Options on the instrument and then selecting Switch View Mode the
results of Groups which was created in Chromion will appear as in the image below.

6.

If, however, while in Chromion the option Groups is selected on the Groups tab the view
displayed after running a sample run will be the group view as seen in the image above.

In Chromion the results will be displayed in Data Review by running deconvolution on a .RES
file against the method in which the group was created.
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7.

The group can be edited by clicking Modify… on the Groups tab.
The method must be saved and resent to the instrument before running the sample again.

8.

The group can be deleted simply by selecting it and clicking the Delete button.
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Perform ance Validation
The last form in the Method section of the navigation pane is Performance Validation which is
used to calibrate the instrument for optimal performance.

NOTE: Use Caution when changing these operational parameters as making inappropriate adjustments will
result in poor instrument performance and could cause damage to the instrument.
Performance Validation includes four tabs:
Performance Validation and Calibration, Deconvolution Parameters, Performance
Validation Settings, and Mass Range.

Perform ance Validation M ini Toolbar
Besides the Method toolbar which sits directly above the Method group title in the navigation pane
Performance Validation has a mini toolbar with icons which activate according to the selected tab
and required functionality. The mini toolbar is to the right of the method toolbar.

Below are descriptions of the icon functionality appearing for Performance Validation in the mini
toolbar.
•

Add New Compound to List
- This option allows a user to add a new compound to
the calibration list. This feature allows customization of the calibration process. Adding or
removing compounds without appropriate training can result in bad calibrations and a failed
validation test. To add compounds click the Add New Compound to List icon in the mini
toolbar. A new line will appear at the bottom of the table. Type in the name of the
compound and fill in the numeric values for the other columns.
If a value is entered that is not acceptable a red exclamation point will be shown in the
column on the far left. The following image shows an error in the column of the table next
to MTBE. In this case a letter has been entered into a numeric value only field (Retention
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Index). If this happens the software will not allow the cursor to proceed to another field
until the error has been corrected.

Right clicking with the cursor positioned in the compound list displays a popup menu with
the following options.

•

Delete Compound from List
- This option allows for the deletion of a compound
from the calibration list. This feature accepts customization of the calibration process.
Adding or removing compounds without appropriate training can result in bad calibrations
and a failed validation test.
To remove a compound use the cursor to highlight the compound in the table then click the
Delete Compound from List option. The following image shows the confirmation dialog
that displays after clicking the icon.

Selecting Yes removes the compound from the list. Also, right clicking in the masses section
displays an option to delete a mass.
•

Reset Performance Validation to Default Values
- This option is disabled until the
form has been unlocked. This function provides a way to set the validation parameters to
the default values. This is useful for converting methods that were created with the previous
Chromion version 1. Those methods are missing information used to run the Performance
Validation on the Torion T-9 GC-MS and must be updated before being loaded onto the
instrument.

•

Export Performance Validation Definition to File
- This option allows for current
settings to be saved either as a backup or as a way to move the definitions from one
method to another.

•

Import Performance Validation Definition from File
- This option allows for
importing a previously exported Performance Validation definition.

•

Unlock Performance Validation Tests
- This option allows the unlocking of several
areas of functionality in Performance Validation. This pass code is not changeable and is
only meant as a reminder that changing these settings can result in failure of the instrument
to calibrate correctly. Caution should be used when modifying any of these settings. The
unlock pass code is torion123.
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P erform ance Validation and Calibration Tab
The Performance Validation and Calibration tab is used to setup the information used for
calibration of both retention time and mass. The following image shows the performance validation
screen.

Following is a description of each of the columns in the top portion of the form.
•

Compound Name - This column is used for the names of the standards that will be used
for the calibration and validation of the instrument performance.

•

Retention Index - This column contains the retention index values from the NIST
database. A description of retention indexes and how they are used is provided in the
Retention Time Calibration section of this manual.

•

Retention Time - These values represent the time that the compound is expected to elute
from the instrument. If the Gas Chromatography method is changed then it is necessary
to run the standard mix and adjust the retention times in the Performance Validation
table.

•

Retention Minimum and Retention Maximum - These values are used to set a window
of time where the automatic calibration routines would expect the compound listed in the
table to elute.

•

Retention Calibration - If the compound is to be used by the auto calibration routine to
calculate the retention indexes of unknown compounds this box must have a checkmark.
The compounds where the box is left unchecked may still be used for mass calibration
and/or performance validation.

M ass Item Table
The Mass Item table displays the selected masses for a specific compound as seen in the image
below.
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The Torion T-9 instrument has approximately 4000 bins for mass data. Each mass has a width of
about 8 bins. To convert the index numbers to actual mass values it is necessary to assign a
specified mass to a specific index number. The auto calibration routine built into the instrument will
apply the calibration automatically. In addition other information is included to allow the instrument
to do an automatic check of the calibration to ensure that it was done correctly. The mass
information for each compound is stored in the Mass Item table. The data that are entered into the
table are described below.
The following are the column descriptions for the Mass Item table.
•

Mass - This column is where the mass value to be used for calibration for a specific
compound is entered. In the example above the 174.908 mass found in bromoform has
been entered.

•

Intensity - This is the intensity of the peaks relative to the main peak. There must always
be a main peak with an intensity of 100. Usually the main peak is the largest mass peak in
the spectrum. The other intensities are a percentage of the main peak. Peak 171 has an
intensity of 41.024 percent of the main peak.

•

Confidence - This value is used to set a window of the Intensity used during peak
identification and is an absolute percentage of the response of the main peak. For example
the 171 mass for bromoform has an Intensity of 41.024 and a Confidence of 40. So a
mass peak with an intensity of 1.024 to 81.024 would be in the window of acceptable
percentages for this mass peak. It would be considered detected at the right ratio to the
main peak.

•

Type - There are three types of mass peak.
1. Main - There can only be one main mass peak for each compound and it always has an
Intensity of 100 and a Confidence value of 0.
2. Necessary - This value indicates the masses that must be present in a spectrum or the
search algorithm will not identify the peak.
3. Unnecessary - These masses are in the spectrum but are not used by the search
algorithm to identify a compound. Unnecessary masses are usually masses that are
less than 20% of the main mass. The search algorithm uses all of the masses to
determine a goodness of fit and a peak area during the library search process. That is
why even though a mass may be considered unnecessary for identification it is still
important to leave these masses in the table.
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•

Min (Minimum) - In the compound bromoform the lowest index or bin number in which
the 174.908 mass can be detected is 1025.

•

Max (Maximum) - In the compound bromoform the highest index or bin number in which
the 174.908 mass can be detected is 1220.

•

Peak - A peak number can be specified to improve the accuracy of the calibration. For
example bromoform has a group of masses at 171, 173, and 174. Since the last peak in a
group is less susceptible to trap overloading effects the mass 174 would be used for
calibration. In this case mass 174 is peak number 3 of the group so a value of 3 would be
entered as the Peak number.

•

Total - The total peak count specifies the number of mass peaks expected in a group of
peaks. In the case of bromoform there are 3 peaks so the Total peak count would be 3.

•

Enabled - By placing a checkmark in this column the auto calibration routine is set to use
the specified mass. Leaving the box unchecked allows the information in the table to be left
alone but it will not be used for calibration.

Tests Section
The Tests section of the Performance Validation and Calibration tab can be accessed by clicking the
unlock icon on the mini toolbar and entering the password. See the icon description for Unlock
Performance Validation Tests in the mini toolbar at the beginning of this section for instructions
on how to use the unlock feature.

This section sets up the Tests that are performed to verify that the instrument is working correctly.
These are advanced functions and should only be modified by those trained to know how they work.
If there are questions about how to use the Tests section contact a PerkinElmer Service
Representative for help.
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Deconvolution Param eters Tab (Perform ance Validation)
There are two Deconvolution Parameters in Chromion software, one in Target Library Editor and
the other one in Performance Validation. They have similar functions but are used for different
purposes.
The Deconvolution Parameters tab in Target Library Editor is used for deconvolution of samples
while the Deconvolution Parameters tab in Performance Validation is used to test the
performance of the instrument when a specific standard is being analyzed. Because the settings for
both of these are independent of one another they are stored in separate locations.
The settings on the Deconvolution Parameters tab is only accessible by clicking the unlock icon
and entering the password. See the icon description for Unlock Performance Validation Tests
on the mini toolbar at the beginning of this section for instructions on how to use the unlock feature.

NOTE: For details on how to set the parameters refer to the Deconvolution P aram eters tab in the
Target Library Editor section found earlier in this chapter. To ensure that the performance
validation works correctly it is strongly suggested that the default deconvolution settings be used
unless there has been adequate training on how to successfully make changes to this section. For
more information contact PerkinElmer.

P erform ance Validation Settings Tab
The only setting in the Performance Validation Settings tab is the End early time. The last
peak of the standard used to run a performance validation elutes from the column at 85 seconds. A
normal analysis runs to a higher temperature and takes
about 130 seconds. This setting can be adjusted to
shorten the time it takes to run a performance
validation. This value must be manually entered. The
default value is 100. When the value is set to 0 the
performance validation will use the run time that is set in the Gas Chromatograph screen. To set
this parameter it is necessary to unlock the Performance Validation form. See the icon
description for Unlock Performance Validation Tests in the mini toolbar at the beginning of this
section for instructions on how to use the unlock feature.

M ass R ange Tab
The Torion T-9 has the ability to set a mass range. Ion trap mass spectrometers use algorithms to
control the ionization time and to determine response. These algorithms have improved performance
when there are more data points to work with. The instruments full range of 43-500 amu requires a
scan time of 60 milliseconds. The Torion T-9 has a
Mass range (amu)
Scan Time (ms)
fast high resolution gas chromatograph. This means
43 - 320
36
that the peaks are narrow which results in fewer
scans per peak. With a 60 ms scan time there will
43 - 400
45
be approximately 5-7 scans across a peak. Setting
43 - 500
60
the mass range to 43-320 amu changes the scan
time to 36 ms resulting in about twice as many
scans across a peak. If the analytes being analyzed are not expected to have masses greater than 320
amu then it is best to use the lower range which will improve the algorithms control over the mass
analyzer. The other mass ranges are available in cases where higher molecular weight analytes are
expected.
Most analytes that can be eluted through the Torion T-9 GC-MS instrument will have masses that are
less than 320 amu. The following table shows the scan times for the three available mass ranges.
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Tools
The Tools section of the navigation pane contains functions that are not part of a method. Method
components affect things like retention time generation and actions that rely on retention times, like
target compound identification, quantitative calibration, performance validation and mass calibration.
The functions in the Tools section are generic and not specific in nature or are very specific in
nature to a single instrument.

Data R eview
Data Review available in the Tools section of the navigation pane is used to view data files which
have been created by the Torion T-9 instrument.

Data Review M ini Toolbar
Upon opening Data Review a mini toolbar displays to the right of the method mini toolbar which
contains icons for specific functionality for use in Data Review. The mini toolbar becomes activated
after opening a data file.

•

Open Data File
- The first icon in the mini toolbar is a picture of a folder used to open
a data file. By placing the cursor on the icon and clicking a Windows Open file browser will
display that can be used to find a data file.

There are three file types that can be reviewed in Data Review as seen in the drop-down
menu (Result Files, CDF Files, and RAW Files).
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1.

.RES file is the Results File. The file contains all of the information that is used to create
a set of data. This includes the data in both the CDF and RAW formats. The results file
also contains the target library and search results. A report file in the form of a text file
is included. The report has the same information as the report on the Torion T-9
instrument. In addition, the results file also contains the setting.xml file that contains
the mass spectrometer and GC parameters.
Other files included in the results (.RES) file are a log file that contains information about
the instrument’s performance and calibration/performance validation files as well as
settings files. It is recommended that the results file be used since all of the information
needed to repeat an experiment and or diagnose possible problems with the instrument
is contained in this file. Just using the CDF or RAW data files does not provide enough
information to later recreate the method and settings used to get the data.

2.

.CDF (Common Data Format) file type is used for chromatographic and mass spectral
data. It contains all of the information needed to display the chromatogram and mass
spectra in the correct format for peak identification.

3.

.RAW is a format of data that is produced directly by the instrument. The mass spectral
data has not been calibrated and does not display masses, rather it displays indexes. It
is not sorted and labeled so that it can be used to compare to traditional data. In
addition, it has not been processed using the auto ionization algorithms. It is used for
diagnostic purposes to determine the performance of an instrument.

After clicking on the Open Data File icon and selecting a .RES file, a dialog box titled
Result File Selection opens as seen in the image below.

Selecting the netCDF file option in the File Type section opens the CDF file which is
enclosed in the .RES (results) file. Choosing the RAW data file opens the raw data that is
also a part of the .RES file.
In the Method section of the Result File Selection dialog shown above the method that
was used when the .RES file was created on the instrument can also be loaded. By selecting
Yes the method file opens in Chromion allowing for review of the Gas Chromatograph, Target
Library Editor and Performance Validation settings used when generating the .RES file.
•

View History of the Current Result File
- Each time a file is processed by
deconvolution whether in Data Review, Target Library Editor, or Batch Processing an entry is
made in the file history of the data.
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•

Save Data File
- This icon is used to save the data from a specific deconvolution run if
processing multiple times.

Comments can be entered where detailed information about the run can be entered. Also
the Username of the person responsible for the data can be entered. Click OK to save the
data.
There are nine graphs or charts that can be used to display data from a .RES file.

When a data file is opened in Data Review there are two charts or graphs that will automatically
display diagnostic data from the .RES file. Those two default graphs are the TIC and MS charts
The available charts/graphs used to display data are described below and are activated by clicking
on the associated icon in the mini toolbar.


Show/Hide TIC Graph (Total Ion Chromatogram)
- The TIC graph is the GC
trace of the entire signal that is generated by the mass spectrometer. The following image
shows the TIC graph window.
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Show/Hide Mass Spec Graph (Mass Spectrometer)
- The second graph that will
automatically display is the MS chart. This is the spectra for a single scan in the TIC. The
spectra displayed are selected by the placement of the cursor on a peak in the TIC chart.
The image above shows the MS graph open along with the TIC. The spectrum that is shown
is for the scan where the cursor is positioned in the TIC graph.

NOTE: When a blue box appears around an icon in the mini toolbar it means that the chart or graph is
activated and therefore is showing or open in the Data Review window. If there is not a blue box
around an icon it means that the chart or graph is hidden or closed.
Look at the Data Review mini toolbar. Move the cursor pointer over the top of the fourth
icon with the blue box around it. Text will appear that says Show/Hide TIC Graph. When
clicking on the icon the TIC graph will no longer show or display in the Data Review window
but rather just the MS graph will be open.

Click on the fourth icon again and notice the TIC graph will open or show again as well as
the MS graph.


Show/Hide RIC Graph (Reconstructed Ion Chromatogram)
- This is the
chromatographic trace for selected masses and can be used to look for a specific peak
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with a given mass or group of masses. The following image shows a RIC graph with a
TIC and MS graph open at the same time.



Show/Hide Summed Graph
- The icon to the right of the RIC icon will display the
Sum or summed graph. Close the RIC chart by clicking on the RIC icon. This will leave the
TIC, MS, and Sum graphs displaying in the Data Review window.
On the mini toolbar and several icons to the right of the Show/Hide Summed Graph there is
a blue box around an icon that looks like a magnifying glass. This is the Set Mode to Zoom
icon. To the right of it is an icon that is used in conjunction with the summed graph. It is
called Set Mode to Summed Select. Clicking on this icon places a blue box around it and
removes the blue box from the zoom icon.
Using the cursor select a group of peaks in the TIC graph. Notice the area is highlighted
with a yellow marker. In the upper-right corner of the Sum graph the scan range of the
select spectra in the TIC graph will display.
This is the spectra of a group of chromatographic scans that have been selected using the
summed function. Choosing this function totals the response of all the ions in the region
selected in the TIC graph. The following image shows a selected area in the TIC for
summing (yellow highlight). With the MS and the Sum graphs showing that the intensity of
the ions in the summed chart is much higher than the intensity of the ions in the MS graph.
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Show/Hide Background Graph
- To the right of the summed graph icon is the
background (Bkgd) icon. By clicking on the icon the background chart will display below the
summed graph.
Using the cursor move the focus to the icon to the right of Set Mode to Summed Select.
This is the Set Mode to Background Select icon. By clicking this icon a blue box will be
placed around it indicating the background highlight is now ready for use. The summed
highlighter will no longer be active.
In the same TIC graph select a different range of peaks or scans. Notice the range is
highlighted in blue and the spectra of the range of scans are now displayed in the
background graph.
This is the spectral data for a section of background selected in the TIC. Choosing this
function totals the response of all of the ions in the region that have been selected. The
following image shows background (blue) and summed (yellow) areas which are selected in
the TIC graph. The background (Bkgd) graph shows the background noise of the instrument.
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Hide the MS graph by clicking on the icon. The MS graph will no longer show.


Show/Hide Difference Graph
- When activated it will show the difference (Diff)
between the summed and background spectra.
This is the spectral data showing the difference between the background spectra and the
summed spectra. The following image shows the TIC with summed (yellow) and background
(blue) areas highlighted with the difference graph showing (Diff). The difference graph
shows the background (Bkgd) subtracted from the summed (Sum) values.

Close the summed, background, and difference graphs by clicking on the icon of each one in
the mini toolbar. Notice the blue line will no longer be visible around the icons as in the
image below.



Set Mode to Zoom
- This action disables the functionality of the summed and
background highlight markers.
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Right click in the white background area of the TIC graph. A popup menu will display. Select
Clear Region and then select All. The two highlighted sections in the TIC are no longer
visible.



Show/Hide Deconvolution Spectra Graph
- When this graph is showing or open
each peak in the TIC will appear in a different color with the associated spectra in the
deconvolution (Decon) graph also displaying in that same color.
The deconvolved peaks are shown in different colors with the spectra appearing in the
deconvolution graph when clicking on the peak in the TIC. The BPFB peak above has been
highlighted and bolded in green. The associated spectra are also seen in green in the
deconvolution (Decon) graph.

Close the deconvolution graph by clicking the Show/Hide Deconvolution Spectra Graph
icon.


Show/Hide Library Search Spectra Graph
- The chart below shows head to tail
spectra comparing the library spectra to the instrument or sample spectra.
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Show/Hide Manual Integration Graph
- The graph below shows a manually
charted area for a specific compound that usually exceeds a deconvolution response area.

Setting the Cursor M ode
The next 3 icons in Data Review are used to set the cursor mode. The following describes the
different cursor modes.



Set Mode to Zoom
- When the cursor is set to the Zoom mode areas of any open
graph can be enlarged. To zoom in on a section of any graph position the cursor while
holding down the left mouse button and drag a box around the specific area. A magnifying
glass will appear indicating the zoom functionality is being used.
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To unzoom an area right-click inside the graph and a popup menu will display. Select the
Unzoom All option to return the graph to the normal unzoomed view.



Set Mode to Summed Select
- When the cursor is set to this mode it is only
functional in the TIC chart with the graph option Show/Hide Summed Graph opened.
Use the mouse to select an area of the TIC to be summed by dragging the mouse over the
specific area. A yellow box is visible in the TIC. Each mass associated with the selected
scans in the highlighted area will be added together and displayed in the Summed graph.
To clear the selected region, place the cursor in the yellow highlighted area in the TIC and
right-click with the mouse. The popup menu will appear from which to select Clear Region
and then one of the available options Under Cursor, Summed, Background, or All. The
Under Cursor option only clears the region where the cursor line is located. If the cursor is
not in a highlighted region then choosing Under Cursor will have no effect. The Summed
option will clear all of the yellow Summed regions but will leave any other selected regions,
i.e. Background. The All option clears all selections regardless of type. The following image
shows the right mouse click popup menu with the Clear Region menu option expanded.



Set Mode to Background Select
- When the cursor is set to this mode it is only
functional in the TIC graph. In all of the other graphs the cursor still functions in the zoom
mode. To select an area use the mouse to drag a box over the area of the TIC to be
designated as the Background. A blue box will be visible on the TIC. Each mass associated
with the scans in the highlighted area will be added together and can be displayed by
opening the Background graph.
To clear the selected region, place the cursor in the blue highlighted area by clicking on the
area with the mouse. Click the right mouse button to open the right click menu. Then select
Clear Region and choose Under Cursor, Summed, Background or All option to clear
the selected area. The Under Cursor option only clears the region where the cursor line is
located. If the cursor is not in a highlighted region then choosing the Under Cursor option
will not have any effect. The Summed option will clear all of the yellow Summed regions but
will leave the blue Background regions. The All option clears all selections regardless of type.
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The image above shows the right mouse click dialog box with the Clear Region menu
expanded.

Additional Functionality Icons
The following image displays the remaining icons available in the mini toolbar for Data Review.
These icons provide additional functionality that can be performed on various charts which can be
helpful when needing detail on the data.



Copy Ions from RIC to TIC
- If RIC ions have been added to the RIC chart then
clicking this button will enable the option to show the RIC ions in the TIC graph or not show
the RIC ions in the TIC graph.

RIC selection can be made by clicking on a mass of a specific peak in the MS graph.
Chromion shows the selected ions as colored numerical references in the upper right corner
of the RIC graph. By enabling Copy Ions from RIC to TIC the ion will display in the same
color in the TIC graph.
Also, with the cursor positioned in the RIC chart right click the mouse. A popup menu will
display with options that can be used in the RIC chart.

Selecting Edit RIC Mass List… will open the following window.
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In this window the masses appearing in the RIC chart can be entered by typing the mass
into the blank field. Masses can be entered in three ways:
a) Individual mass. The mass 105 would display a single trace of the intensity of mass
105 in the RIC graph.
b) Range of masses. The masses 91-93 would display a single RIC trace of the sum of
the intensities of ions 91, 92, and 93.
c) Group of masses. The masses 91-93, 105 would display a single RIC trace of the sum
of the intensities of ions 91, 92, 93 and 105.
The RIC Mass List window can also be used to edit the mass list.
To remove ions from the screen there is an option on the popup menu Clear All Masses
which will delete them from the RIC list as well as the RIC chart.
RIC ions are saved from session to session. This allows for selection of a specific set of RIC
ions and then by opening different data files view the same RIC information for each file.


Select Overlay File List
- When clicking this icon on the mini toolbar a box will open
that allows selection of files that can be displayed in the overlay files graph.

This window allows for the selection of data files to overlay. Overlaying data files allows the
data to be viewed in a way that subtle differences can be seen between two or more data
files.
i.

The Enable checkbox allows the visibility of a data file to be turned off and on in the
overlay view window without removing it from the list.

ii.

The Edit button allows for the selection of a single data file to include in the overlay
view window. The first line in the dialog shows the path and filename of the opened
data file. Another file can be added by clicking the Edit button. A Windows dialog box
will open allowing for navigation to the data files to be viewed in the overlay screen.

iii.

The Date column shows the date the file was created.

iv.

The X Offset field allows for the files starting time location to be moved to adjust the
alignment with other TICs that are being overlaid.
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v.

The Y Offset field allows for the files intensity to be moved to adjust the alignment
with other TICs that are being overlaid.

vi.

Line Color can be selected for the different RES files so the graphs are easier to view
in the overlay window.

vii.

When clicking the Multi-Select… another Windows open file dialog box will open.
Navigate to the location of the files that are to be added. Click on the name of the first
file then while holding down the shift key click on the name of the last file to be added.
After the files have been highlighted click the Open button to add them to the Data File
Overlay Setup list.

viii.

Clear All Entries can be used to remove all files from the dialog except the first
original file which is already opened in Data Review. Also, right clicking on a specific file
will display a popup from which to choose Find File or Remove File.

ix.

The OK button opens the Overlay Type dialog in which to choose the graph type of
TIC or RIC for viewing the overlaid files.

x.

The Cancel button will return to the original view.

Changes can easily be made to the list of files in the overlay window by clicking on the icon
Select Overlay File List which is available from the overlay screen.
To close the overlay window and return to the Data Review screen click on the icon Change
Overlay Files On/Off which can be found in the mini toolbar.



Show/Hide Deconvolution Spectra Graph
- When clicking this icon the Data
Review window changes to include the display that interacts with deconvolved data.
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Deconvolution uses the settings from the Target Library Editor Setup and
Deconvolution Parameters tabs to extract the spectra for a specific peak.


Show/Hide Deconvolution Window
- Six additional icons will become available
after clicking the Show/Hide Deconvolution Window icon.

1) Run Deconvolution
- This icon is used to run deconvolution which extracts the
spectra from the data file.
2) Erase All Deconvolution Data
- This icon is used to erase the data from the
window. Before the data is deleted a confirmation dialog will display requiring a user
response of either Yes or No to save the current results before erasing the displayed
data.

3) Show/Hide Deconvolution Columns
- When this icon is clicked the Select
Deconvolution Columns dialog will display. This window is used to select which
columns are to be displayed or hidden in the deconvolution results window. When the
column titles are uncheck the columns will not appear in the results window for the
Target Compounds and the Unknown Compounds.
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4) Show/Hide Compounds Not Found
- This icon is used when compounds
expected to be on the Target List Compounds after a deconvolution run are not
listed. Clicking on the icon will enable the functionality with a blue box appearing around
the icon. A message will then be displayed indicating that deconvolution can be run.
After deconvolution has been run again all compounds listed on the Target List will
appear in the listing. The reason the compounds were not found by the deconvolution
process will be entered in the Response column. Click again on the icon to turn off the
functionality.
5) Show/Hide Compound Peak Labeling
- This icon is used after setting an
option in Data Review Preferences. When clicking on the icon a dialog will display
indicating that the feature requires setup in Preferences.

After dismissing the dialog by clicking OK go to the Preferences option under the Edit
main menu. Click Preferences… and select the Data Review tab. Click the fourth tab
labeled Compound Peak Labeling.
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Refer to the Data Review tab in Preferences… for details on settings for Compound
Peak Labeling in the Edit Option on the Menu Bar in this chapter.
After applying the preference settings for Compound Peak Labeling return to the Data
Review window and click the icon Show/Hide Compound Peak Labeling to enable
the feature. Whichever option was selected will now display in the Data Review window
as shown in the image below.

6) Replace Retention Time
- The retention times for the compounds in the Target
List Compounds listing in the deconvolution window may be different from those
appearing for the compounds in Target List Setup.
When selecting this icon the following dialog will display.

When none of the compounds in deconvolution are selected the option will default to
“Replace retention time of all compounds.” This means that the retention times of all
Target List Compounds listed in the deconvolution window will replace the retention
times of those compounds in the target list. If, however, one of the compounds is
selected in the deconvolution window the option will change to “Replace retention time
of selected compound only.”


Launch NIST Search If additional information is needed on a specific compound a search
can be performed on the NIST library also known as the National Institute of Science and
Technology.
Refer to the NIST section of this chapter for details on setting up the NIST library. Below is
an image of the NIST library after it has been installed.
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Show/Hide TIC Line
- The last icon in the mini toolbar is the Show/Hide TIC Line
which when pressed will hide the TIC line in the TIC graph.

Data Review M enu Item s
There are five main menu items in which specific Data Review functionality becomes available
when Data Review is opened, a .RES file has been loaded, and the focus is on the Data Review
window.


File - The File main menu includes specific functionality for Data Review.

a) Open Data File - Clicking the Open Data File icon opens a Windows browser window
that can be used to locate a .RES file.
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b) Save Data File - Clicking on this icon the Save Data File dialog will open in which to
enter a Comment and a Username before saving the .RES file.


Edit - Three icons become available to the to Data Review in the Edit main menu item.

a) Overlay Files… See page 192 for details on using Overlay Files.
b) RIC Ions… See page 191 for details on using RIC Ions.
c) Concentration Multiplier… If the sample contains a compound in which the volume
is not as initially expected the volume of the data can be multiplied by whatever number
is entered into the dialog. The default setting is 0.00.



View The options provided on the View menu gives an alternative way to open graphs and
change the cursor modes besides using the icons in the mini toolbar.

a) Cursor Mode Using this option has the same functionality as the icons in the mini
toolbar.
1. Zoom
2. Summed
3. Background

b) Graphs - Using this option will show or hide each graph which is select or not selected.


TIC Graph



MS Graph



RIC Graph
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Summed Graph



Background Graph



Differences Graph



Decon Spectra Graph



Library Search Spectra Graph



Manual Integration Graph

Toggle - There is only one specific function for Data Review on this main menu item.

RIC  TIC This option makes the data in the RIC chart visible in the TIC graph.





On



Off

Tools - This option allows for the exporting of selected charts in four different file formats.
All four options on this main menu item are specific to Data Review functionality.

a) Export Graphs… - This option opens a dialog box that can be used to select graphs or
charts that are currently open in Data Review to be exported using four different file
formats.

To export a graph or chart that is currently opened in Data Review click in the box next
to the type of graph to be exported.


TIC Graph - This is the GC trace of the entire signal that is generated by the
detector in the mass spectrometer.



MS Graph - This is the spectra for a single scan in the TIC.
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RIC Graph - This is the chromatographic trace for selected masses and can be
used to look for a specific peak with a given mass.



Summed Graph - This is the spectra of a group of chromatographic scans
that have been selected using the average function.



Background Graph - This is the spectra for a section of selected background.



Differences Graph - This is the spectra data showing the difference between
the background spectra and the highlighted section of selected spectra.



Overlay - This is a chromatographic trace of several TICs that have been
selected and are displayed together in the same chart.



Decon Spectra Graph - This is the spectral graph of the deconvolution peaks.



Library Search Spectra Graph - This shows the head to tail spectra of an
unknown compound search. The spectra from the library are on the bottom and
the spectra from the analytical run are on top.



Manual Integration Graph - This graph shows the manually integrated value
of a specific peak.

The charts can be exported as WMF, JPG, BMP, or CSV files. One of these options
needs to be selected in the Export File Type section.
The Root Filename section is for browsing to a location in which to save the files. Click
the Find… button to open a Windows browse dialog and select the location where the
image files will be saved after they are created.
The option Append graph-type suffix means that the type of graph will be added to
the end of the filename. If a filename were Sample it would be exported as Sampletic, if the file were a TIC file.
The CSV data are saved in two columns with the time first and then the response
second. In the case of overlaid TICs the data are in two columns with the starting time
at zero then progressing to the end of the first file. The time then returns to zero and
starts with the data from the next file. This is repeated until all of the files in the overlay
graph have been stored in the CSV file. The data can be plotted as one single plot. The
data cannot be easily plotted side by side since the retention time of the data points is
not a fixed time. Therefore each set of data will have different times on the x axis. This
is a result of the dynamic ionization used in the toroidal ion trap.
b) Show Results from File - This option will open the data file that was generated on
the Torion T-9 during an analysis.
If there is a report file in the .RES file it will open in Notepad. The image below is an
example of the report.
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This report is only found in the .CDF file contained in a .RES file. However, if a .CDF is
opened directly from an extracted .RES file it will not contain a report. If the .RAW file is
opened either from a .RES file or directly from an extracted .RES file it will not contain a
report. If a file is opened that does not contain a report and the Show Results from File
option is selected the following dialog box will display.

c) Export TIC and IT - This option will export the Retention Time, TIC, Ionization Time
of a .RAW file to an Excel file. If this option is select without a .RAW file open in Data
Review a popup will display indicating that a .RAW file must be first be opened.

Deconvolution W indow
After opening a data file click the Show/Hide Deconvolution Spectra Graph icon. Deconvolution
uses the settings from the Target List and the Deconvolution Parameters in the Target List to extract
the spectra for a specified peak.
1.

Click the icon Show/Hide Deconvolution Window from the mini toolbar.
This opens the deconvolution window in which data from the RES file will display after
running deconvolution.

2.

Click the icon Run Deconvolution.
The image below shows the TIC and the MS windows after the spectra has been extracted.
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The image shows the cursor positioned on bromoform. The peak outline is highlighted in red
and the colored spectra are visible in the same color in the deconvolution (Decon) graph.
The colors of the peaks will change with each .RES file.
If a compound in the Target List is found in the sample it will be identified in the Target
List Compounds listing. When placing the cursor on the compound name the peak in the
TIC graph will become highlighted.
The following image shows the available columns for Target List Compounds and
Unknown Compounds in the deconvolution window. As discussed earlier in this chapter
the columns can be hidden by clicking on the Show/Hide Deconvolution Columns and
removing the checkmark next to the column name.

The Target List Compounds section in the deconvolution window are the compounds that
are were found in the sample run on the instrument and listed in the Target List.
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Below is a description of the column titles on the deconvolution window.


Pk# - This is the peak number of the compounds listed by the lowest retention time
first.



Target List Compounds - This column contains the compound names that appear in
the Target List.



Retention Time - This column shows the retention time of the peaks as calculated by
the deconvolution process. This number is usually slightly different than the retention
time for the compounds in the Target List.



Retention Index - This column shows the peaks retention index calculated using the
retention time calibration which is set in Gas Chromatograph of the method. This
number is primarily used for peak identification of unknown peaks.



Response - This is the sum of the intensities of the ions that have been included in the
deconvolved peak multiplied by the scan to scan difference in time.



Response Type - This setting corresponds with the quant overrides parameter
specified for the compounds in the Target List.



Area (MI) - This number is configured manually using the Show/Hide Manual
Integration functionality. It shows the manually integrated value of a specific peak.



CONC - This column will display the calculated concentration if a quantitation calibration
has been set for the compound. This is a value entered manually in the Target Library
Editor.



CONC (MI) - This column displays the calculated concentration for the manually
integrated peak.



Match Factor - This is a factor that takes into consideration how well the peak matches
the Target List or unknown library information. A perfect match would be 100.



CAS - This is the CAS number of the compound. This number must be entered into the
Target List or the unknown library in order for it to be displayed.

The Unknown Compounds section in the deconvolution window is a list of compounds
that were not found in the sample run on the instrument but were listed in the Target List.
Below is a description of the column titles on the deconvolution window.


Pk# - This is the peak number of the compounds beginning with the lowest retention
index listed first.



Unknown Compounds - This column contains the listing of unknown compounds. If
there is a compound listed under the unknown name it means based upon the retention
index of the compound it may be the compound in red.



Retention Time - This column shows the retention time of the peaks as calculated by
the deconvolution process.



Retention Index - This column shows the retention index of the compounds identified
by the unknown library or AMDISNISTEPACW which is available in the Library Editor.



Deconvolution Area - This is the sum of the intensities of the ions that have been
included in the deconvolved peak multiplied by the scan to scan difference in time.



Match Factor - This is a factor that takes into consideration how well the peak matches
the unknown library information. A perfect match would be 100.

When a peak that is not in the Target List is selected deconvolution will display Unknown
and then a number. The number part of the label is random. The image below shows a
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deconvolution run where the software has identified an unknown peak by finding it in an
unknown library.
The unknown peaks are compared to the unknown library which is specified in the
Deconvolution Parameters in the Target Library Editor. The possible matches are sorted on
the Match Factor. In the image below Unknown 12 has three possible matches. The correct
match is Isopropyl Alcohol with a match factor 98.



In the Deconvolution Parameters tab of the Target Library Editor the number of
unknown peaks to be displayed can be specified. This is to maintain the speed of analyzing
samples on the instrument. If a complex sample is analyzed and it has a larger number of
unknown compounds the processing can take a long time to complete. By limiting the
number of unknown peaks that are allowed to the 10 largest peaks then the processing on
the instrument can still be kept reasonable.

If a large number of unknowns are expected and the intention is to obtain good search
results for as many of the unknown compounds as possible then this setting can be
increased to allow the software to show all of the unknown peaks.
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The following image shows a TIC with 6 peaks. Three of the peaks co-elute at 34-36
seconds. The other two peaks co-elute at 38-40 seconds. Both co-eluting groups contain
one unknown compound.

Co-elution occurs when two or more compounds do not chromatographically separate due to
the fact that both have retention times that differ by less than the resolution of the method.

Spectra Graphs/ Charts
There are five spectra graphs or charts available after a deconvolution run which are used to test or
control the spectra results. These are accessed from the Data Review mini toolbar.


MS graph



Summed graph



Background graph



Difference graph



Deconvolution Spectra graph

When any of the charts listed above are open by right clicking in the chart area a popup menu will
display on which are several options accessible for use in testing the spectral data.

Add P eak to Library
The Add Peak to Library option is only available by right clicking on a spectra chart except the
Library Search Spectra Graph. The spectra charts are MS, Summed, Background, Difference,
and Deconvolution Spectra.
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To add a peak to the target library or a library in the Library Editor position the cursor on a peak in
the TIC so the spectrum is visible in the mass spectrometer graph or any of the spectra charts listed
above to get a spectra that has the desired masses to be added.
Right click in the spectrum chart and select the Add Peak to Library option. The following image
shows the dialog box that is associated with the option.

Peak Details
This section of the dialog contains the following.


Name - This is the name of the compound that will be added to the Target List or a library. It
can be called anything. It does not need to match the library name, if desired.



CAS - This is the CAS Registry Number associated with a compound and is a unique numerical
identifier assigned by Chemical Abstracts Service. The CAS numbers for all compounds can be
found in the AMDISNISTEPACW library which ships by default with the Chromion software.
When clicking Search Libraries… a search window opens in which to enter a
compound name to find a possible CAS number for the compound. The library that is
searched is the AMDISNISTEPACW which is the default library in Library Editor.



Destination - There are two destinations to which the compound can be copied.
1. Add to current target list - If this option is selected the compound will be added
to the target list of the currently loaded method.
2. Add to library - When this option is selected a drop down menu becomes available
from which a library other than the default library can be selected. These are
libraries that are obtainable through Library Editor. If a new library is desired it
would first need to be created in the Library Editor prior to adding the new
compounds.



Source - This section contains the retention information. This field is affected by other options
and by the current target list settings. For the search algorithms to work correctly unknown
libraries cannot use retention time and must have a retention index value.
•

Use retention TIME - This option is only available for target lists that are using retention
time. If the target list in the currently loaded method is using retention index values this
option will not be available.
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•

Use retention INDEX from data file - This option uses the retention index values that
were stored in the data file spectra. This calibration is from the retention calibration
settings in Gas Chromatograph.

•

Use retention INDEX from manual calibration data - This option uses the retention
index values that were manually added for retention time calibrations in Gas
Chromatograph. The option Use manual calibration data must be selected in Gas
Chromatograph before this option becomes available.

•

Use retention INDEX from auto calibration data - This option uses the retention
index values that are automatically calculated in Gas Chromatograph when the option
Uses auto calibration data is selected which is the default setting.

•

Manual entry - If the retention index is known for the compound the value can be
manually entered when this option is selected.

Spectrum - This section shows the table of masses from the selected spectrum. The values
displayed will be the relative intensities of the selected spectrum with the largest peak having
a value of 100.


Exclude under 0 % - If a selected spectrum has a large number of small ions there is a
good chance that they are not really part of the masses from the compound but are just
noise from the background of the instrument.
The data can be automatically filtered by entering a percent value and then pressing the
Run Filter button. Those particular masses will be removed before adding the
compound to the target list or library.

After making changes to the dialog click the OK button to add the compound to the target list or
specified library.
Upon clicking OK to add the compound to the target list the Target Library Editor window will open
to display the added compound. At this time additional changes can be made to the compound, if
desired.
If a compound is added to a Target List where the compounds quant type is Internal then the
following dialog will open.

A Reference Compound must first be selected from the drop down list with which the compound
will be associated. Click the OK button to complete the addition of the compound to the target list.
If the compound is being added to a library a status confirmation will appear to indicate the
compound name was successfully added to the library.
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Library Search
The Library Search option is only available by right clicking on a spectra chart. The Library
Search Spectra Graph shows the results of a library search and therefore is not used to initiate a
library search.
The library to be searched and the RI window size are set in the Deconvolution Parameters tab
in Target Library Editor. Refer to the section of this chapter that describes the deconvolution settings
tab for instructions on how to select a library and how to set up the value for the windows.
Selecting the Library Search… option opens the following dialog box.



Calculated Retention Index - This section allows the system to calculate the retention
index window in one of three ways. The retention index calibration data are a result of the
retention calibration setup in the Gas Chromatograph window of the Chromion software.
•

Retention index from file uses the calibration information that is stored in the data
file.

•

Retention index from file uses the calibration information that is stored in the data
file.

•

Manual calibration from method uses the retention index calibrations manually
added in Gas Chromatograph. Refer to the Gas Chromatograph section of this chapter
for instructions on setting up manual retention index calibrations.

•

Auto calibration from method uses the retention index calibrations appearing in Gas
Chromatograph.

Retention index is the value appearing in the deconvolution window for the unknown
compound.


Range This section allows manual entry of values for any of the fields.
•

RI-/RI+ If wider windows are needed the values can be changed on this screen
without changing the default settings in the method.

•

Window The number of the Window is the plus and minus (+/-) of a value of the
retention index of the compound in which identification can be made of a compound.
The number is set the Window in Deconvolution Parameters of Target Library Editor for
the unknown library used when searching compounds. If the retention index is 475 then
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the window would be set to RI- of 400 and RI+ of 550. The Window value can be
changed in this dialog without changing the default setting in the method.
•

Max Hits This setting by default is set to 5. The search results will show up to a
maximum of 5 possible matches from the search of the unknown library. If the search
only produces 1 or 2 possible compounds then only the number actually found will be
displayed. The number can be increased to the desired level.

Retention indexes were developed to make it possible to compare data from a variety of instruments
using similar columns but different oven programs. One of the most common indexes is the Kovats
index. All straight chain hydrocarbon molecules are assigned an index value of 100 per carbon. So a
molecule like heptane with 7 carbons would have a Kovats value of 700. And a molecule like
tetradecane with 14 carbons would have an index value of 1400.
Pressing the Start Search button will activate a search using the settings. The following window
shows the search results for a compound that has five possible matches.



Search Results This section contains the results of the search and includes the following.
•

Compound This is the name of the compound as it exists in the library.

•

Library This is the name of the library used for the search.

•

Retention Index This is the retention index of the compound as it exists in the library.

•

Final Score This number shows the goodness of fit. A Final Score of 100 would be a
perfect match. If the Library Search Spectra Graph is open a head tail of the
unknown spectra over the library spectra will be shown. Clicking on one of the other
compounds in the list will change the displayed information in the Library Search
Spectra Graph.

There are no reports generated for this information. It is only used for initial determination of
possible compounds that can be added to the Target Library Editor.

NI ST
1.

When selecting the NIST option from the right click popup menu an additional option will
appear. It is the Write Spectra to NIST File.
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The following image shows the dialog box that opens when the option Write Spectra to
NIST File… is selected.





Preferences This section of the Export Peak to NIST dialog includes the following.
•

Filename - This is the default filename that is set in the NIST MS Search database in
Chromion Preferences which is available in the Edit main menu. The filename can be
changed in the Export Peak to NIST dialog and will change the Preferences setting on
the NIST tab.

•

Peak Name - This field displays the unknown spectrum seconds and scan number as
well as the path and filename of the data file.

•

Append/Overwrite - The Append option will add the spectra to the last file that was
created with the new spectra. The Overwrite option replaces the file with the single
spectra. These options allow the user to send multiple or single spectra to the NIST
spectrum file for viewing in the NIST MS Search software.

Ions This section allows editing of the masses before sending them to the spectrum file.
•

Add - To add a mass click the green button with the plus sign. This will add a blank line
at the bottom of the mass list in which to type in the new mass with the relative
intensity.

•

Delete - To remove an ion select it by clicking on it and then clicking the red button
with the minus sign and the mass will be deleted from the list. There is not a popup
message to warn the user that a mass will be removed.
If a mass is inadvertently removed select Cancel to close the dialog without saving and
then reopen the dialog again.

2.

After clicking OK to write the changes. a confirmation popup displays indicating that spectra
have been written to the file.
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3.

Clicking the Launch NIST Search icon in the Data Review mini toolbar will open the NIST
MS Search software and display the comparison of the saved spectra to the NIST database.
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M ass Spectrom eter
The Mass Spectrometer window is where the parameters that control the instrument are
configured and sent to the instrument. It is also where the data for mass calibration are stored.
If an instrument is not connected to the Chromion software the blue bar below the mini toolbar will
say Not Connected. After a connection has been made to an instrument the title in the blue bar
will change to Instrument Parameters and the table will be displayed. These parameters come
directly from the instrument.

M ass Spectrom eter M ini Toolbar
Mass Spectrometer has its own mini toolbar that is specific to the functionality of the instrument
parameters.

Below are descriptions of the icon functionality appearing for the mini toolbar for Mass
Spectrometer.


Send Mass Spec Parameters to Instrument
- This functionality will send the
currently displayed parameters to the instrument. This action is immediate and cannot
be undone. Most of the settings will take effect even if the instrument is performing an
analysis. This can be useful for diagnostic purposes but as described in the caution
statement below sending parameters without understanding what they do can cause
damage to the instrument.

A Confirmation popup is displayed when the parameters have been successfully sent to
the instrument.
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Unlock Mass Spec Parameters
- This functionality allows access to all of the mass
spectrometer settings. The password is “torion123” but caution must be observed as any
changes to the instrument without understanding the effect could damage the instrument.

CAUTION
ATTENTION

•

•

Changing settings on the M ass Spectrom eter w ithout proper
training m ay cause dam age to the instrum ent and m ay result in
costly repairs. Only adjust these settings if there is a com plete
understanding of w hat each specific setting is used for and
w hat it does.
La m odification des réglages du spectrom ètre de m asse sans
form ation adéquate peut endom m ager l'instrum ent et entraîner
des réparations coûteuses. N'ajustez ces param ètres que s'il y a
une com préhension com plète de ce que chaque param ètre
spécifique est utilisé et ce qu'il fait.

Open Mass Spec Parameter
- This option allows loading of previously saved settings
into the Mass Spectrometer table. It is also used to update the displayed data. The following
image shows the dialog box that opens when clicking on the icon.



From instrument - When this option is selected the mass spectrometer settings will be
updated from the currently connected instrument.



From database - This option allows selection of saved settings which are in the
database to be loaded into mass spectrometer.

Save Current Mass Spec Parameters
- This option allows the currently displayed
settings to be saved to the database. If the parameters have not previously been saved a
popup will display requiring entry of a name under which the parameters will be saved. This
option is only available when a parameters table has previously been saved. The name of
the saved table is displayed in the blue bar at the top of the window. From this point
forward any changes will be saved by clicking the icon Save Current Mass Spec
Parameters without requesting a filename.
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•

Save Current Mass Spec Parameters As
- This icon is used to save the parameters
with a different name if the settings have been changed but the functionality on the
instrument is unknown. Perhaps adjusting a certain setting will create different results such
as in a testing scenario then this file can be accessed in future runs, if desired.

The Mass Spectrometer ‘default’ settings can always be accessed by clicking the icon
Open Mass Spec Parameters and selecting the original or default parameters from the
database.
•

Delete Current Mass Spec Parameters
- This option will delete the currently
opened table and the original mass spectrometer parameters will be retrieved from the
database as seen by the name in the blue bar under the mini toolbar.

•

Refresh Values in Auto Calibration
- This functionality is only available when on
the MS Calibrations tab and the option Auto is checked. When clicked the software will
send a response request to the instrument to update the calibration data in the Auto
Calibration Data grid. The information in the Auto table is not actively updated. Using the
update button will force the software to retrieve the most current data from the Torion T-9.
If Auto is checked then the auto calibration data will be used when calculating calibration
data. If Manual is check then the numbers entered for Manual Calibration Data will be used
when calculating the calibration data.

•

Copy Values from Auto Calibration to Manual Calibration
- When this option is
selected a Verify popup will display requiring a response from the user. If Yes is selected
the calibration data in the auto calibration will be copied to the Manual Calibration Data
grid. If responding No the popup will close and no data will be copied.

•

Print
- Clicking this icon will automatically create and open a text file of all the MS
Parameters and MS Calibrations.

M S P aram eters Tab
The settings or parameters on the MS Parameters tab are not included in the method because
they are specific to the instrument. Methods can be transferred between instruments while the Mass
Spectrometer settings are specific to one instrument. The settings from one instrument should not
be loaded onto a different instrument as each has its own individual settings.
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Most of the settings on this tab are locked. The lock is meant as a reminder that this section
contains advanced settings that should only be changed by advance users. Please read the entire
chapter to gain an understanding of the functionality of the instrument before attempting to make
any changes to the mass spectrometer parameters. The password to unlock the features on all tabs
is provided in the description for the Unlock Mass Spec Parameters earlier in this section.
The only settings that normally need to be adjusted are available at the top of the MS Parameters
tab in the white background without needing to unlock all the parameters.
•

Detector - The detector in the Torion T-9 instrument is an electron multiplier. The detector
will degrade over time. To maintain the performance of the instrument it is necessary to
change the voltage on the detector. For inexperienced users it is suggested that the changes
be made using the Performance Validation run on the instrument. Normal operating range is
-1200 to -2200. Incorrectly adjusting values will result in poor performance of the
instrument.

•

IonTarget - The mass spectrometer uses software to control the number of ions in the
trap. This sets the target value for the number of ions and is not an indication of the actual
number of ions but is a unit less value that represents the number of ions. Typically this
value is set to 5000.

•

BaselineValue/Value - It is important to have the baseline set correctly. An incorrect
baseline setting can result in poor performance of the control algorithm. The baseline does
not usually change during normal operation but installation of a new trap assemble that
includes the electronics package can affect the baseline. The baseline is set in two locations.

•

o

The first baseline setting found in the MassSpectrometer Group, IonSource
Subgroup, and BaselineValue Parameter in the Setpoint field is set just above the
noise level. It is used for the control algorithm and needs to remove almost all of
the noise.

o

The second baseline setting found in the Control Group, Baseline Subgroup, Value
Parameter in the Setpoint field sets the true baseline.

Filament Current - The filament is used to create electrons. The electrons are used to
ionize the analytes. The filament degrades over time. To maintain the performance of the
instrument it is necessary to change the current on the filament.

NOTE: Changing parameters on the M ass Spectrom eter without proper training may cause damage to
the instrument and may result in costly repairs. Only adjust these settings if there is a complete
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understanding of what each specific setting is used for and what it does. Contact a PerkinElmer
service representative for assistance when making changes to the Mass Spectrometer.

M S Calibrations Tab
The MS Calibrations tab contains calibration data that are created in the Performance Validation.
The following image shows the MS Calibration tab.

If Calibrate data is checked then either the Manual Calibration Data or the Auto Calibration Data is
used when looking at the data in Data Review or on the instrument. If this box is not checked then
the data are viewed as uncalibrated data. This means that the data are shown in their raw bin index
location with no mass assignments. This can be useful for some troubleshooting operations.
•

Manual Calibration Data are data that are either hand entered by the user or are copied
from the Auto Calibration Data and then modified.

•

Auto Calibration Data are the data generated from the Performance Validation
process. These data cannot be changed. If the computer is not connected to an instrument
this table will be blank.
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File M anager
Chromion File Manager is similar to Windows file management. It is intended as a safe way to
transfer files to and from the instrument SD card. Using File Manager directories/folders can be
created on the connected computer and data files can be moved from the SD card into those folders
on the computer.
The main display of File Manager consists of four sections or frames. The left two sections represent
the folders and files on the local computer with the right two sections representing the folders and
associated files on the SD card in the instrument.

File M anager M ini Toolbar
There are five icons in the mini toolbar that become active upon adding a folder found on the
computer in the Favorites list in which files can be copied and from the SD card after connecting to
the instrument.

•

Refresh Files/Folders
- When clicking this icon the contents of the files and folder
will refresh the data with content that may have been changed on the computer.

•

Add a Folder to Favorites List
- This icon will open a browser-type window from
which to select a folder to be used for transferring data from the SD card to the computer.
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Select a folder and click OK. The folder will now appear in the upper left frame of the
window. Notice when selecting the folder the contents of that folder will display in the lower
left frame of the window. If it is a new folder the bottom left frame will be empty.
Click the plus symbol next to the folder in the Favorites list. This will expand the tree view.
•

Remove a Folder from Favorites List
- When this option is selected a window will
open in which is listed all of the folders appearing in the Favorites listing. Select the folder to
be removed and click OK.

•

Retrieve Diagnostic File from Instrument
- There is a diagnostic file at the root of
the instrument that contains helpful information when troubleshooting problems on the
instrument. The name of the file is Guardion_Log.txt. If File Manager is connected to an
instrument and a folder selected in which the file can be transferred clicking on the icon will
retrieve the Guardion_Log.txt file and place it in the specific folder.

•

Synchronize Files on Instrument with Local Computer
- If a folder on the
instrument side contains a number of files they can be synchronized on the computer side
by selecting an empty or creating a new folder and clicking on the icon. All the files from the
instrument will be copies to the folder on the computer.

Com puter Section – Right click functionality
The upper left section of File Manager has a right click popup menu as seen in the image below.
Select a folder which has been added to the Favorites list and then right click the mouse button.
Several options will become available as listed below.
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•

Delete Folder - Select a folder; right click and choose Delete Folder. A confirmation popup
will require a response of Yes or No.

•

Create Folder - Select a folder in which to add a folder. Right click and choose Create
Folder. A popup window will open in which to add the new folder name. Click OK when
finished adding name.

•

Rename Folder - Select a folder to be renamed. Right click and choose Rename Folder. A
popup will open with the current filename appearing in the field. Enter the new file name
and click OK.

•

Refresh Folder - After making changes to the contents of a folder either in File Manager or
directly on the computer by clicking the Refresh Folder icon the folder will refresh and then
display the current contents.

The lower left section of File Manager has a right click popup menu as seen in the image below.
After selecting a folder the contents of that folder will appear in the lower left section of the window.
Select a file; right click and choose an option.
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•

Upload File - This action will copy the selected file from the computer to the folder that is
highlighted on the instrument.

•

Delete File - Clicking this icon will display a confirmation popup that requires a response of
Yes or No.

•

Extract File - The .RES file is a zipped file that can be extracted in File Manager. A folder
with the same name as the .RES file is created in which all the contents will be extracted.

•

Open in Data Review - Select a .RES file that has been downloaded from the instrument
to the computer. Right click and select this option. A Result File Selection window will open
in which either the .CDF or .RAW can be selected to open in Data Review.

•

Open in WordPad - All of the other files in an extracted .RES, i.e. XML, CAL, CSV, TLIB,
TRES, file can be opened with WordPad.

•

Refresh Files - Select a folder in which the files needs to be refreshed and select this
option.

•

Rename File - Select a file and choose this option from the right click popup. A dialog will
open in which to enter the new name. Click OK to save.

SD Card Section – R ight click functionality
After connecting to an instrument the status in the upper right section of File Manager changes from
No Connection to Storage Card. When the tree view becomes visible the focus will be on the
Data directory or folder of the Storage Card which contains the .RES files from the analysis runs.
The Storage Card frame or upper right corner section has a right click popup menu as seen in the
image below. The functionality is limited on the right click for the instrument because deleting or
altering a folder or file could negatively impact the instrument.
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•

Delete Folder - This option is only available in the Data folder where the daily run files are
written. Selecting a folder and then choosing this option from the right click will delete the
folder and its contents. When this option is selected a popup will display requiring
confirmation response of Yes or No.

•

Copy Folder - This option is also available for the Data and Results folders under the
Calibration directory. When selected a popup will display asking for confirmation to the
target folder on the computer. A response of Yes or No is required.

•

Refresh Folder - This option will refresh the contents of the highlighted folder.

The lower right section of File Manager has a right click popup menu as seen in the image below
that is applicable to the folder contents on the instrument.

•

Download Files - This option will copy the selected file down to a designated folder on the
computer.
Files can also be dragged over to the computer side into a specific folder. Select one of the
.RES files and either drag it over into a folder on the computer or right click and select
Download Files. Multiple selected files can also be downloaded a computer folder.
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•

Delete Files - This option will delete a selected file or files from the instrument. Caution
should be taken when deleting files from the SD card unless a copy has been downloaded.

•

Refresh Files - This option will refresh files in a folder.

•

Synchronize Files - This option will copy the contents of a folder on the SD card to a
folder on the computer.

Supported File Types
These are the types of supported files used in File Manager.
•

.RES - This file contains all the of results of an analysis run including the data as well as the
libraries, settings and reports that were generated during a blank, sample or performance
validation run on the instrument. The blank and sample runs are stored in the data folder on
the SD card in the instrument while performance validation runs are stored in the results
folder of the calibration directory.

•

.CDF - This is the data that has been converted to usable searchable data. This file is
contained in the .RES file.

•

.RAW - This is the unconverted data that is generated by the instrument. This file is
contained in the .RES file.

•

.TXT - There are reports generated during an analysis in the .TXT format. The same data
that is shown on the instrument front panel is contained in this file. These files are also
contained in the .RES file.

•

.XML - The data from the run is written out to an XML file which can be opened by
WordPad.

NOTE: When using File Manager in the Chromion software some files and directories are protected and are
not visible. This prevents inadvertent deletion of items that are important to the operation of the
instrument.
When viewing and editing the SD card directly on a computer none of these safeguards are in effect.
To prevent loss of data it is best to create a copy of the SD card on the computer before deleting
any files.
If files or folders have been deleted the firmware on the instrument will reconstruct the SD card
directories but all data and libraries will not be loaded and must be resent from the Chromion
software.
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Library Editor
The Library Editor is used to look at and modify unknown libraries. After the libraries have been
refined they can be used on the instrument. The image below displays the Library Editor when first
opened.

The Chromion software comes with the AMDISNISTEPACW library. This library is an edited version
of the NIST AMDIS EPA library (retention index values have been added). This library consists of
data that are generated on quadrupole mass spectrometers. The unknown search algorithms in most
cases work well to match the data from the ion trap to NIST libraries. This library is not editable. If
modification to the data is needed for future searches a copy can be created and then edited.
Be sure to name the copy with a name that does not contain AMDIS. A file that contains the
word AMDIS either as part of the name or as the whole name will become protected.

CAUTION

The difference betw een Target Lists and libraries is prim arily
the origin of the data cam e from . I t is im portant to note that
som e library data w ere generated on instrum ents that m ay give
slightly different spectra than the Torion T-9 instrum ent. This is
because different types of m ass spectrom eters w ork in different
w ays.
I t is usually best to generate Target Lists on the instrum ent
being used for the actual w ork using standards of the analytes
of interest. Second best is to use com pounds from libraries that
have been generated using another Torion T-9 GC-M S
instrum ent.
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Library Editor M ini Toolbar
The Library Editor has a mini toolbar with icons that activate according to required functionality of
various features.

Select Library
- This opens a drop-down list of all of the libraries in the
data base. Selecting a library will display it in the Library Editor Screen.
Create New Library

- This option creates a blank library that can be generated with specific

compounds according to analytical requirements. Enter a name in the provided dialog box in the
Library name field that will identify its contents or its use.

Save Library

- This option saves any changes made to the current library or the library that

is currently open. The Save functionality will be disabled when the AMDISNISTEPACW library is
open as no changes can be made to this the default library.
Import Library

- This option allows a library to be imported from the computer into Library

Editor. These can be libraries that are exported from the NIST database or that have been
previously exported from the Chromion software.
A browser window will open in which to locate a library to be imported into the Library Editor. After
selecting press the Open button. A status message will display indicating the library was successfully
imported and saved to the database.

Export Library

- This option allows for a library to be exported to a file. This library can then

be loaded onto the instrument and can be used for unknown searches in the Chromion software.
See the instructions in this manual for Deconvolution Parameters tab (Target Library Editor)
for how to use the exported library files.
Upon clicking the icon a browser window will open in which to locate a folder for the imported file.
Add a filename and click Save. A status message will display indicating the library was successfully
exported.
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Save Library As

- This option will create a copy of the currently open library. This

functionality allows for the default library to be copied for editing purposes. When clicking this icon a
Save Library As dialog will open allowing for entry of a Library name.
Edit Library Name

- This option allows for renaming of the currently open library. When

clicked a New Library Name dialog will open in which to enter a new name for the library.

Delete Library

- This option will delete the currently open library. A first confirmation dialog

box will open to confirm that the library should be deleted. Upon clicking Yes a second confirmation
dialog will open to indicate that deletion of the library will be a permanent action.

Upon clicking Yes on the second confirmation window the library will be permanently deleted.
The AMDISNISTEPACW library is considered the default library and cannot be deleted from Library
Editor.
Add Compound from Default Library

- This option opens the default library

AMDISNISTEPACW which contains over 900 compounds. Any of these compounds can be added to
the currently open library by highlighting one or more compounds and then clicking OK.
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Delete Compound

- When clicking this icon whichever compound is selected in the

compound list will be deleted after responding to a confirmation dialog. Upon clicking Yes the
compound will be deleted.

Append to Library

- This option allows the contents of a previously exported library to be

appended to the currently open library. When a library is open and additional compounds need to be
added from another library click the Append to Library icon. A dialog will open in which to browse
for the library by clicking on the Find button.

After locating the file click Open and then OK. A warning message will display indicating the
permanent nature of appending one library to another. Click Yes to append.

In the event duplicate compounds were found in the appended library the user will be
notified with an informational popup.
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Search Library for a Compound

- When this icon is selected the Library Editor Search

dialog will open with several search conditions which can be used to locate a compound. Enter the
search criteria and press the search icon. Click OK to close the dialog.

The Library Editor window includes two main sections. The first contains a Mass and Intensity
list of the selected compound as well as the compound spectrum. The second section is the
Compound Name list containing various compound details.



Mass This is the molecular mass for a fragment ion. By highlighting a compound in the
table below the list of masses for the ions are displayed.



Intensity This is the relative intensity of the fragment ion. The largest ion has an
intensity of 1000 and the other values represent the relative response of a given ion to
the largest ion.
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Spectrum This is a graphical view of the information that is contained in the ion mass
list. It cannot be edited and is only available for viewing.



Compound Table This section contains the following information for each compound.
1) Compound Name
2) CAS number
3) Retention Index
4) Formula – this is the molecular formula
5) Group – this information can be user-assigned for sorting by molecular weight
6) Molecular Weight

The compound table has a right-click popup menu for easy access to necessary
functionality. Many of the options on the right click are not available in the mini toolbar.



Add Compound from Default Library - This option has the same functionality as the
icon in the mini toolbar. Selecting it will open the AMDISNISTEPACW library from which
to add compounds.



Create New Compound - This option allows the user to create a new compound.
When selecting this option a New Compound dialog box will display in which to enter
a Compound name. The compound will be added to the end of the list. The remaining
information like mass, intensity, retention index, etc. can then be edited.



Rename Compound - This option allows for the changing the name of a compound
that is already in the library.
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Delete Compound - This option is used to delete a compound from the library by clicking
on it and selecting the option Delete Compound. This functionality is also available on the
mini toolbar. A confirmation dialog will require a Yes or No response.



Delete All Compounds - This option allows for the deletion of all the compounds in the
currently open library. When selecting this option a confirmation dialog will display requiring
a Yes or No response.

If the response to the deletion is Yes and an attempt is made to switch libraries before
saving the library in which all the compounds were deleted a dialog would appear that
indicates the library must be saved before switching libraries.

If an attempt is made to exit Library Editor before saving the modified library a different
popup would display indicating that the library must be saved before exiting.



Search for Compound This functionality is the same as for the search icon in the mini
toolbar.



Add Compound to Target List The purpose of this feature is to be able to select a
compound in the Library Editor and add it to the Target List. However, the libraries by
default are in different retention modes.
When selected this option will display a dialog that says the specific compound cannot be
added to the target list because the compound is not in retention index mode.
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They way around this is to go to the Target List and using the icon Convert Method to
Retention Index change the retention mode on all the compounds to retention index then
the compound in Library Editor can be added to the Target List.
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R eal Tim e Plots
Real Time Plots windows are used to display a current run on the instrument to a connected
computer. To display a plot the Chromion software must be connected to an instrument. Information
from only one instrument at a time can be displayed. The screen below show the TIC Graph as it
appears when Real Time Plots is opened.

R eal Tim e Plots M ini Toolbar
The image below shows the mini toolbar for Real Time Plots.

The icons in the mini toolbar apply ONLY to the Data Logger tab. The icons are described below.
•

Enable/Disable Data Logger
- When the Data Logger tab is first opened there will
be a red box in the lower right corner of the screen displaying “Idle.” This indicates that the
Data Logger is not activated. When clicking the icon Enable/Disable Data Logger in the
mini toolbar the functionality will become enabled. A blue box will be placed around the icon
indicating that data logging is active or enabled. The status in the box will change to
“Active.” The Data Logger will display plots for specific parameters activity selected from the
Data Logger Items dialog.

•

Edit Data Logger Items
- The lists of parameters which can be selected to display in
the Data Logger graph can be selected from the Data Logger Items list. Clicking on Edit
Data Logger Items will open a dialog which lists parameters that are available on the
instrument.
Select a specific parameter and then click on the right-pointing blue arrow which will move
the parameter to the Current listing which plot will then be displayed in the Data Logger
window.
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•

Write Data from Logger to File
- When the Data Logger feature is enabled and
various parameters selected which are plotted to the window the data file can be saved for
later review. To save the file the Data Logger must be disabled. Clicking on the icon Write
Data from Logger to File will open a browser window with which to use for selecting the
location in which to save the file. The file is saved in the CSV format.

TIC Graph Tab
The TIC Graph displays the TIC in near real time as it is running on a connected instrument.
Zooming functionality is available on the graph but there is no control over starting, stopping, or
other aspects of collecting data from within Chromion. To view the data analyzed upon completion
of the run on the instrument the .RES file can be downloaded using File Manager and opened
using Data Review.
When an instrument is connected to Chromion the TIC Graph will display Ready in the upper right
corner. When a run on the instrument begins the status will change to Running. If an instrument is
not connected the status bar will display Not Connected.
The image below shows a connected instrument with an active run on the instrument and therefore
the status box displays Running. When the run completes the status will change back to Ready
indicating the window is ready to display the next run on the instrument.
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Spectra Graph Tab
The Spectra Graph displays a spectrum of a single scan from the instrument. Like the TIC graph
zooming functionality is enabled but there is no control over starting, stopping, or other aspects of
collecting data from within Chromion. To view the data upon completion of the run the .RES file can
be downloaded using File Manager and then opened using Data Review.

Data Logger Tab
As described above the Data Logger tab is used to log selected readings from the instrument. It
will run simultaneously with the TIC graph when it is enabled.
When an instrument is not connected to Chromion the status bar in lower right corner of the Data
Logger screen will display Not Connected. When an instrument is connected to Chromion the
status will change to Idle. Unlike the TIC graph the Data Logger graph must be enabled before it
will display data. When the Data Logger becomes enabled and is connected to an instrument the
status bar will change to the status Active.
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There are several ways to enable or disable the Data Logger.

Logging

Enable/Disable Data Logging The first icon in the mini toolbar is used for enabling or
disabling data logging. When enabled there will be a blue box around the icon. When
disabled there will not be a blue box around the icon.
Enable/Disable Logging The second option can be found in the Real Time Plots main
menu item where there is an option Enable/Disable Logging. The functionality is the
same as clicking the icon.
Logging The third option is found with a right click in the Data Logger window in which a
popup menu will appear as in the image below. Here the logging functionality can be
enabled or disabled.

Edit Data Logger Item List
The next option on the menu above is Edit Data Logger Item List. From this list values
can be selected which are then plotted in the Data Logger window. In the Data Logger
image above there are five values that were selected. The corresponding number of the
value is displayed at the top of the Data Logger screen in the same color as the plotted line.
The image below shows the Data Logger Items window from which to select those values
to be plotted. Select the item to be plotted from the Available side of the dialog box. By
clicking the top blue arrow the selected item will move to the Current side of the dialog
box.
Items can be removed from the Current side of the dialog box by selecting one with the
mouse and clicking on the second blue arrow to move the item back to the Available side.
All of the items in the Current side of the dialog box can be moved back to the Available
side by clicking on the bottom blue arrow.
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NOTE: Selecting items to plot that have large differences in value will result in scaling that makes the
readings useless.
The following list shows the available values and gives a brief description of what they
control.
Value

Description

Column.Temperature

Column temperature

Detector.HighVoltageCurrent

Electron multiplier detector current

Detector.HighVoltageVoltage

Electron multiplier detector voltage

Helium.HighPressure

Internal helium cartridge pressure

Helium.VSOPressure

Pressure at the head of the column

Injector.Temperature

Injector temperature

IonSource.FilamentBiasVoltage

Filament barrel bias voltage

IonSource.FilamentCurrent

Filament current

IonSource.FilamentGateHighVoltage

Einsel lens high voltage

IonSource.FilamentGateLowVoltage

Einsel lens low voltage

IonSource.FilamentVoltage

Filament voltage

MassAnalyzer.AmplitudeVoltage

RF amplitude voltage

MassAnalyzer.DriveCurrent

RF drive current

MassAnalyzer.DriveTemperature

RF drive temperature

MassAnalyzer.DriveVoltage

RF drive voltage

MassAnalyzer.StepAVoltage

RF step A voltage

MassAnalyzer.StepBVoltage

RF step B voltage

MemoryMonitor.AvailablePhysicalMemory
MemoryMonitor.AvailableVirtualMemory
MemoryMonitor.MemoryLoad
PowerSystem.AverageCurrentA

Average current battery cell A

PowerSystem.AverageCurrentB

Average current battery cell B

PowerSystem.AverageRemainTimeA

Average remaining time battery cell A

PowerSystem.AverageRemainTimeB

Average remaining time battery cell B

PowerSystem.AverageTimeToChargeA

Average time to charge battery cell A

PowerSystem.AverageTimeToChargeB

Average time to charge battery cell B

PowerSystem.BatteryCurrentA

Battery cell A current

PowerSystem.BatteryCurrentB

Battery cell B current

PowerSystem.BatteryVoltageA

Battery cell A voltage
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PowerSystem.BatteryVoltageB

Battery cell B voltage

PowerSystem.CaseTemperature

Internal instrument temperature

PowerSystem.Cpu33Voltage

CPU power 3.3 V

PowerSystem.CurrentOutMonitor

Power board total current out

PowerSystem.MainVoltage

Main system voltage

PowerSystem.Negative15Voltage

Power board - 15 V

PowerSystem.Negative5Voltage

Power board -5 V

PowerSystem.Positive10Voltage

Power board 10V

PowerSystem.Positive15Voltage

Power board 15V

PowerSystem.Positive24Voltage

Power board 24V

PowerSystem.Positive26Voltage

Power board 26V

PowerSystem.Positive33Voltage

Power board 3.3V

PowerSystem.Positive5Voltage

Power board 5V

PowerSystem.RemainCapacityA

Battery cell A remaining capacity

PowerSystem.RemainCapacityB

Battery cell B remaining capacity

PowerSystem.RemainPercentA

Remaining percent of charge left in battery cell A

PowerSystem.RemainPercentB

Remaining percent of charge left in battery cell B

PowerSystem.RemainTimeA

Remaining time left for battery cell A

PowerSystem.RemainTimeB

Remaining time left for battery cell B

PowerSystem.TemperatureA

Battery cell A temperature

PowerSystem.TemperatureB

Battery cell B temperature

PowerSystem.VoltageInMonitor

Voltage coming in from wall power

RoughingPump.Current

Current being drawn by roughing pump

TransferLine.Temperature

Transfer line temperature

TrapHeater.Temperature

Ion trap assembly temperature

TurboPump.BearingTemperature

Turbo pump bearings temperature

TurboPump.BottomTemperature

Turbo pump temperature at bottom of housing

TurboPump.Current

Current being drawn by the turbo pump

TurboPump.ElectronicsTemperature

Turbo pump electronics temperature

TurboPump.MotorTemperature

Turbo pump motor temperature

TurboPump.Speed

Turbo pump speed

VacuumChamber.Pressure

Vacuum pressure reading

To save the data to a CSV file first disable the Data Logger and then click the icon in the
mini toolbar Write Logging Data to File. A Save As Windows dialog box will open.
Navigate to the location where the file is to be saved, enter the filename and then press
Save.

Clear Chart
A Clear Chart option is available on the popup menu which when clicked will remove the
data from the Data Logger window.
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Desorption
The SPS-3 (Sample Prep Station) is a device used to move samples from a conventional trap to a
Custodion Needle Trap that can then be used on a Torion T-9 instrument for analysis. Desorption in
Chromion is designed to make it easier to create and maintain a variety of methods for the device
which is accessible through an Ethernet connection.
1.

Connect the SPS-3 to a network or directly to a computer.
Chromion will automatically detect when a SPS-3 has been connected to the network or
directly to a computer.
The following image shows the location of the LAN port for the cable connection on the back
of the device. Do not connect the Ethernet cable if the device is located in an area where
contamination is a concern.

NOTE: Please refer to the SPS-3 (Sample Prep Station) User’s Guide for additional information on using the
device.
2.

In the Tools section of the navigation pane click Desorption to open.

3.

Click on the Search button towards the top right of the screen.
Chromion will detect any SPS-3 devices that are on the network.

4.

From the drop-down menu, select the specific device that will be used.
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The SPS-3 device has a sticker by the Internal Standard port on the device. It contains three
numbers which can be used in various capacities. The MAC address is used by the Chromion
software to identify the devices on the network. When clicking the Search button in the
Desorption window the MAC address of the device will appear with the associated IP
address.
These numbers will be shown in this format 00-80-A3-92-19-B7/165.88.87.75 in the
Detected Devices listing in Chromion.
5.

The methods on the SPS-3 device will display on the Parameters tab in Chromion as
shown in the image below.

Desorption M ini Toolbar
Below is a brief description of each of the icons in the mini toolbar for Desorption which become
active at different requests of functionality.

•

Rename Method

•

Retrieve Log Data from Device
- If Logging is enabled on the SPS-3 device the
logs files can be downloaded into the Chromion software.

•

Save Log Data to File
- After the logs files have been retrieve from the SPS-3
device they can be saved to the computer using this icon.

•

Delete Log Files from Device
- Upon saving the logs file to the computer the files
can be deleted from the SPS-3 device.

- This icon allows renaming of the selected method.

6.

After identifying which of the listed SPS-3 devices will be used click on the specific device
and it will appear in the Detected Devices field with the MAC and IP addresses in this format
00-80-A3-92-19-B7/165.88.87.75 within Chromion.

7.

The device can be given a name by clicking on the Rename… button which displays a
Rename Device dialog when clicked.
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8.

After entering a name for the device the name will appear in parentheses after the MAC and
IP addresses as shown below.

On the SPS-3 device the name will display on the splash screen as shown below.

As shown in a previous image Desorption includes two tabs, the first is Parameters
where settings or parameters for each specific method are displayed.
9.

When a method is selected from the Method List the desorption module parameters which
have been previously set on the SPS-3 device for that method will be displayed.
Changes to the parameters can be made in Chromion and will be sent to the device.

Refer to the SPS-3 (Sample Prep Station) User’s Guide for parameter ranges for
temperature, flow rate, and timer.
NOTE: If parameters changes are made on the device the changes will not appear in Chromion until the
device is reloaded in the Desorption window.
10.

Changes to the method name can be made by either clicking on the Rename Method icon
or by right clicking on a current method name. Either action will open a dialog in which to
rename the method.
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11.

After entering the new method name and then clicking OK the name will be saved and sent
to the SPS-3 device.

Log Data Tab
The second tab of the Desorption window is the Log Data tab. Using the icon in the mini toolbar
the log files created from desorption runs on the device can be retrieved and saved to a computer.
When clicking the icon Retrieve Log Data from Device all log files created during desorption runs
will be retrieved from the device into Chromion. Refer to the SPS-3 (Sample Prep Station) User’s

Guide for enabling the log data functionality on the device.

Various information from the desorption runs will be recorded in the log files.


Method Name - The name of the method used for the specific desorption run.



Date/Time Stamp - The date and time of the desorption run.



Temp (°C) - The temperature set in the method parameters.



Leak Check - The response in this column is based on whether or not the leak check was
enabled in the parameter settings of the method.



Module - The specific module on the device that was used for the desorption run. The SPS3 can be equipped with two desorption module, i.e. DM1 and DM2.



Flow - This is the flow rate that was set in the method parameters.



Time (min:sec) - This is the amount of time for the desorption run. It is also set in the
parameters of the method.



IS Added - This response is whether or not the internal standard was added to the needle
trap after the desorption run.

After the log files have been retrieved from the device into Chromion they can be saved to the
computer by clicking the icon Save Log Data to File. When clicking the icon a Windows browser
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window will open with which to locate a folder in which to save the log data. The log files are saved
in a CSV format.

The files can be deleted from the SPS-3 device by clicking the icon Delete Log Files from Device.
A confirmation dialog will display requesting a response by the user to continue with the deletion of
the files from the device. Upon clicking Yes or No the files will either be deleted or will remain on the
device.
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Batch Processing
The Batch Processing screen allows for a group of files to be processed without having to open
each one in Data Review.
This is useful when data that was collected using the same method conditions was inspected using
Data Review and found to have a problem. This may be related to a setting in quantitation or a
missed mass assignment in the target list or any other setting that can affect the reported results of
an analysis.

Batch Processing M ini Toolbar
Batch Processing has its own mini toolbar that is specific to the functionality of processing a
quantity of .RES files.

Below are descriptions for the icon functionality in the mini toolbar for Batch Processing.


Select Batch
- This is a drop down list of existing files which have
been previously created for processing .RES files in a batch mode.



Create New Batch
multiple .RES files.



Delete Batch



Save Batch



Edit Batch Name
file.



Find Files to Process
- This option opens a Windows file dialog box with which to
locate .RES files that are going to be reprocessed.



Process Files
This option runs the batch processing using the currently loaded method
on the .RES files marked Process. To process with a different method, open the new
method before clicking the Process Files icon.

- Using this option a new batch file can be created for processing
- This option can be used to delete an existing batch file.

- This option is used to save the currently open batch file.
- This option allows for the renaming of the currently open batch

During processing each file is opened and the settings from the active method are applied.
Only the files that have a checkmark next to them will be reprocessed. This will allow
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processing of part of a batch of files without having to create a new batch file. The files can
then be viewed using Data Review.


Cancel Processing
- This option is only available during processing of files and allows
for cancellation of a process.
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R eports
The Reports window is used to create reports containing different data from .RES files. The report
data is formatted and can be used in numerous ways.

R eports M ini Toolbar
There are three icons in the mini toolbar for Reports that can be used when setting up the type of
information on which to be reported.



Select All Compounds to Include in Report
- When clicking this icon all
compounds will be selected and appear in the report.



Deselect All Compounds
and not appear in the report.



Generate Report
settings on both tabs.

- When clicking this icon all compounds will be deselected

- Clicking this icon will generate the report with the selected

Creating a R eport
1.

To begin click the Browse… button on the Data File Details tab.
A Windows dialog box will open with which to locate a .RES file. The date and time of the
most recent time the file was processed will display along with the name of the User and an
added Comment.
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A Target List of all compounds from the method will be displayed with columns indicating
whether or not the compound was found in the sample indicated by a calibration curve or
peak. Using the icons in the mini toolbar or the right click option mark the compounds which
are to be included in the report.
2.

Click the Report Setup tab.
The following options can be selected to be included in the report. These options do not
need to be selected in order to generate a report.
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Header Inform ation


Company Logo - If desired a company logo can be selected for use at the beginning of
the report. First, place a checkmark in the box indicating a logo should be used in the
report. By clicking on the Browse button an image can be located using a Windows
dialog. The logo will appear in the window displaying the image that was select.
The report header will look like the following image according to what options were
selected on the Report Setup tab.



Company Name - A company name can be entered which will be used at the top
of the report. Again, place a checkmark in the box indicating that the name is to be
included in the report.



Operator - This is the name of the person who requested the report.



Date Collected - This is the date on which the sample was run on the instrument.
It’s the original date of the .RES file.



Date Reprocessed - This is the latest date that the .RES file was reprocessed in
Chromion.



File Name - This is the full path to the filename of the .RES file.



Run Type - This is the sample injection type used for the run, i.e. SPME, Liquid, or
Needle Trap injection.



Concentration Units - This is the amount of a substance present in a mixture, i.e.
PPM, PPM/V, PPB, PPT, etc.

R eport Data
Below is a list of the various reports that can be generated. To the right of the report listing are
arrows that can be used to reposition the order in which the reports are printed.


TIC - This is a screen shot of the TIC graph.
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Report Table - This report shows a list of all the known and unknown compounds
found in the deconvolution run.



Method Details - Table This report displays in a table format the settings in Gas
Chromatograph.



Mass Spec Settings Table - This report displays in a table format the first five
parameters in Mass Spectrometer, i.e. HighVoltageVoltage, IonTarget, BaselineValue,
FilamentCurrent, and Value.
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Found Target Compounds - This report displays the details of the known compounds
found in the deconvolution run as well as the spectrum for each compound.



Found Unknown Compounds - This report displays the details of the unknown
compounds found in the deconvolution run as well as the spectrum for each compound.



Not Found Target Compounds - This report displays a table of all the compounds in
the target list that were not found in the deconvolution run.
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Deconvolution Settings - This report shows the settings for Deconvolution
Parameters in the Target Library Editor of the method.



Compound Quant Review - This report shows the Quant Concentrations settings in
the Target Library Editor.
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Quantitative Calibration Table - This report shows in table format the quantitative
calibration results for the compounds with calibration curves and peaks.
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TightVNC View er
The VNC (Virtual Network Computing) viewer is a utility that allows you to see and interact with the
Torion T-9 GC/MS in real time from any PC that is connected to the instrument.
The instrument has been configured to work with an enhanced version of VNC called TightVNC v2.0.4.
This software is provided on the same USB drive that contains the Chromion software. There are
newer versions of this software available. However, the newer versions of TightVNC have features
that are not compatible with the Torion T-9. Use only the version that is provided with the Chromion
software.
•

To install the software run the setup program located in the TightVNC folder.

•

When the “Choose Components” window displays accept the “TightVNC Viewer.”

The following image shows the setup screen where you should select only the TightVNC Viewer option.

1.

Click Next on all screens until the installation process has completed.

2.

To run TightVNC go to the Start menu of the Windows O/S and double click the TightVNC
icon.

3.

Enter the IP address of the instrument and press Connect.
The IP address is the same one that is detectable in the Chromion software. The IP address
can be seen by right clicking on an instrument icon in the Chromion Hardware section and
selecting the More Info… menu item. The following image shows the dialog box that
opens when running the TightVNC viewer.

After connecting with the instrument an exact image of the instrument screen will appear in
the VNC window. Interact with this image using the computer mouse and keyboard. There is a
slight delay between action initiated on the computer screen and the action on the instrument.
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NI ST
The NIST Standard Reference Database 2014 software includes the NIST/EPA/NHI MASS
SPECTRAL LIBRARY and NIST MASS SPECTRAL SEARCH PROGRAM.
This is an optional software package that can be purchased at any time. Any features in the
Chromion software that use the NIST database require that the NIST software be installed.
To install the NIST library open the NIST folder and run the setup program, then follow the on
screen instructions.
The NIST and AMDIS are sophisticated programs. Therefore the instructions for use will not be
detailed in this manual. Refer to the NIST and AMDIS documentation and help files that are included
with the software for instructions on how to use the software.

7

Advanced Operations
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Loading Operational Settings w hen R unning an Analysis
Operational settings are settings made to the instrument using the Mass Spectrometer window in
Chromion and after sent to the instrument are stored in the Settings.xml file. They are used to
control specific functions on the instrument. Settings become active immediately when sent to the
instrument even while running an analysis.
Methods store information about analysis functionality that are affected by the chromatographic
conditions when running a sample. The methods are stored in the Storage Card folder which is on
the SD card. Method parameters must be activated or loaded on the instrument before running a
sample analysis.
If parameter changes are sent while a sample is running on the instrument a message will display
that indicates to the user that the instrument is busy and that the method will need to be sent after
the completion of the sample run.

R eset and R estart Buttons on the I nstrum ent
There is a reset button and an emergency shutdown button on the Torion T-9.
The reset button is used to restart the instrument’s CPU without turning off the system power. This
is used in cases where the instrument has stopped operating and you want to restart the computer
without losing vacuum or temperature.
The emergency shutdown button turns off the system power immediately. This would be used in
a situation where the system may be running away thermally or for any situation where the system
needs to shutdown immediately without going through the normal process.

NOTE: Shutting down the instrument using the emergency shutdown button should not be used except in
emergency situations since not following the normal shutdown process risks pulling contaminants
from the turbo pump back into the vacuum chamber.
The following image shows the location of the Reset and Emergency Shutdown buttons. They
are located under the utility cover on top of the instrument.

To activate either button press it down for approximately one second and then release the button.
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Deleting Sam ple Data from the SD Card


Use File Manager in the Chromion software to delete and move files from the SD card.
Refer to the File Manager section of the Software chapter of this manual for detailed
instructions on deleting and moving files from the SD card .
It is also possible to remove the SD card from the instrument and install it into a card reader
slot on a computer. Then use standard Windows functionality to view, move or delete files
from the card.
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8

M aintenance
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GC I njection P ort M aintenance
The following sections provide instructions on maintenance of the GC injection port.
The following image shows an exploded view of the GC injection port. Refer to this image while
doing maintenance on the GC injection port.

Accessing the GC I njection P ort
The following steps are required before doing any maintenance on the GC injection port.
1.

Unscrew the plastic cover from the Universal Interface.

2.

Using the Ring Removal tool remove the stainless steel Interfacing Mounting Ring Nut.

3.

Pull the Universal Interface out of the top of the Torion T-9 GC/MS.

4.

After removal of the Universal Interface the GC injection port is accessible.

Septum R eplacem ent
1.

Make sure the instrument is cool.

2.

Remove the Septum Nut from the top of the GC injection port by unscrewing the nut with
the Septa Nut Tool.

3.

Remove the old Septum.

4.

Install the new Septum.

5.

Replace the Septum Nut. Make sure the nut is tight.
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I njection Liner and Seal Cleaning or R eplacem ent
The injection port must be warm to replace the Injection Liner and/or Seal.
1.

Before heating the injection port remove the Septum Nut.

2.

It is preferable to load a custom method that heats only the Injection Port. The method
should have all of the other temperatures set to off and the Injection Port set to 50°C. Allow
the temperature to reach 50°C.

3.

After the Injection Port has reached 50°C grasp the Injection Liner and pull it out of the
Injection Port.

4.

Remove the Liner Seal from the bottom of the Liner.

5.

Replace the Liner and Seal with the new Liner and/or Seal.

6.

Remove the Septum from the old Liner and insert it into the new Liner.
There are two separate Liners that can be used in the Torion T-9. There is a liner for SPME
type injections and a larger volume liner for small liquid injections.

7.

Reinstall the Septum Nut. Make sure the Septum Nut is tight.

NOTE: The Liner has a deactivated surface. It can be cleaned with normal solvents like methanol or
hexane. Use of aggressive acid or base will damage the liner coating and result in poor performance
for active chemical compounds. If the Liner appears to be scratched or damaged in any way it is
recommended that the Liner be replaced.
8.

Re-install the Universal Interface by positioning it with the flat side of the port lining up with
the flat side of the opening. Make sure the assembly is plugged into the board. Reinstall the
stainless steel Interface Mounting Ring Nut and the protective cover.
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How to “Bake Out” the GC I njection Port and Colum n

CAUTION
ATTENTION

CAUTION
ATTENTION

Baking the GC colum n at tem peratures above 300ºC m ay
degrade the stationary phase.
La cuisson de la colonne GC à des tem pératures supérieures à
300 ° C peut dégrader la phase stationnaire.
Baking the GC colum n w ithout helium carrier gas m ay degrade
the stationary phase.
La cuisson de la colonne GC sans gaz porteur d'hélium peut
dégrader la phase stationnaire.

1.

Change the following parameters to 300ºC: Injector Temp, Column Begin Temp and
Column End Temp by using the Chromion software to edit the instrument settings in the Gas
Chromatography screen.

2.

Before saving or sending the method, note the currently open methods name. Use the “Save
as” option under the “Method” menu to change the name of the method to “Bake Out”.
Send and make active the modified method to the instrument.

3.

Run a blank run.
This will set the temperatures to the elevated settings.

4.

To change the settings back to the previous settings use the Chromion software to open the
previously loaded method and then send the method to the instrument.

5.

Select the “send and make active” option and again run a system blank to switch the GC
parameters back to normal operating temperatures and to ensure that the bake out
procedure cleaned the GC properly.

CAUTION
ATTENTION

Verify that the param eters have been restored on the Torion T-9
GC/ M S by view ing the tem perature settings under Advanced >
Diagnostics > GC.
Vérifiez que les param ètres ont été restaurés sur le Torion T-9
GC / M S en regardant les réglages de tem pérature sous
Advanced> Diagnostics> GC.
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Changing the Battery
1.

Turn off the Torion T-9 GC/MS.

2.

Lift the battery straight out of the battery compartment.

3.

After removing the battery, insert the new battery into the battery compartment so the
connector in the compartment aligns with the hole in the battery.

NOTE: Push the battery into the compartment until it is stopped by the bottom of the compartment. The
battery should extend out of the compartment approximately one half inch.
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Changing the Carrier Gas Cartridge
The standard helium carrier gas cartridge for the Torion T-9 GC/MS will provide carrier gas for as
many as 300 runs at 25 psi (175 kPa) operating pressure.
1.

Turn the Torion T-9 GC/MS instrument off.

2.

Press the Vent Cartridge button if you need to empty the Helium cartridge at the end of the
Shutdown cycle, as discussed in Basic Operation.

NOTE: This would typically be done if you need to remove the helium cartridge, before transporting the
Torion T-9 GC/MS system on a commercial aircraft. In most situations, the helium cartridge does not
need to be vented during the shutdown process.
3.

Using the cartridge tool, remove the old helium cartridge by unscrewing it counterclockwise.

4.

Attach the new helium cartridge tightly by hand by screwing it in clockwise.
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R em oving/ R eplacing the SD Card
When removing the SD card from the Torion T-9 GC/MS, it is best to remove the card when there is
little likelyhood of data being written to the card.
If the Torion T-9 GC/MS is completely turned off, the SD card may be removed or inserted at any
time. Otherwise the best time to remove and replace a card is when the instrument is on the Home
screen.
Do not remove or replace the SD card when running a sample or during procedures where data or
method files are being worked with.
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Troubleshooting
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Troubleshooting Guide
This chapter describes basic troubleshooting of the Torion T-9 GC/MS.

Torion T-9 GC/ M S w ill not turn on
1.

Press the power button firmly for ten seconds see Startup in Chapter 5 Basic Operation.

2.

Check the batteries for proper installation. Remove and re-install the batteries or replace
them with new/charged batteries.

3.

Check the external power source for proper function and verify that the voltage regulator
meets the correct specifications (see About the Power Supply and Battery in Chapter 3
System Overview).

4.

Remove the power source connector from the Torion T-9 GC/MS and re-insert it snuggly.

Torion T-9 GC/ M S w ill not turn off
1.

Press the power button firmly for ten seconds (see Startup in Chapter 5 Basic Operation).

2.

Re-set the on-board computer (see Reset the On-board Computer in the Chapter 7
Advanced Operations).

Torion T-9 GC/ M S cannot m aintain vacuum
1.

Refer to the Mass Spectrometry Tab in Chapter 5 “Basic Operations” under Advanced
Menu > Status/Diagnostics section for images of the screens.

2.

The turbo pump information is shown on the Mass Spectrometer tab.

3.

Verify that the frequency of the Turbo Pump is not increasing (see Hz column to the right of
Turbo Pump, it should progress until 1500 +/- 10 Hz).
If the frequency is increasing, wait to see if the vacuum can be established.
If the frequency is not increasing or the vacuum is not established, continue with the next
step.

4.

Restart the instrument.
Another attempt may be successful. If the vacuum is not achieved after the second try,
contact your PerkinElmer Service Representative for help.

GC baseline is noisy, or drifts upw ard
A noisy chromatogram suggests chemical contamination. Contamination can arise from dirty
components such as from the SPME fiber, injector port, chromatographic column, vacuum chamber,
or ion trap.
The following list provides possible solutions for correcting a noisy GC baseline.
1.

Clean the SPME fiber (see the section Prepare the Custodion SPME syringe for
sampling in Chapter 4 “Basic Custodion Operations”).

2.

Replace the SPME fiber.

3.

Clean the ion trap and electron gun. Contact your PerkinElmer Service Representative for
help.
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4.

Bake out the injector and column (see the section called Bake out the GC Injection Port
and Column in Chapter 8 “Maintenance”). If the problem persists, the injection port liner,
the septum, or the column may need to be replaced. To replace any of these components
contact your PerkinElmer Service Representative for help..

5.

Bake out the vacuum chamber. Contact your PerkinElmer Service Representative for help.

GC peaks are asym m etric
P lease N ote: Chromatographic peaks during a PERFORMANCE VALIDATION run will look asymmetric and
will most likely have peak tailing. This is not indicating a problem.
1.

Chromatographic peaks should be symmetric and Gaussian. Asymmetric and non-Gaussian
peaks typically result from an overloaded column, a degraded column, an incompatible
solute/column combination, or incorrect instrument parameters or operation.

2.

Improving peak shape is important for the best confidence in identifying target chemicals;
however, asymmetric peaks will not necessarily prevent identification. Some compounds are
generally detected as asymmetric peaks, in which case the chemical agent library can be
calibrated to compensate.

3.

Asymmetric peaks may indicate problems with sampling, delivery, separation, or ionization.
Fronting and tailing are useful indications of possible causes.
Observation
Fronting

4.

Example

Possible cause
The sample is too concentrated and is
saturating the column, allowing some of
the sample to elute faster than expected.

The following list provides possible solutions to correct for fronting.
a. Use the sample control radio buttons found on the home screen of the instrument.
(See Sample Concentration in Chapter 5 “Basic Operation”.)
b. Use a faster injection time by leaving the SPME fiber extended for a much shorter
time during the introduction of the sample. To do this, extend the SPME fiber when
prompted by the screen and then immediately retract the fiber and remove the
syringe without waiting for the additional prompts.
c. Collect the sample using the headspace method described in the section Using the
Custodion in Chapter 4 “Basic Custodion Operations” for obtaining a sample for
analysis.
d. Dilute the sample.
e. Use a sample solvent with less affinity for the SPME fiber. For example, replace
acetone with water if possible.
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Observation

Example

Tailing

5.

Possible cause
(1) A surface to which the sample is
exposed is adsorptive. This can arise
because the injector, column or transfer
lines are not deactivated well enough, or
these surfaces become contaminated with
nonvolatile components in the sample.
(2) Dead volume or cold spot in the
injection port.

The following list provides possible solutions to correct for tailing.
a. Try baking out the injector and column (see Bake out the GC Injection Port and
Column in Chapter 8 “Maintenance”).
b. Clean the injection port liner with appropriate solvents (see GC injection port
Maintenance in Chapter 8 “Maintenance”).
c. Replace the injection port liner with a newly deactivated one (see GC injection
Port Maintenance in Chapter 8 “Maintenance”).
d. Replace the column. Contact your PerkinElmer Service Representative for help.
e. Increase the split flow rate (See Sample Concentration in Chapter 5 “Basic
Operation”).

6.

A peak may be non-Gaussian if too few data points are obtained. Too few points result from
low sample concentration, low ionization yield, incorrect detector voltage, detector
malfunction, steep temperature gradient in the temperature program, or rapid carrier gas
flow rate.

7.

The following list provides additional solutions for correcting peak shape due to low
concentration.
a. Analyze a more concentrated sample.
b. Increase the filament current (increase number of electrons and therefore number
of ions, however, the filament may burn out faster).
c.

Increase the detector voltage.
This may help slightly, but the noise increases as well. Too high of a detector
voltage can permanently damage the instrument and will age the detector faster.

d. Replace the detector with a new one.

GC peaks are eluting late
When users notice that the GC peaks are eluting late or early this indicates a change in helium flow
or pressure. A change in helium flow or pressure can be due to several things. If the peaks are
eluting late the following is a list of things for users to verify:
1.

Verify the helium source still has an adequate amount of helium. If using the on-board
carrier gas cartridge check the He High Pressure of the system which will indicate if the
cartridge is empty.
To do this:
i
Access the Advanced screen (see the Chapter 7 “Advanced Operations” for
instructions).
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ii
iii

Select the Status/Diagnostics screen.
Select the Gas Chromatography tab and the following screen will be displayed.

iv

Check the He High Pressure read back. When the helium cartridge is full this
reads approximately 2500 and 0 when it is empty. If the cartridge is empty replace
it with a new one (see Change the Carrier Gas Cartridge in Chapter 8
Maintenance).

2.

If using an external helium source verify that the source still has an adequate amount of
helium and that the pressure regulator is set to 80 psi.

3.

Also verify that none of the carrier lines and/or connections is leaking.

4.

Check the He VSO Pressure the read back.

5.

Verify that the Merlin septum is not leaking. If it is leaking replace it with a new one (see
Septum Replacement in Chapter 8 “Maintenance”).

Acquired m ass spectra are noisy
1.

If the mass spectra are noisy, the chromatogram will probably be noisy as well. A noisy
mass spectrum may result from some of the problems discussed in the section called GC
baseline is noisy or drifts upwards or may be caused by the problems discussed in this
section.
Mass spectral noise may be the result of poor noise filtering or chemical contamination that
convolutes the spectra.

2.

Noisy spectra can result from an incorrect detector voltage, higher detector voltage
increases sensitivity, it also increases random noise.

3.

The electron gun current may also be too high, producing too many ions for the trap use the
system Performance Validation to correct the tune settings on the instrument.

4.

Noisy spectra can result from an old or faulty detector. Contact your PerkinElmer Service
Representative for help.

5.

Noisy spectra can result from a dirty ion trap. Contact your PerkinElmer Service
Representative for help.
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6.

Noisy spectra can result from impure carrier gas. Replace the gas cartridge with a new
cartridge or external gas line and follow the instructions in Bake out the GC injection port
and column.

R esults are not reproducible
Results may be non-reproducible when the operating parameters are outside the optimal range.
Another possible cause is when the components are dirty or faulty. Some suspected parameters
include: detector voltage, electron gun current, column and injector settings. The suspected
components may include the column, injector port, ion trap, or the SPME syringe or fiber. The
sampling technique is also critical for reproducibility. The following list provides possible solutions for
correcting irreproducibility.
Use the on instrument Performance Validation to confirm the correct operation of the system and/or
improve the instrument tune.
Re-extract and analyze the sample with a new SPME fiber or after cleaning the SPME fiber (see
Prepare the Custodion SPME Syringe for Sampling in Chapter 4 “Basic Custodion
Operations”).
Allow the instrument to warm-up for several minutes before analyzing a set of samples.
Run a standard and verify that the mass spectrometer and chemical library calibrations are still
good; make adjustments as necessary, and re-filter the irreproducible data with the new
calibrations.
Evaluate the extraction procedure and eliminate any variations such as inconsistent extraction time,
temperature, or agitation procedure.

There is no instrum ent signal
Lack of signal is typically observed when the electron gun filament burns out or when the detector
malfunctions or needs replacement. The signal will either be absent or appear as a baseline. When
this happens, contact PerkinElmer for Technical support.

Acquired m ass spectra are not correct
There are a few different things that may cause the acquired mass spectra to be incorrect. For
troubleshooting follow the steps below:
1.

Perform 3 analytical runs using the Calion Standard Mix. Analyze the 3 runs to determine if
the acquired masses (although incorrect) are the same for each run (± 1 amu).
•

If from run to run the masses are shifting dramatically contact PerkinElmer.

•

If the masses (although incorrect) are staying the same (± 1 amu) from run to run
continue to perform the steps below until the problem is corrected.

2.

When the acquired mass spectra are not correct the Torion T-9 GC/MS should be
recalibrated (see Performance Validation in Chapter 5 “Basic Operation”).

3.

After performing the Performance Validation run the Calion mix again as a sample to verify
that the acquired masses are now correct. If needed repeat the Performance Validation a
couple times.

4.

Another problem that can contribute to incorrect mass assignments is a dirty trap. For trap
removal and cleaning instructions, contact your PerkinElmer Service Representative for help.
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5.

After cleaning the trap perform a Performance Validation, then analyze the Calion Mix using
the Torion T-9 GC/MS and ensure that the acquired mass spectra are correct.

6.

If none of these steps corrected the acquired mass spectra contact your PerkinElmer Service
Representative for help.

SP M E fiber cam e off inside the GC inlet
1.

Occasionally a SPME fiber can come off inside the GC inlet. This can happen when the fiber
is getting old, if the fiber is used in an incompatible solvent it swells or breaks, if the SPME
syringe is pulled out of the inlet while the fiber is exposed etc.

2.

It is very important that the SPME fiber is removed from the inlet immediately. If the fiber is
left inside the inlet subsequent fibers that are inserted in the inlet might break off because
there is not enough room for the fiber. Fibers left inside the inlet can also allow fiber debris
to block the GC or even damage the GC column.

3.

To remove a SPME fiber from the GC inlet follow the steps in GC Injection Port
Maintenance in Chapter 8 “Maintenance”.

4.

Ensure that the entire fiber is removed from the inlet, Merlin Septum and GC liner.

Torion T-9 GC/ M S fails to identify a com pound
It is possible that the Torion T-9 GC/MS can fail to identify a compound that is actually present (a
false negative identification). There are several reasons why the Torion T-9 GC/MS would fail to
identify the compound. Address each of the possibilities listed below:
1.

The target compound did not elute within the correct retention time window. This may
happen if:
a. The retention time window set in the library may be too small.
b. The Torion T-9 GC/MS may be running out of helium.

2.

The target compound does not have the correct mass spectrum.
If this is the case see the troubleshooting section Acquired mass spectra are not
correct to solve this problem.

Torion T-9 GC/ M S falsely identified a com pound
It is possible that the Torion T-9 GC/MS can identify a compound that is actually not present (a false
positive identification). There are several reasons why this may happen.
1.

The mass spectrum of the false positive compound might match the mass spectrum of a
compound that is actually present.
If this is the case, see if there are additional unique ions that can be added to the library for
more selective identification.

2.

The mass spectrum of the false positive might be present in the background noise.
This will happen especially when running compounds in a complex matrix such as gasoline
or diesel.

Torion T-9 GC/ M S fails to reach set tem peratures
If at any time the Torion T-9 GC/MS fails to reach temperatures set in the GC settings contact your
PerkinElmer Service Representative for help.
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Torion T-9 GC/ M S is unable to run on battery pow er
If the Torion T-9 GC/MS has previously been successful at running on battery power ensure that the
batteries have been fully recharged and are making proper connection with the Torion T-9 GC/MS.
Also ensure that the batteries being used still have enough power left to run the Torion T-9 GC/MS.
If these remedies fail to resolve the problem contact your PerkinElmer Service Representative for
help.

Torion T-9 GC/ M S suddenly pow ers dow n
•

If the Torion T-9 GC/MS was running on battery power, the life of the battery has been
exceeded. Replace the batteries, or switch to alternative power.

•

If the Torion T-9 GC/MS was running on alternative power ensure that the power is properly
connected.

•

Once the power is properly connected perform a blank run on the Torion T-9 GC/MS before
continuing with analysis.

